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Play time 
Terrace athletes gear up 
for three days of 
competition as winter games 
kick off, SPORTS B4 
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A Terrace Anglican takes 
the helm during 
turbulent times in the 
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Students doubt much 
will change despite 
staging a mass  
walkout\NEWS A8 
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Gov't torches union wage deals 
THE WAY thousands of public sector 
workers do their jobs, how much they 
will be paid, how they can be laid off 
and ultimately, who they might work 
for changed over the weekend when 
the provincial Liberal government pas- 
sed significant new bills. 
The legislation is  specifically 
aimed at education and health care 
Pay equity pledge gone, way cleared for Generally speaking, the changes af- fecting work place rules and condi- 
layoffs, contracting out in health, education ,ons come  nto effect right away. 
patient care and look at the most cost 
effective ways we can deliver the sup- 
port services that are needed to ensure 
the health care system works." 
Hansen conceded there will be 
workers and calls for  massive con- thousands of layoffs from health care 
tracting out of services, facilities. 
The goal is to cut costs, provincial 
cabinet ministers aid at a news con- 
ference after the new measures were 
introduced in the legislature Jan. 25. 
"I am not in the laundry business, I 
am not in the food service business," 
said health services minister Colin 
Hansen. "We want to focus our ener- 
gies and resources on direct clinical 
New agencies, such as the Northern 
Health Authority created in late De- 
cember, now have the power to con- 
tract out everything from cleaning to 
lab services to payroll services to 
maintenance s rvices. 
Those affected have also had sever- 
ance provisions and other measures ei- 
ther reduced or eliminated as a further 
measure to cut costs. 
Ironically, the severance provisions, 
bumping rights, re-training provisions 
and other measures were introduced by 
the previous NDP government tobuffer 
its own drive to cut labour costs. 
But labour minister Graham Bruce, 
in introducing the legislation, said 
those provisions and measures hand- 
cuffed both health care authorities and 
school districts in their attempts to 
make cost-saving changes. 
"The NDP imposed rigid measures 
on our health regions and school 
boards that were costly, onerous and 
unworkable," he said. 
Some pay items come into effect over 
time according to dates in contracts. 
Labour unions have vowed to fight 
the changes. 
A rally and march was held in Ter- 
race hours after the legislation was in- 
troduced Jan. 25, a students' rally at 
the college is planned for Feb. 6 and 
further protests are expected. 
Class sizes can now be increased 
by school districts, something not pre- 
viously permitted in teacher contracts 
and more students can be put into col- 
lege classrooms. 
In some cases, health care workers 
could receive up to 18 months of se- 
verance or given the same in "working 
notice." That's cut to a maximum 20 
weeks, depending on years of service. 
Pay equity provisions, designed to 
increase the wages of people working 
for agencies uch as the Terrace and 
District Community Services Society 
to the level of hospital or other health 
care facilities, have been cut. 
Those parity increases across the 
province, Victoria says, would have 
resulted in compounded wage hikes 
amounting to 72 per cent by 2004 and 
cost hundreds of millions of dollars 
when added to regular pay hikes. 
Also gone or changed are succes- 
sorship provisions in which workers 
could automatically transfer over to 
new employers. That's expected to 
have dramatic impacts as health-rela-. 
ted services are contracted out. 
NWBC set 
ELIZABETH Snyder speaks at a demonstration Friday night - the  third of the week - in  response to government cuts. See pg. A16. 
Cuts loom over college 
By jENNIFER LANG 
AS MANY as 40 Northwest Com- 
munity College employees could 
lose their jobs as the institution 
grapples with a $2.3 million defi- 
cit. 
Nearly a $1 million of that is 
from provincial grants to be lost 
for various employment, assis- 
tance, training and subsidy pro- 
grams not part of the college's 
core vocational and university 
credit programs. 
Those programs are to be eli- 
minated as part of the spending 
cuts announced by the provincial 
government early two weeks ago. 
As it is, college president Ste- 
phanie Forsyth said the college 
faces a deficit because it can't af- 
ford to pay wage and benefit in- 
creases negotiated shortly before 
the NDP government was defea- 
ted last year. 
Those work out to $565,000 on 
top of the nearly $1 million in lost 
grants and the new Liberal gov- 
ernment won't provide the money. 
Providing severance packages 
and the like will cost even more 
and brings the total deficit to $2.3 
million, Forsyth said. 
"This is not a good time for 
anybody here," she said. "We're 
trying to work very closely with 
those people that might be affec- 
ted." 
Official layoff notices have yet 
to be handed out. 
It's not clear how new legisla- 
tion will affect severance and lay- 
off provisions. 
One possible closure target is 
the Terrace campus daycare 
centre. 
About 1,400 full and part time 
students are enrolledat NWCC at 
10 campuses across the region. 
Its annual budget sits at around 
$14 million, but non-core pro- 
grams and grants typically ac- 
count for another $8 million. 
Until now, a program called In- 
stitutional Based Training Support 
worth $225,000 paid for educa- 
tional advisors at nearly every 
campus, Forsyth said. 
Without it, five college em- 
ployees tand to lose their jobs. 
Forsyth said keeping the day- 
care centre at the Terrace campus 
open next year would cost NWCC 
$100,000, because it lost a .  
$26,000 grant. 
"The government doesn't per- 
ceive it as being core to our busi- 
ness. We have to make the diffi- 
cult decision - do we supp0rt:a 
daycare for some, or do weuse 
that money and put ii:;intb':more 
student services?" 
The college is also lookingat 
suspending its early childho~id 
education program next year. 
"The amount of money we 
spend on delivering that program 
far exceeds the amount the gov- 
ernment is funding us for," she 
said. "We believe that program to 
Cont inued  Pg. AS 
Speed blamed for road death record 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
DRIVERS, not road conditions, are responsible 
for the alarming number of deaths on northern 
roads this winter, say police, highways and 
other officials. 
And they are at a loss of how to convince 
people to slow down. 
Since Dec. 8, 15 people people have died 
in highway accidents in northern B.C. 
The latest death near Terrace took place 
Jan. 24 when Hannah Kantola, 17, was killed. 
"The frequency has gone up an alarming 
amount," David Dickson, ICBC regional man- 
"If any of these accidents had anything to 
do with highway design issues we would be all 
over it," transportation ministry highways 
manager Don Ramsay said last week. "But to 
my knowledge we don't have any highway de- 
sign involved with these accidents." 
Officials say motorists overdriving the con- 
ditions are mostly to blame. 
"People here are fairly cognizant of the tra- 
gedies that take place on our highways yet the 
kind of driving that gets people in trouble con- 
tinues to happen," said Cnst. J.R. Walker. 
He added drivers must slow down when 
has an above average compliance record in 
dealing with road conditions that vary greatly. 
Crews are required to start plowing high- 
ways around Terrace once 4 Cm of snow falls. 
When slippery roads are found during patrols, 
contractors must apply abrasives immediately. 
Ministry data shows from June 1999 to Aug. 
2001 nine accidents causing 12 deaths occured 
on Hwy16 from Hazelton to Prince Rupert. 
Three happened on wet r0adsl three on dry 
roads, two when roads were icyand one when 
the road had slushy conditions. 
Of those nine accidents four involved alco- 
to buy SCi 
Province rejects Mercer offer 
By JEFF NAGEL 
IN A STUNNING reversal Friday the province rejected 
Mi~rcer lnternational'sbid'for Skeena-Cellulose-and got 
court approval to instead negotiate with rival~NWBC 
Timber and Pulp Ltd. 
NWBC had gained substantial support in the region 
by publicly laying out its vision for Skeena Cellulose', 
while Mercer was secretive and its history as a corporate 
scavenger raised anxieties. 
Enterprise minister Rick Thorpe said Mercer was 
dropped Wednesday because the Swiss-based company 
wanted government concessions that would have restric- 
ted future forest policy and required further subsidies by 
Victoria. 
"Unfortunately the deal that ended up coming to the 
table was not acceptable to treasury board and cabinet 
after extensive consideration," he said. "We were not 
prepared to fetter government forest policy and we were 
not prepared tO put additional government subsidies in." 
Thorpe refused to reveal details of the concessions 
Mercer sought nor would he say whether he supported or 
opposed the offer. 
NWBC has until Feb. 8 to reach a definitive sale 
agreement with Victoria, which would then be reviewed 
by treasury board and cabinet ahead of a Feb. 15 court 
appearance. 
It effectively puts NWBC - which had abandoned its 
pursuit of SCI talks just a week earlier saying it was 
clear Victoria would sell to Mercer - on the verge of 
buying the operations. 
Thorpe said the new NWBC offer is "significantly 
changed" but would release no details, saying confiden- 
tiality applies. 
NWBC previously offered to pay $15 million - some- 
what more than Mercer - and pledged to invest a total of 
$150 million in the operations. 
Continued Pg. A10 
Teacher activity 
ban may not end 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE GOVERNMENT 
ended the teachers' con- 
tract dispute Jan. 25 with 
legislation imposing a 
contract and bringing in 
changes to the School Act. 
Teachers will get raises 
of 2.5 per cent a year over 
three years, substantially 
less than the 18 per cent 
teachers had offered ear- 
lier in the week, 
But in some cases, de- 
pending upon individual 
teachers, the raise is more 
than what school districts 
has originally offered. 
The bill also includes 
plans to appoint a com- 
mission to review bargain- 
ing structures in future 
contract negotiations, 
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Frank  Rowe 
began in November. 
School districts can now 
set class size limits, the 
number of special needs 
students per classroom - 
and determine ratios for 
the number of  special 
"needs assistants, counsel- 
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From front 
Kitimat teachers forced 
into Terrace agreement 
president Frank Rowe The Kitimat teacher "On an individual basis, 
said Jan. 25. "The worst 
fears have been realized." 
Rowe said school dis- 
tricts will now also have 
the power to set the length 
of school day - and school 
year, a provision that's 
also been stripped from the 
previous contract. 
The imposed collective 
agreement amounts to a 
double whammy for Kid- 
mat teachers. 
Nine agreements in 
amalgamated school dis- 
tricts will be eliminated, 
including the Kitimat 
agreement, which saw tea- 
chers there earning higher 
wages than their counter- 
parts in Terrace. 
Kitimat's teachers will 
now be forced to join the 
Terrace agreement and 
take Terrace wages, Rowe 
said. 
will still be making less 
than they are right now be- 
cause they have the Ter- 
race agreement imposed 
on them," Rowe said. 
A Terrace teacher with 
five years of post-second- 
ary education and 10 years 
seniority now earns 
$60,386. a year. 
That same teacher in 
Kitimat will now play 
catch up for the next three 
years to reach their former 
pay rates. 
Teachers across B.C. 
walked off the job Monday 
to protest the imposed 
contract hey believe will 
make their jobs more diffi- 
cult. 
Rowe said teachers may 
not resume xtra curricular 
duties, stopped as job ac- 
tion escalated after Christ- 
mas. 
teachers will say, 'I don't 
have time for extra curric- 
ular activities,'" Rowe 
said. "People are so 
angry." 
Salary grids for teachers 
vary from district to dis- 
trict, but the 7.5 wage in- 
crease over three years ap- 
plies across the board. 
Here, the starting wage 
of a Terrace teacher with 
five years of post-second- 
ary education and no ex- 
perience is currently 
$38,192. By year th'ree of 
the contract, that teacher 
wiiJ make $41,200 a year. 
The annual salary for a 
teacher with five years 
education and 10 years ex- 
perience will rise from a 
current $60,386 to $65,029. 
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Student killed after car 
slides out of control 
POLICE are investigating 
a Jan. 24 car accident in 
which Hannah Kantola, 
17, was killed and three 
people were injured. 
The two-vehicle acci- 
dent occurred on Hwy 16 
West just outside Thornhill 
shortly after 8 a.m. 
Police said a car carry- 
ing Kantola and another 
teen, who was the driver, 
was heading west when it 
lost control on the icy road 
and was broadsided by an 
eastbound pick-up truck• 
Copper River Estates 
resident Blake Bedford 
was on his way to work in 
Terrace when he witnessed 
the crash. 
"The roads were just 
terrible," Bedford said. "It 
was a thick sheet of black 
ice." 
He said the female dri- 
ver of the car appeared to 
lose traction on the ice. He 
said she tried to correct 
the vehicle but swung into 
the eastbound lane in front 
of the pick-up truck. 
The plck-up hit the pas- 
senger side of the car and 
both vehicles landed in the 
ditch, Bedford said. 
Bedford immediately 
called police on his cell 
phone. 
Local RCMP, Terrace 
and Thornhill fire depart- 
ments and the B.C. Ambu- 
lance service responded. 
Kantola played the lead 
role in Caledonia Senior 
Secondary's performance 
of Crazy For You, last De- 
cember. A talented young 
singer, dancer and actor, 
she had also appeared in 
the previous year's produc- 
tion of Anything Goes. 
Caledonia paid tribute 
by lowering the school flag 
to half mast last week. 
The driver of the car, 
also a 17-year-old girl, is 
in critical but stable con- 
dition at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
The two occupants of 
the truck, a Kitimat cou- 
ple, were taken to Mills 
Memorial Hospital, treated 
for minor injuries and later 
released• 
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Hey,  Baby:  
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're There & We Care 
[ease welcome your 
nvassers when they 
hock on your door. 
SOCIETY ~(~DU CANCER 
BRIT ISH cOLUMBIA  
AND YU~ ~ DIVISION 
Bruno is back from the :::::: < 
Toronto Gift Show, find ~:"  
out what he is clearing ::~::, 
out to make room for 
i I:::IC new nventory-  ~~: ::
Check out the Gift $ 
Both  Products  • K i i chen  I tems 
PEACE OF MIND 
Hand-picked First Choice Vacation Club Packages leave nothing to chance. 
Hundreds of worry-f lee vacations and cruises to choose from. En joy  your  vacat ion~ 
Booka  First Cho iceVacaUon and q 50 PER COUPLE Plus earn valuable Gold 
Points on every purchasel 
VARADERO, CUBA 
CANCUN, MEXICO 
Sun Palace 
Junior Suite February 2, 9, 16 & 23 
7 nights All-Inclusive! 
 Sm lUeSt 
PUERTO PLATA, D.R. MAYAN RIVIERA, MEXICO 
Allegro Flamenco Beach Resort J J RIU Palace Mexico I 
Standard Room February 6, 13 & 20 Hotel Room February 24, March 3 & 10 
7 nights All-inclusive! 7 nights All-Inclusive! 
ACAPULCO, MEXICO MANZANILLO, MEXICO 
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Job, program 
cuts decr,ed 
at noon rally 
CHANTING "Hey, hey. addressed the crowd. 
He, he. Gordon Campbell's "You didn't vote to 
got to go," a small crowd have poor people subsidize 
of provincial civil servants the rich and that's 'what's 
and their supporters mar- happening," he said. 
ched to city hall Jan. 22 to BCGEU staff represen- 
protest job losses and pro- tative Shelley Anderson 
gram cuts. said the rally was a 
Approx imate ly  110 "solemn moment but also 
pe0p!e carrying signs and a proud moment." 
wawng,  banners heard "Let's fight them and 
speakers denounce the give them snoose;" she 
provincial government's said. 
plans. Terrace Women's Re- 
"Roger Harris did not source Centre worker Liza 
get a mandate to destroy Haldane said one of the 
this community and we cuts will see the end to 
have to get in his face," money for it and other si- 
B.C. Government Employ- milar centres across the 
ees' Union (BCGEU) ex- province. 
ecutive member Don Phil- That will end help for 
pott told the crowd which women who need assis- 
gathered around the ceno- tance need ending abusive 
taph. relationships or who have 
He said union members other problems, she said. 
should find out which busi- "In some cases, women 
nesses upport he cuts and could be losing their 
which do not and then lives," Haidane said. 
"stop giving them our Dan Buck from the 
money now." Northwest Community 
Philpott also warned College's students asso- 
municipal politicians - elation said cuts will keep 
none of whom were at the people from going to 
rally - that their chances school. 
of re-election this fall were And he said the new $6 
also at stake depending training wage won't pro- 
upon their reaction, vide those who can find 
Local teachers' union work with enough money 
president Frank Rowe also over the summers for their 
THE FIRST of what turned out to be several rallies took place Jan, 23 in front 
of city hall as government workers and supporters turned out to protest job 
cuts and social service program reductions or eliminations. 
education. 
Other issues were also 
raised at the rally. 
Regional district repre- 
sentative Les Watmough 
noted the secrecy sur- 
rounding the province's 
sale of Skeena Cellulose 
tO Mercer International. 
"This mill, Skeena Cel- 
lulose, was closed all of 
last year," said Wat- 
mough. 
"You have 77 suppos- 
edly good businessmen 
down there in cabinet and 
they can't even run one 
little sawmill," he said of 
Liberals'MLAs in Victoria. 
Ian Mackenzie of the 
Anglican church and one 
of the key players involved 
with the Nisga'a land 
claim and treaty, asked 
the crowd to boycott the 
planned mail-in land 
claims referendum. 
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News In Brief 
College gets green nod 
THERE WAS one piece of good news at financial- 
ly embattled Northwest Community College last 
week - its plan for a new building in Prince Rupert 
is to be one of five representing Canada at a sus- 
tainable buildings conference this fall in Norway. 
The Green Building Challenge is an internation- 
al effort of over 20 countries to evaluate the im- 
prove the performance of green buildings with the 
goal of having them conserve as much energy and 
natural resources as possible 
Ironically, the Prince Rupert building plan is on 
hold - frozen last year by the new provincial gov- 
ernment. The college instead operates in several 
different locations scattered throughout he city. 
But the hold order came after a hole was dug in 
downtown Prince Rupert for the building. 
The plan is for a 5,000 metre wood building 
using natural light and ventilation. Its waste man- 
agement system is designed to also use rain water 
and utility bills would be reduced by using a so- 
phisticated heat recovery system. 
"We are very proud of the recognition that 
comes with winning a Green Building Challenge 
and look forward to when the campus is comple- 
ted," said college president Stephanie Forsyth. 
Watmough leads NDP 
LES WATMOUGH has been elected as the chair 
of the provincial Skeena NDP constituency asso- 
ciation. 
A long time supporter of the federal and provin- 
cial NDP wings, Watmough was a member of the 
IWA for 30 years. He first served on the board of 
, Mills Memorial Hospital in 1976. Watmough also 
served on the Terrace and Area Health Council, 
which ran Mills and Terraceview Lodge, until it 
was dissolved and absorbed into the larger North- 
ern Health Authority in December 2001. 
Watmough was first elected to the Kitimat-Sti- 
kine regional district in 1976. He is currently a dir- 
ector on the regional district board. 
' r It's time to reg,ste your firearms 
Klgnt now, 
,n t ! re stration is FREE! 
Your personalized and easy-to-complete firearm registration form is alreadyon its way to 
you by mail if you hold a valid firearms licence or Firearms Acquisition Certificate (FAt). 
You must have your licence or FAG before you can register. 
Owners that have already applied to register ALL their firearms do not have to 
complete the form. 
Firearm registration is a legal responsibility for all firearm owners. Registration is a one-time 
endeavour. You can save the $18 fee if you apply to register your firearms by the dead- 
line indicated on your form. 
Acting now means you're sure to have your registration documents before you need them. 
You may also apply to register on-line. Visit wrw.cfc.gc.ca for details. 
r t . . . .  • ,  • ,=/  
• Registration works towards improving public safety by 
recognizing owner accountability for the safe use and 
storage of firearms. 
• • Any restricted or prohibited firearms that you registered 
under the former law must be re-registered. There is no fee 
for re-registration., 
:~'. 
k 
• Registration enables police to trace firearms that may have 
been stolen, iUegal[y imported, illegally manufactured, or 
bought on the black market. 
• Insurance coverage and claims can be obtained or handlecl 
more easily for owners of registered firearms. 
• By law, all firearms must be registered by the end of 2002, ii 
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On the buses 
IF THERE is one group which deserves a break, 
it has to be the low-income senior citizen. 
These are among the people who took this 
country through the Second World War and who 
participated in its growth afterward. These are the 
people who built the roads and bridges on which 
we now drive, who paid taxes, who raised fami- 
lies, who did what was expected. 
Through circumstances perhaps not under their 
control, these are the people who now don't have 
a lot of disposable income. Their treatment by us 
is a measuring stick in how civilized our society 
has become. 
Two weeks ago, in one of the more drastic of 
the spending cuts announced, the provincial gov- 
ernment gave us a clue of the measuring stick it 
uses - it cut the subsidized bus pass program for 
low income seniors. 
To be sure, the bus pass program does cost 
money. But that's just the way it is if we really 
want to have a society which demonstrates some 
compassion for those less fortunate. 
The same is true for the provincial audio books 
program. This program provides books on tapes 
for people who are either blind or who otherwise 
have a disability preventing them from reading. 
The program cost $280,000. That's not a lot of 
money and certainly not an example of what we 
all like to criticize - the frivolous use of tax 
money. But it also got the chop. 
Balance the audio program against the installa- 
tion of internet hook-ups on the desks of MLAs 
in the legislature so they can bring in their gov- 
ernment-issue laptop computers.That'll be cold 
comfort to those who will no longer be able to 
listen to those audio tapes. Besides, MLAs in the 
legislature are supposed to be there doing busi- 
ness, not surfing for Britney Spears pictures. 
Perhaps it's part of a clever, although cynical 
tactic - announce the worst and then later on, 
back off a touch so that it seems that the worst is 
actually not the worst. 
Note, for instance, that the subsidized bus pass 
program continues for 2002 and is not scheduled 
to be eliminated until 2003. That's plenty of time 
for the provincial government o back off of the 
planned elimination. 
One clue may have come from Skeena Liberal 
MLA Roger Harris. When asked it was neces- 
sary to cut the bus pass program, Mr. Harris re- 
plied that the real question might be can we afford 
the kind of civil service contracts the government 
is now apparently going to change to reduce 
costs .  
So, whack the civil servants (always a popular 
sport) and then restore the bus passes. Restore the 
audio program for good measure. Divide and 
conquer. Quite a game plan - unless, of course, 
you are one of the human beings involved. 
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HUBERT BEYER 
fall on bad financial times, a 
more compassionate govern- 
ment will let him have a bus 
pass for $45. 
Not that there seems to be 
a lot of compassion amongst 
the public for those affected 
by the momentous changes the 
Campbell government an- 
nounced. 
Public servants hould stop 
whining, the letters to the edi- 
tor and phone calls to open- 
line,shows ay. The: private 
sector has felt the same pain 
for years, they say, 
True, it's probably not easy 
for the loggers and mill work- 
ers and miners who have lost 
their livelihood over the past 
few years to cry tears for the 
public servants whose jobs are 
eliminated. They think of Vic- 
toria and its army of public 
servants the same way the rest 
of us think of Ottawa. 
But again, the loss of pub- 
lic service jobs is not the only 
issue here. There is no way 
those who remain can effect- 
ively administer even those 
VICTORIA - It isn't very diffi- 
cult to sell the notion of get- 
ting the government off the 
people's back. 
We all have run into that 
wall of bureaucracy where 
nothing makes sense, where 
logic is met with regulations, 
where you can choose be- 
tween giving up or fighting the 
system, an endeavour that 
could make you life miserable 
for years to come. 
At moments uch as this, 
few of us would give a damn if 
every bureaucrat in the nation 
was fired. 
Alas, most public servants 
are not like that, never have 
been. What's more, it isn't just 
about the nearly 12,000 public 
servants losing their jobs over 
the next three years. 
• It's about he programs they 
used to deliver, programs that 
will either be cancelled or cut 
back to irrelevancy. 
The devil, you see, is not in 
the broad strokes of the Lib- 
eral government's restructuring 
of how we are governed. It's in 
the details. And many of the 
details aren't pretty. 
For the past 25 years, se- 
niors with limited incomes 
have been able to get bus 
passes for $45 a yelr. In prac- 
tical terms, limited income in 
this case meant less than 
$1,000 a month. In other 
words, it helped poor seniors. 
That program survived the 
sometimes tupid and some- 
times mean policy decisions 
of eight premiers. It died at the 
hands of the ninth, Gordon 
Campbell. I hope that when 
Campbell is old and should 
programs that will survive the 
massive cutbacks, notwith- 
standing the sycophantic com- 
ments of an unnamed eputy 
minister who in Campbell's 
words to him that he can do a 
better job with 60 employees 
than with 280. 
And let's be clear about one 
thing: program cutbacks will 
be felt in every corner of the 
province, not just Victoria and 
Vancouver. 
I have written several col- 
umns in recent months about 
the plight of parents looking 
after children with severe dis- 
abilities. Put them in a home, 
the government said. Let 
someone lse look after them, 
the government said. 
The government was willing 
to pay up to $3,000 a month to 
have strangers look after these 
children, but denied any finan- 
cial assistance to parents who 
did so themselves. 
I hold little hope for a re- 
versal of that inhuman policy 
although it should be a perfect 
,fit with~ the new government's 
determination to save money 
wherever possible. 
Then there is the decision 
to close courthouses across the 
province, including the one in 
Kitimat. There will undoUbted- 
ly be a savings in the short 
term. No more court houses, no 
more staff, no more heating 
bills, no more expenses, per- 
iod. Maybe the courthouses 
can even be sold. 
But what will the costs be 
to the municipalities affected 
to transport prisoners to the 
nex.t town with a courthouse? 
What will the cost be of hav- 
ing police accompany the pri- 
soners? And what will the cost 
be to hire additional police to 
take up the slack? 
I 'm trying to be as impartial 
here as I can, lest I be accused 
of being an NDP. hack (which 
will happen anyway), but some 
of these supposed cost-saving 
measures will result in much 
higher costs down the road. 
I don't need to read the Re- 
gina Manifesto, which resulted 
in the formation of the CCF, 
the predecessor to the NDP, to 
come to that conclusion, just 
common sense. 
Much of the New Era policy 
taps into deeply-felt public re- 
sentments. When people read 
that employable welfare reci- 
pients will be eligible for fi- 
nancial assistance only two 
years out of five, they see the 
scruffy beggar sitting on the 
street corner. 
When they read about single 
mothers having to go back to 
work, as if there was work, 
when their children are three, 
Instead i'o'f seven,':. ~i,, .,they,1, ."  .,.think 
welfare bums. 
And  now, I will give' you 
one of the most distressing ex- 
amples of the Campbell gov- 
ernment's cost-saving, mea- 
sures. The program that paid for 
audio books for the blind has 
been killed. The savings: 
$300.000 a year. The result: the 
blind are truly sitting in the 
dark. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-maih hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http://www.hubertbeyer.com 
or a wooden match, we sew the 
button snug to the fabric, leav- 
ing no space for the fabric to fit 
I remember a teenager who 
disdained buttons and abhorred 
needles and thread. Whenever 
a button fell off, she replaced it 
with a safety pin. She wore a 
favourite red plaid shirt with 
five pins up the front, not a sin- 
When she became a mother 
and needed to stretch the fami- 
ly's clothing budget, she 
learned to sew. She found it 
faster and easier to sew an en- 
tire new garment han to re- 
Today many households 
consign entire garments, but- 
tons, zippers, and all., to the 
landfill. Where once every 
adult shirt was turned ~into 
smaller versions for the kids, 
potholders, or quilts, •clothing 
isn't valued as it should be. 
Rushed and harried, we 
pitch worn garments into the 
trash bin and visit our favourite 
discount store for a whole new 
replacement. My trtp to the 
thrift store reminded me of a 
Butt, tire a forgotten item 
BUTTONS TURN up in the . Whenever she discarded a 
crevices of upholstered furni- tattered shirt or house dress, 
ture and on mall parking pave- she cut off every button and' 
ment as often as nickels and dropped them into a tobacco under the button. 
pennies, can. She had an Old Chum to- 
In the past, I overlooked bacco can for white buttons, a 
buttons and stooped only to re- Virginia can for coloured and 
trieve coins. Not anymore, extra big or odd.shaped mod- 
Especially with the dropping els. 
dollar, a button is worth more Some of the buttons were 
than the coins, more coloufful than practical - 
Recently I headed to the indigo glass with a white can- gle button. 
hospital auxiliary thrift store tar; wooden buttons big as 
intending to buy a couple 
handfuls of recycled buttons ill-'l[lllllHIgm'lllalH[.,]l~'~l~ coasters; leather-covered but- 
tons from Grandpa's overcoat; 
for a few cents. On previous CLAUDETTE SANDECFO glittery beads with delicate 
visits, the thrift store had kept veiling; imitation diamonds 
a shoe box of assorted buttons with birthstone eyes. They 
sitting on one end of the card. Twenty cents for a used never left the can except to place even one button. 
checkout counter, buttonl entertain us on blizzard days 
I wanted to buy a varied Seems at least once a week home from school. 
stockpile of buttons for a craf- someone would knock the Much of today's new cloth- 
ty kid who sorts buttons into shoe box off the counter. The ing has no buttons. Valets, 
colours; shapes, and sizes, be- store's volunteer staff de- zippers, and most of all elasti- 
fore gluing them oh fabric to spaired of picking up hundreds cized or stretchy fabrics have 
create designs worth framing. I of buttons off the floor every 
had a promise to supply, time this happened, done away with the need for 
To my disappointment, I Secondhand buttons are' collar buttons. Styles have eli- 
learned the shoe box had been hard to come by these days, minated buttons down the 
done away with. Instead staff unlike when I was a farm kid. front. 
Keeping buttons on clothing now sort buttons into matching Morn never threw away a bat- can be a chore. Few of us 
groups, then stitch identical 
buttons, five or six to a card- ton unless it was chipped, or know how to properly sew on a 
board card. These they sell for the center was cracked so it button. Instead of spacing the 
approximately one dollar per wouldn't be held on by thread, button shank over a toothpick button's value, 
" top.tl.,y.. WAS SoPI:bSP_.I::, / &LH',t' (~3faP./~S W J/lI 
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Cloudy 
future 
facing 
family 
WHEN Leigh-Anne Schofield 
moved from Nanaimo to Terrace 
to work with for the Conservation 
Officer Service she had no idea 
her job could be gone just seven 
months later. 
The provincial government told 
Sehofield two weeks ago her job 
as an administrative assistant at 
the Terrace wildlife office was 
surplus to the ministry. 
Within 90 days she'll either be 
transferred within the ministry or 
terminated, says her husband Ken 
Schofield. 
This is the' second time in just 
two years that Leigh-Anne has 
lost a job due to downsizing and 
she and her husband are worried 
about what the future holds. 
Her husband Ken suffers from a 
rare liver disease called Primary 
Scler0sing Cholangitis. Eventually 
he will require a liver transplant 
"The job came at a 
time when we really, 
really needed it." 
?. 
or else his liver will break down 
and he'll die. 
It also means Ken can't work, 
making Leigh-Anne the sole bread 
winner for the family. 
Ken Schofield says they felt 
like they won the lottery when 
Leigh-Anne got a job in Terrace 
last summer. 
"Just to come up here for the 
interview used up all our financial 
resources," he says. "The  job 
came at a time when we really, 
really needed it." 
He says his wife, who's origin- 
ally from here, loves her job and 
has fit. in well at the local office. 
"Being support staff for the 
KEN AND Leigh-Anne Schofield and their sons aren't sure what will happen now that she's been 
told her support job with the local Conservation Officer service wil cease to exist. 
says. "She cares deeply about the 
environment, bear safety - 
everything." 
He says Leigh-Anne has found 
her niche with the C.O. Service 
and feels like the work she does 
may be out of a job within three 
months, the couple is worried 
about how they'll continue to sup- 
port themselves, their two young 
sons Ken's medical costs. 
"She's trying to keep her hopes 
Schofield says. "If they are able 
to place her, hopefully it'll be in 
this area." 
Ken say s behind every cut 
there is a story. 
"But the families like ours are 
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Job cut total 
eludes MLA 
and others 
NEARLY TWO weeks after the B.C. Liberals announced 
civil service job cuts Jan. 17, it is still difficult to deter- 
mine the exact impact in Terrace. 
At first, government officials, including Skeena Lib- 
eral MLA Roger Harris, were using the figure of 89 full 
time equivalent (FTE) jobs to describe the planned 
three-year employment cut here. 
Harris was unhappy with that number and his officials 
spent all of last week unsuccessfully trying to come up 
with a new tally. 
But one government agency, the Public Service Em- 
ployee Relations Commission, which acts as the pro- 
vince's human resources office, released its own esti- 
mate. It calculates that 78 
FTEs will be lost here. 
If the 78 FTE figure is 
the official one, it means 
28 per cent of provincial 
civil servants in Terrace 
will be cut over three years. 
That's based on a total pro- 
vincial civil service com- 
plement of 280 people here. 
But if the figure is high- 
er, the percentage of job 
10ss is also higher. 
Also complicating the 
situation is the different 
way in which the transpor- 
tation ministry is handling 
its cuts. 
Under the orders of 
transportation minister Ju- Judith Reid 
dith Reid, that ministry laid 
out its cuts in terms of people affected. 
A full time equivalent, on the other hand, is the num- 
ber of hours worked over the year by a full time employ- 
ee. 
Reid said last week that is a tricky number in that 
over time hours worked by people in one office could 
amount o full time equivalences. 
As well, two or more part time workers could make 
up the equivalent of one full time employee. 
"So in terms of people, it is 37," said Reid of cuts to 
her ministry here. 
A good number of those jobs to be lost will take place 
this year. 
What is known is that the transportation cuts amount 
to about half of the civil service jobs that will be lost. 
Thirteen more jobs are to be gone in the fall when the 
regional correctional centre is closed, three people are 
being cut because the apprenticeship program is disap- 
pearing, 3.5 FTEs are to be lost when the human re- 
sources ministry merges offices and one FTE is sche- 
duled to be lost at the water, land and air ministry office Conservation Officer Service, she makes a difference, up but with all these cuts it's dif- rare," he says. here. 
.thought ~ould ibe i, mpprtant,'.' he. :::,~,~i.Wjth-~the,,nows.!thatjLeigh-A~.ne ~ ficuit to think:where .we'!~l be,"~.. ~ .~Now 811 they can do is wait. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,)~, ,, ;- :Reidisaid~th¢ 22 people~who will ,be :left in the. trans- 
Student summer job Suun uies erasea road,afety ,  m~in~tenah'e'and'rbh,bilithtiOh." " ...... " Generally speaking, about 40 per cent of the cuts to 
STUDENTS HERE are fuming In the past five years Student The goal of the program is to dents to earn money as it is. You 
after the province axed a program Summer Works created 1,100 find work for students in a position can't live on six dollars an hour." 
that:provided wage subsidies to jobs in the northwest and the pro- related to their field of study. But Student Summer Works is 
help them get summer jobs. gram pumped $1.64 million into Students are placed with busi- just one of several work training 
Word that the Student Summer the northern economy, nesses and non-profit organiza- and apprenticeship jobs axed by 
Works program would be elimina- Student Summer Works has tions during the summer months, the government Jan. 17. 
ted came Jan. 17. been in the northwest for seven The program ran on a budget of A provincially funded program 
"I'm disgusted and appalled years under contract o Northwest $346,205 used primarily to subsi- called Work Study provides on- 
and as far as our organization is Community College. dize wages, campus jobs for students not re- 
concerned this decision doesn't But the program has existed for Without those subsidies Me- ceiving enough money from their 
make any sense at all," said over 35 years under various Athy says businesses that struggle student loan. It was also cut by 
Karen McAthy, external affairs names, said Sandy Bullock, stu- to pay fair wages to summer stu- the provincial government. 
coordinator for the Northwest ' dent employment officer at the dents will be affected. That may "It's just a small program but it 
Community College Students' As- college, mean fewer jobs for students in made a difference to about 20 stu, 
sociation. "That's one of the reasons we the summer, dents, most of which were at our 
Student Summer Works last thought it would escape the cuts," "I personally see that the campus," Bullock said. "We have 
year placed 59 students in Terrace Bullock said. "It's not the em- money invested in these programs money in place supposedly until 
alone. And 237 positions were ployer who is going to suffer, it's results in trained workers," said the end of August but I don't know "Any help we 
filled in the northwest, the student." MeAthy. "It's hard enough for stu- if it'll be there beyond Mar. 31." take," said Reid. 
From front 
Job apprentice office eliminated here co,,ege 
By SARAH A .  Z IMMERMAN faces cuts 
THREE people at the Industry be exceptional, but we 
Training and Apprenticeship Corn- can't afford it." 
mission's (ITAC) Terrace office will Current ECE students 
be out of work here as of May 31. will be able to complete 
The commission sets up apprenti- the program. 
ceship job placements with busines- But Forsyth said three 
ECE employees could be 
sos across the province, monitors the affected. The senior em- 
progress of apprenticeships and ployee would be asked to 
ovei'sees testing of students, review the program over 
Terrace is one of 10 regional the next year and come up 
ITAC offices province-wide that will with a more c0st:effective 
shut their doors May 31. way to offer it in the fu- 
The program will then be run out ture. 
of the Prince George office, four The final decision, on 
lower mainland locations and one layoffs and program cuts at 
Victoria office. NWCC won't be made 
until mid- to late February, 
By early 2003 those offices will when the provincial gov- 
also close, ernment releases its own 
"It's just a nightmare," says Malcolm budget. 
Smith, senior I TAC apprenticeship At least 36 college em- 
counsellor here. "It's not the type of si- ployees have been told 
tuation anybody wants to be in." their jobs are on the line; 
The north region of IT/kC coordinates 28 are B.C. Government 
apprenticeships for nearly 550 people Employees Union morn- 
and Smith says roughly 100 of those bers. 
clients are from the Terrace area. The majoi'ity of the pro- 
And last year three Terrace students posed layoffs would take 
were among 160 province-wide who re- place at the Terrace cam- 
eeived $1,000 bursaries from ITAC to pus. 
help them get into apprenticeships. "I think the college is 
Cuts to ITAC and the Ministry'of Ad- the meat in the sandwich," 
vanced Education call for a reduction of APPRENTICESHIP counsellors John Dodd and Malcolm Smith are among the affected staff when the Industry Training BCGEU representative 
137 full time equivalent positions over Apprenticeship Commission's Terrace office closed down May 31. Shelley Anderson said. 
the next three years. !'The responsibility as 
As of March 31, 2001 there were 105 their quota," said John Dodd, an appren- clients here. Prince George to make presentations in' far as I'm concerned ulti- 
full :time equivalent employees working ticeship counsellor here. Those services include overseeing high schools here or anywhere lse in this mately lies on the govern- 
for ITAC across B.C. And Malcolm Smith is worried hav, exams written here, making on-site visits area," Smith said. merit and what they're 
c0ntl- doing. The admmlstratmn, "To tell you the truth.l feel like we ing one regional office for the north and doing presentations about trades He added apprenticeships will ' ' . . . . .  
were dumped by the Ministry of  Ad- based in Prince George for the rest of training opportunities in high schools, nue in B.C, but the question remains as to  they're pawns l ike all the 
vanced Education just so they could fill the year will greatly reduce services to "I, can't see people coming from how they will be run. . : ..... : , :" rest of us." : ' 
Reid's ministry are in the administrative end and 40 per 
cent in jobs that won't exist because programs won't 
exist anymore. 
"The remaining 20 per cent could end up with privati- 
zation opportunities," said Reid. 
One of those opportunities could very well be the 
turning over of the ministry's Usk ferry service to a for- 
profit operator. 
All inland ferry services now offered at no-charge by 
the ministry are up for review, said Reid. 
"Government does have a role in providing the ser- 
vice, but you have to look at the coast," said Reid in 
noting routes there charge a user fee. 
And, motorists hould not be surprised if they see re- 
freshment s ands at highway rest areas. 
One plan is to allow businesses to operate at the rest 
areas in return for them cleaning garbage cans and rest- 
rooms, Reid continued. 
can get with our funding issues we will 
t J 
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There is just no compass ion  
in the gov't spending cuts 
Dear Sir: 
Your coverage of the an- 
nounced cuts to the British 
Columbia government staff 
missed a very important 
component. The victim/ wit- 
ness services program at the 
Attorney-General's office has been been decimated, re- 
moved, killed. While this program only involved two 
workers, locally, it was an absolutely vital bit of human- 
ity that is now gone. 
The office dealt with victims of crime and prepared 
them for the intimidation that is the judicial system, 
Imagine being a 4-year-old child that has witnessed a 
crime or an abusive situation. Now imagine that child 
being put on thestand to testify. Imagine that child's 
trauma when defence lawyers try to rip the cliild's story 
apart. One of the job components of the victim/witness 
services program was to hold the hand of such vulner- 
able beings and to let them know that all the bad stuff 
was not their fault 
The compassion has been removed by a government 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
bent on trying to rationa- 
lize spending cuts, deli- 
vered in whatever manner, 
as something that we all 
voted for. Now, if you are a 
victim or witness of a 
crime, you will have con- 
sole yourself, you will have to manage your anger your- 
self, you will have to get over it. 
Now, crown lawyers, who are paid much more, and 
who may or may not show compassion, or who may or 
may not be trained !n grief counselling, or who may or 
may not have time to cry with you, are going to be your 
only connection to the "justice system." 
I can agree that cuts are a fiscally responsible thing 
to do, but how and where and why has not been truly 
thought out by this Liberal governmen t. A wealthy, busi- 
ness-oriented premier may save you a few bucks, but it 
is what he is taking from you, that you don't even real- 
ize yet - that is what scares me most. We are all vic- 
tims. 
Chris Spangl, Terrace, B.C. 
No need to be mean-spirited 
Dear Sir: 
Whatever a person's 
political proclivities may 
be, nobody can have failed 
to notice that members of 
Gordon Campbe l l ' s  
"Liberal"  government 
have been nothing if not 
successful in harnessing, 
and exemplifying them- 
selves, the mean-spirited 
attitudes that generally 
have come to characterize 
the age End place in which 
we live. 
To take away free bus 
passes from senior citizens 
and to reduce by $50 pay- 
ments to recipients of so- 
c ia l  security, many of 
whom do not have the 
wherewithal or means to 
secure gainful employment 
(not everyone on welfare 
these days, surely, should 
be regarded as lazy and 
indolent), are all part of 
the same spirit that led the 
Premier at the inception of 
his tenure to refuse opposi- 
tion status to the elected 
NDP members. 
At least Mr. Campbell 
may claim the virtue of 
consistency in asking all 
citizens to make sacrifices 
for the benefit of British 
Columbia. 
All that is, except him- 
self and his colleagues 
who gave themselves a 
raise of more than 30 per 
cent immediately after the 
election. 
If it is true, however, (I 
think it was Bertrand Rus- 
sell who said so) that the 
best index of the level of 
civilization in any society 
is the manner in which it 
treats its most vulnerable 
members, then there has 
been a significant deter- 
ioration in this province. 
Fiscal responsibility 
need not logically and in- 
evitably entail a total lack 
of human charity, or an 
evident indifference to the 
lot of those least able to 
defend their own interests. 
Ian Jordan, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Be e 
Beautiful Flowers 
A waste 
of money 
Dear Sir: 
I have spent a great 
deal of time with young 
people in Terrace but I am 
very disappointed in a cer- 
tain few. My daughter is a 
hard working morn who 
doesn't have ::a,~lot: of 
While at workone  
evening recently her car 
was vandalized in the 
parking lot. It will cost 
over $1,000 to repair. 
ICBC has told her that it 
was a person on a moun- 
tain bike bouncing off her 
hood. 
They dented the fender 
and scratched the paint so 
bad the whole front end 
will have to be painted. 
This is a terrible waste 
of tax dollars. I doubt it but 
I hope these young people 
will feel bad and try to 
find something more con- 
structive to fill their idle 
time. 
Vi Timmerman, 
Terrace, B.C. 
CAT's 
!003 Arctic Cat Dealer Show. He'll be 
Is of pictures~ibrochures and information. 
New Liqhter 
,~  ~, ~ , ~  . . . .  ~ 
 ntan,n Cat 900TM ' 
"Track • Drop & 
Twin 
~ii:i i ~! ¸ i/ i i  ¸ : !i :: 
| 
It's time to register your firearms 
Look for your form Right now, 
• : ,.,, in the mail! registration is FREE! 
Your personalized and easy-to-cam plete firearm registration form is already 
on its wayto you by mail if you hold a valid firearms licence or Firearms 
Acquisition Certificate (FAC). You must.have your licence or FAC before you 
ca n register. 
Owners who have already applied to register ALL theirfirearms do not have 
to complete the form. 
Firearm registration is a legal responsibility for all firearm owners. 
Registration is a one-time endeavour. You can save the $18 fee if you apply 
to register your firearms by the deadline indicated on your form. 
Acting now means you're sure to have your registration documents before 
you need them. You may also apply to register on-line. Visit www.cfc.gc.ca 
for details. 
For more information: 1 800 731-4000, 
www.cfc.gc.ca, www.canadianfirearms.com 
• Registration works towards improving public safety by recognizing owner 
accountability for the safe use and storage of firearms. 
• Any restricted or prohibited firearms that you registered under the forr~ er 
law must be re-registered. There is no fee for re-registration. 
• Registration enables police to trace firearms that may have been stolen, 
illegally imported, illegally manufactured, Qr bought on the black market. 
• Insurance coverage and claims can be obtained or handled more easily 
for owners of registered firearms. 
• By law, all firearms must be registered by the end of 2002. 
Can 
I 
Fire closes school for a day 
A FAULTY heating unit 
was ta~ged as the cause of 
a Jan.t20 fire which filled 
portiohs of Caledonia Se- 
nior Secondary, forcing it 
to be/closed the following 
day. 
Terrace and Thornhill 
firefighters could barely 
sec five feet in front of 
them as they waded 
through a smoke filled Ca- 
ledonia Senior Secondary 
gymnasium when they an- 
swered an alarm. 
"We arrived to find the 
gym area full of smoke 
and we actually could see 
the fire coming from the 
ducting, unit in the stage 
area," ~aid Terrace fire 
chiet" Rhndy Smith. 
Ironically, the heating 
system' was slated to be 
replaced the next day by 
work crews at the school. 
"It was just a matter of 
hours before that equip- 
ment was going to be 
removed," Smith said 
Firefighters were able 
to extinguish the fire relat- 
ively quickly but getting 
rid of the smoke was a 
time consuming effort. 
TSe day off for students 
Jan./22 gave firefighters 
time-~to properly ventilate 
the/sbhool and to monitor 
air ,'quality. 
Smith said the cost of 
MASKED FIREFIGHTER readies for an examination of Caledonia Senior See- 
ondary Jan, 20 after a fire broke out because of a faulty heating unit, That unit 
was due for replacement anyway as part of a large heating and ventilation im- 
provement project now going on at the school. 
damages caused by the 
fire will be relatively low 
given that the fire was 
contained to a duct sche- 
duled to be replaced any- 
way. 
That and similar work 
has been going on at Cal 
since late last year as part 
of a large program to re- 
place old heating and ven- 
tilation systems. 
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Tickets '$10.OO at: 
Best Western Terrace Inn 
Sunday, February 17th, 2002 
12:00 noon to 4 :00  p.m. 
Fashion Showcase  
. Bridal Gowns, Evening Wear, Day~/ear, Lingerie,,, 
Merchant  Displays 
i::~,~]:~!~ '~:~i:~'~ :'~'~ :~::'~+ .:/.~ : : .'~ :'.i :- +:~:~ii~!i!~!NO :FABULOUS MAIN DI~WS+~::::,?:::::~ 
~!i!~+~!~i~i~:~iii~!~;:~Grand Prize for + 15e:Bricle& Groom::::,:" i~~.i:.:~ 
~i:::~.~:~i!~i!::i:"~.::::.i:~,+' .': '~::.'-.: ~ +.'....:,:.~ :~:.:-~..!: ~: ' :-:, . :  . :.:'.. : ; ::,::: 
:~+~+;~Ora~ Pr;ze For E ervone- SEt Weekend ~ :,:++ 
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.lada's Fashion, Terrace Sight & Sound, Terrace, Kitimat 
Glass Slipper Boutique, Terrace Besl Western Terrace Inn, Terrace 
Cook's Jewellers, Prince Rupert Gemma's, Terrace 
~ ~, ~+ ~.~.: ,. ,. :+,. i .++ : . . .  . . . . . .  • . • , ]  ]. 
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++t "Cheap!" 
,~,r I" pr .~kneap. "Chea 
MONTHS 
On Purchase Financing up to 
NO Down payment 
NO payments 
NO Interest" 
General Motore pays the interest 
0% l 
Purchase Financing 
up ta 36 months_ ~
on v i r tua l ly  a l l  2002  veh ic les  * 
':i/i.: ?
~et out of the nest 
this spring with 
Hawkair's 
HEW Frugal 
Flyer Fares 
Y 
si30. +n+ 
Includes taxes and fees, new 
Ioooklngs only, minimum 3 day 
advance required, limited 
seating, restrictions apply, 
Book January 30 
through March 3, 2002 
for selected flights 
Feb 3. April 15, 2002 
I Call HAWKAIR toll,free 
1635-4295 
! I We ro open 7am 7pm, 
7 days a week 
I Or contact your/acal tra~ agent 
~ ~  ~+~ .... + ?:!~';:i~:~i~i~i~ ! i~., + :: " : " : '~  + 
~'Pontiac Sunfire 
1 2.2L 115 HP En8ine * 5.Speed Getrait Manual Transmission • 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Brake System 
o.Passlock Theft Deterrent System, Sporty Rear Spoiler ° Tachometer, Electr e Trunk Re ease 
y 
~/ii/~ 
Pontiac Hontana 
EnerGulde Award For Most Fuel Ef~lent Vehicle** • 3.4 Lille 3400 V6 185 HP EnRlne 
,4.Wheel Anti.Lock Br'~dn 8 System, Air Conditioning • Power Door Locks/Mirro~indows 
? 
+ ,,o, + +_  o,o.:+ 
w,,++ 13, 
itPTO41HOitTllSl I 
~'Pontiac Grand Am SI: Coupe 
2,2 Utre DOHC ECOTEC Engine • Air Conditioning, AM/FM RDS Stereo with CD Player o S-Speed 
Getrag Transmission, IS" Aluminum Wheels o 4.Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System, 4-Wheel 
Independent. Suspension • PASSLOCK II Theft-Deterrent System • Power Door Locks 
DRIVi AWAY W TItOUT FAY HG* 
I0 DOWN PAYXrHT-IO S[CURITY D[POSIT. I0 [IRST PAYH[NT . 
+ 
. '.,~ ~ ".:,. 
[nvov ~ : I~MC 
270 HP 4.2L In-line 6-cylinder Varlet Engine, Dual Zone Air Conditioning, Autotrdc Aut0matic'::: 
AWl), Locking Oiffeen~l, Side Impact Air BallS o Power Drivers Seat, Power Locks]Windows] : 
Heated MIrrors OnStaz .~fetyindSecwitySystem 
, [98- -  ,38,998 8PTe ~BNOt(TI~I NOJWtEWN fN~ + 
' ? :' i . :  • 
C:aMC Sierra ixtendod Cab ItX4 ::: 
270 HP Vo~'ec 4800 V8 En$1ne, 4-Speed Automatic Transmission with Overdrive and Tow/I-51 u| : 
Mode • 4.Wheel Disc & 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Brakln 8 System, 40/20/40 Spilt Front Seat with 
Custom Cloth Trim, Air Condiffonlng with Interior Air Filtration System, AM / FM Stereo with 
Cn ~yer, Deep Tint Gig, 
+ CASH PUIICIL~ Hit{[ + PtlItCILL~gtUU4CtH5  30] p-,-- q9,988 0°'°,+ + n UPTO~iHOitTHSI fl(OU~ WlgIll.qo ~lA ~*~mr 
l (  ' 
j ' . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
: 3.i Lltre V617SHP Enitine • 4.Speed Automatic Transmission with Enhanced Traction System 
, Dual Zone Climate Control, 6.Passenger Seating, 6.Way Power Driver's Seat, CD/Cassette 
' wlth Steerln 8Wheel Controls *Power Loc ks]Windows/M brats]Trunk Release 
++ +,o {AJH PUilCiLL~ Hill[ PURIHA.~IqP,~H(IH5 +Z98 z 988 o ! -,., WITII ~tI1DOWH m : . UPTO~HONTII$1 INQIJ~fltOSHT~O~A 
%odo, 
FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION, DROP BY YOUR LOCAL PONTIAC • BUICK • GMC DEALER, VISIT US AT www.gmcanada.com OR CALL 1-800,GM-DRIVE, 
~Oaced on a 48 month lease for Sunfire SL RTA, Grand Am SE Coup RTA, Century FL7A, Montana RWB R7A, Envoy SLE and a 36 month lease on Sierra, Total obligation is $10,992, $14,486, $18,221, St 7,708, $27,644, $t9,491, 
Annual kitomotra limit 20,000 kin, $0.12 par excess kilometre, Option to purchase at lease end is $5,988, $9,064, $1t,058, t1,586, $18,242,10,391 (plus appticabic taxes), $10,000 at 0% APR, the monthly payment is$277,78 for 36 
months, Cost of borrowing is0%, Total obligation is$10,000, Other lease optisns avatisble. ~A Frclght included, License, Insurance and taxes not Indedqd, 4)Ge~ral Motors wig pay first month~ GMAC lease payment up too $SQO Inclusive 
of appl~ble taxes. Llcence, insurance, and ta~ea not included. Cerlain taxes and edminlstration fees may apply. 'Ddve away wlthorit paying' offer does not apply to purchase financing offer, it&The SrnartLasas monthly payment and 
the GMAC purchase finance rates are not available with and are not calculated on the 'Cash Purchase" price shown. The difference between the price for the 8nmtis~MAC purchase finance offer and the "Cash Pun:has#' price offer is 
deemed under provincial discldsure laws to bo a coat el borrowing, whether or not the same represents actual interest, and Is required to be express~ as an aotcal I~rcerhage role which is 9.14%, 4.76%, 5.81%, 4.87%, 1.65%, 
3.98%.Offers apply only to new or demonatrator models of ~hlcles equipped as described and applies to qualified retail custorneTs In BC Dealer Market~ A .~ am+, only, Dealer orbit or trade l 2002 models rn~ be required, 
Dealers are I~  to set Indlvklual )rices. Limited time offer which may not be combined w[!h other offcs. Certain excoptiooa apply. ••Based oo 20~ Data, National Resources Canada Office of Efficacy. 
/ 
+ + i .................................. ] 
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Students may not see end James W. Radelet "t RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors "/11 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial.. /11 to teacher frustration level 1330"1075WestGeorgla$1reet, Vancouver, B.C'V6E3Cc~' Ill P~one~O,~-6~9-OeTS Fax: ,so4.6sg. ~~s~, --III 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THERE'S AN end to the 
teacher's contract dispute, 
but students in Terrace - 
and across the province - 
who took to the streets last 
week in frustration will 
likely see little change 
outside of the classroom. 
It's expected some tea- 
chers who are angry about 
the imposed settlement 
may decide to not resume 
extra-curricular duties. 
And that could mean 
everything from extra help 
after school, dances, sports 
games, band concerts and 
homework clubs are on 
hold indefinitely. 
"We have a feeling that 
the job action is going to 
be going on forever," Ca- 
ledonia Senior Secondary 
student Marcel Giannelia 
said at a rally outside the 
school board office Jan. 16. 
"If it continues, it's 
going to be harder for 
everyone." 
As many as 500 high 
school students - and 
some elementary students 
- left classes before lunch 
Jan. 16, joining thousands 
of other students in B.C. in 
a province-wide action. 
Students here formed 
several different groups, 
marching to the board of- 
fice, the teachers' union 
office, and to the office of 
Skeena Liberal MLA 
Roger Harris, who was not 
in town. 
Some carried signs 
reading "nobody is happy" 
and "We're tired of being 
pawns in a game we never 
wanted to play." 
One young boy held a 
sign reading, "Gordon 
Campbell sucks." 
Students were hoping 
for a negotiated settlement 
for teachers, but as the 
hourglass ran out on pre- 
mier Gordon Campbell's 
Jan. 18 deadline, many ap- 
peared resigned to the in- 
STUDENTS MILL around in front of Skeena Liberal MLA Roger Harris' office 
Jan. 16 after they walked out of class to protest a lack of action in settling the 
teachers' contract dispute their school districts. 
will come from." 
Classmate Sean Bohle 
doubted the walkout would 
have little effect. 
"The government is 
going to legislate the tea- 
chers back," said Skeena 
Junior student Scan Bohle. 
He suspected many stu- 
dents chose to use the 
walkout as an excuse to 
skip class. 
"I came for the protest, 
but it ended up being pret- 
ty disappointing," he said. 
"I'm disillusioned." 
At the board office, 
schools superintendent 
Randy Smallbrugge and 
assistant superintendent 
came outside to talk with 
students. 
Srnallbrugge said some 
Cassie Hall Elementary 
students had come to the 
board office earlier than 
the high school students. 
Ten of them signed a 
statement complaining 
about the lack of after 
school activities - and re- 
port cards. 
Students in the district 
have not received report 
evitable. ,.Lc~rds so far this school 
"There jUs:t"lsn~f any year because of the tea- 
money," said Skeena Ju- chers' dispute, which 
nior student Orie Shiga. began when teachers with- 
"We do support the tea- drew a range of non-essen- 
chers, but you have to tial duties back in Novem- 
wonder where the money ber. 
Schools had warned 
parents about the impend- 
ing walkout, planned 
weeks in advance by stu- 
dents in districts across the 
province, and commumca- 
ted through emails, inter- 
net websites and word of 
mouth. 
Local students who took 
part were not threatened 
with penalties but were 
told they wouldn't be able 
to make up any tests they 
missed. 
Parents and even one 
grandparent drove a num- 
ber of students downtown 
for the protest. 
A group from Thornhill 
Junior Secondary said the 
teachers' dispute has had a 
big impact on their 
school's bands. 
Teachers haven't been 
performing fundraising du- 
ties, and that's driving up 
the costs of a Thornhill Ju- 
nior band trip to Calgary 
this spring. 
"We're  making a 
point," said band student 
Matt Gosse. 
After-school rehearsals 
are. also on hold. 
Gosse said he hasn't 
been able to update the 
school's website because 
teachers aren't there to 
supervise before class. 
"Everything's closed," 
he said. 
Kaare-Ann Borgen, a 
Grade 8 student at Thorn- 
hill Junior, said she's 
struggling in Social Stu- 
dies but can't get help 
after school, 
Tyler Schulmeister, a
Grade 10 student at Skee- 
na Junior, said his basket- 
ball team's travel plans for 
the season have been side- 
lined by the dispute. 
"I don't think it should 
affect our basketball," he 
said, adding the team had 
hoped to compete at tour- 
naments in Kamloops and 
Kelowna. 
Walkout organizer Tim 
Wall said students may 
carry out further actions 
supporting teachers, such 
as petitions, letter writing 
campaigns or possibily an- 
other walkout. ****** 
College students here 
are planning a protest of 
their own Feb. 6. 
Northwest Community 
College's student associa- 
tion opposes any planned 
change to the tuition 
freeze at B,C.'s~p0st-secr. 
ondary institutions: 
They say the B.C. Lib- 
erals are reviewing a six- 
year-long tuition freeze 
and a five per cent tuition 
reduction. 
BATTERY REPLAC~ 
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• Toyota Motor Oil and Genuine Toyota Oil Filter. ' Toyota Premium 72 Battery. 
• Remove and inspect air filter element. ' Designed to meet Toyota specifications 
• Lubricate locks, latches and hinges. 
• Confirm lights, horn and wipers function properly. ' 72 Month pro-rated warranty 
• Check coolant, brake and ,, Try Our Express Check Battery Service 
washer fluid levels, " N~Y~/"~V~'v~-- INSTALLED PRICES ~ / ~ / ~  
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~1 MEOEEK'VE 
il'oA"'vE 
"~on't/o~et ~Gar~en3he~7 ~ 
5033 Graham Ave., Terrace 
Ph:  638-7697 - Fax :  638-7671 
www.gardenshed.perennials.com 
,~s~s~ 
~ ~ ~V_Ucs 
Fly Masks / Bug Spray 10-30% Off .~{ 
White Pants / Shirts, Etc. 20% Off 
T-Shirts 30% Off 
Jewelry 50% Off 
...and lots more specials with up to 60% Off... 
SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 28TH 
H A ~ i 
~ Winter Hours Effective January & February 
Living Room, Dining Room & Hallway 
* s69oo  ' 
~ Deodomed Free 
t ,  
o 
Wh.o.le, House . 
Living Room, Dmmg Room, Hallway, 
3 Bedrooms, 13 Stairs & Lan:lMg ' 
OO 
t* 
3M Scotchguard 
1 • 
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City heads for pub!me ~ ir'P'A'0kirni eneral Dentistry, Full Face Orth0d0ntics, T~ 
debate on new casino ' 200-d619ParkAve ~N U ~ | :H  ~r ~ II Office Hours Terrace, B£, MeG IV5 
~" J " '~"  ~M0n-Thurs 8:00 a,m,-4:30 p,m. (250) 635-7611 
T, Epub,,cRevisedBYc iTEF: NAGh~o~dhcaringWillonPlanwhcthermeans. :: i!~t:~iP::~!i?~ dc° l l va ' `  ' ess oney for c i ty , .  !i!:!~!!nb'C'e:'" '" : ;::mni:tPe~'lot-friendly if Victoria say S o  !it!h~!!:!!!:!ih:! : o~i~: : ' "  yes.. E /wpmcti(- 
to okay a scaled-back ca- ernment has firmly said it 
sine here, despite confu- will approve no more des- 
sion over whether the pro- tination casinos, which put 
vince would even approve more gambling profits in 
it. the hands of local govern- 
Council gave first read- 
ings Monday night to a 
bylaw to end Terrace's 
four-year-old ban on slot 
machines, removing the 
big local hurdle for  Ter- 
race Inn owner John Gear- 
giles. 
He has now proposed to 
bui ld a $6 million com- 
munity casino adjacent o 
the hotel, employing an 
extra 150 full-time em- 
ployees. 
Georgilas had first pro- 
posed an $8 million desti- 
nation casino, which 
ment than community ca- 
sinos. 
Georgilas estimates the 
community casino would 
still give the city around 
$950,000 - down from the 
$1.2 million the city would 
have received under desti- 
nation casino rules. 
The province would get 
about $8.5 million from a 
charity casino here, up 
from around $7.2 million 
for a destination. 
The province has said 
four community casinos 
now based in towns where 
From front 
NWBC pledges 
'no surprises' 
It had raised $40 million and had wanted time to go 
to raise the rest. 
NWBC president Daniel Veniez said Saturday he 
couldn't reveal details of the new offer because a 
"blackout period" applies until Feb. 8. 
But he confirmed NWBC will seek to buy Skeena 
with the money it already has, then raise the rest of the 
money for future investment in a second stage. 
Veniez always insisted he didn't want to do that, but 
now says there is no other way. 
Veniez is a former Repap Enterprises executive and 
NWBC's chairman is former Repap chairman George 
Petty, villified for cutting SCI loose in 1997. Petty is 
back because Skeena is a blemish on his record and he 
wants to put it back into the 'win' column, Veniez said. 
He said NWBC remains committed to its vision for 
SCI laid out before northwesterners in late December, 
and to providing the full capital infusion needed. 
"There won't be any surprises there for anybody," Ve- 
niez said. "That's our word. I recognize there's a lot of 
trust invested in us. People will not be disappointed." 
He said it's unlikely logging or sawmill operations 
could restart here before June or early July. 
!The province negotiate'tl with Mercer since October 
because it had all its financing in place, unlike prior 
NWBC offers. Thorpe said he opted to have his team ne- 
gotiate the best deal possible with Mercer and present it 
to treasury board and cabinet for consideration. 
communities. 
Georgilas hopes to pair 
one of those relocations 
with his proposal. 
But city officials are 
trying to find out whether 
Victoria will entertain 
even that. 
At a Jan. 16 open cabi- 
net meeting, the premier 
indicated towns that had 
made past decisions on 
casinos wouldn't be al- 
lowed to revisit those de- 
cisions. 
Mayor Jack Talsta says 
that raises questions as to 
whether Victoria would 
okay a city move to allow 
a casino here now. 
"I want to check that 
OUts" he said. 
He said if Terrace were 
to get a casino, it would 
be much more preferable 
to have a destination casi- 
no. 
No date for a public 
hearing has been set, Tal- 
stra said, adding he wants 
there to be plenty of time 
for people interested in the 
debate to prepare. 
"We want to give 
everyone an opportunity," 
he said. "We don't want to 
surprise the town and ram 
it through." 
Councillor Marylin Da- 
vies said the loss of the 
conference centre aspect 
for a casino here. 
"1 think 1 have to put 
the priority at i50 jobs and 
$900,000 for the city," she 
said. 
Talstra, who opposed a 
charity casino in 1997, 
said concern over social 
costs of gambling remain 
valid issues, despite the 
fact more money would 
flow to the city with the 
recent proposals. 
"I don't think we can be 
bribed by money," Talstra 
said. "It's still an issue 
whether the casino is a 
good thing for the com- 
munity or not. So all those 
social implications come 
into play." 
Georgilas projects the 
casino's net revenue - the 
amount customers there 
would lose each year - at 
$17 million. 
Up to three quarters of 
that would be turned over 
to the province, which pro- 
vides gaming equipment, 
contributes to capital costs 
and shares a portion with 
the city. 
Georgi las estimates 
he'd be left with just over 
$4 million. From that he'd 
pay staff wages, estimated 
at $3 million, followed by 
utilities and other over- 
head. Whatever 's  left 
would be his profit. 
/VIATTRESS 
SELL-OFF SALE 
FLOOR MODELS , DISCOHTIHUED 2001 MODELS 
Limited Quantities. 
Prices In Effect Only 
While Stock Lasts • 
Full Guarantees 
Do Not Pay A Penny 
Without Interest 
Until July 2002 O.A.C. 
RE6 [.|~T SM.E PRICE 
International Chiropractic 532 '9~'~ s519 
640 Coils- Queen Size Set 
International Chiropractic 608 
Mismatched Fahrics 
Queen Size Set 720 Coils ,1299 s649 
King Size Set 920 Coils ,t899 s998 
International Chiropractic 
Intintate No-Flip 
Queen Size Set 640 Coils ,]249 s699 
King Size Set 840 Coils ,t798 s948 
Chiropractic Fitness No-Flip 
Queen Size Set 720 Coils ,t299 s699 
VIP Imperial Deluxe PUlowtop 
King Size Set 1000 Coils q999 q098 
See instore for full details 
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your help to 
solve a home invasion on the 3600 block of Kalum 
Street in Terrace. 
On March 22nd 2000, a male unlawfully entered a l  
residence on the 3600 block of Kalum street in TerraCe. 
Alone female Within the residence was assaulted byitiis;; ~' 
i ma a and 'sUffered serious injures;: reqUiring medicaF. 
attention;:; :~ . ..... " : : : : "::: " L'';::" 
: The maleis descr bed as a native male,: approximately i 
:: i70-180 cm (5 8 to 510 )of slender build. At the time of 
the0ffence, he was.wearing a grey hooded sweatshlrt i
and blue jeans: He also wore ab Ue bandana as a mask._ 
:.:A thodgh a most :two •.years: have passed :slnCe:::this.::::~i 
incident;.- poliCe:~:are ::still i. investigating -iand " believei.i 
someone n the commun ty hasd i:ect knowledg e of th!s 
event; : . 
Terrace Cr mestoppers wants your informatlon,/not =: 
your name.: Ca I ,you know theidentity of those::::: 
respons ble forth s orany other crime. Anyinformati0n s i: 
valuableand maytead to the arrest and convictionof the: 
offenders. .... 
Cr ime Stoppers  o f fe rs  a cash reward of up to $1,000.00 for 
In format ion leading to an arrest  and charges  being laid against  
en Indiv idual  In th is  o r  other  unso lved  cr ime.  If you have any 
in format ion call  C r ime Stoppers  at 635-TIPS that 's  635-8477. 
Cal lers wi l l  not be requ i red  to reveal  the i r  Ident i ty nor testify In 
• court,  Cr ime Stoppers does  not subscribe to call  display. 
:Call 635-TIPS 
/I ' 
TERRY~ TIPS 
DEADBOLTS 
Thieves love doors that don't 
have deadbolts. Doors that have 
only knobs are much easier to break into. The 
latch on a knob does not protrude far into the 
doorjamb which helps the thief quietly break in. 
A good deadbolt will protrude much further 
into the jamb and will include a high quality 
strike plate with long screws. This makes a 
thieves'job much harder. 
k=tm0ti~ La :~ i l~  
. S0~d & Imu~l 
. .~  ~ MIWMI~h l~¢=it~ l&  
462'1~, GPWJO AV]cNtr~, TBmP..&c~, B.C.  YSG 1M9 
PI-IONI~ (250) 635-5549 • Toll Free 1.888-560-5549 
TOTEM iFURNITURE 
; &APPLIANCES 
~••638~)115 •~8'00~8]!3 , i :158  • 
;i •. ? •:.;%: 
BRAKE INSPECTION 
i ~" Rdmove all four wheels 
! i  = Inspect brake system components •(includes checking 
~;il, i caUper/sUder movement) 
i;i'~ Inspect the following safety liems: brake pads shoes 
!i;il calipers, rotors, drums, parking brake cables, 
i!~!wheel cylinders, brake lines and hoses '1 
OODWRENCH 
• Inspect and replace spark plugs'. 
" fuel filter and PCV va ve as needed 
.= Perform Dlasnost c test 
Inspect ignition system, throttle body, 
,,battery and terminals, drive belts and 
i, :, emission control system 
4 Cylinder 6 Cylinder 
149 '179'" 
TUNE-U 
. Set ignition timing and Idle (if app/icabie)i 
• Check charging system ' . . . .  • :,~7 5, 
• Clean throttle body deposits : i:":ii! 
• While you wait service .~ 
• ~ :~  
'1 
LUBE, OIL & FILTER 
,:2Replace oil fiRer with genuine GM oil filter 
i'~ Drain bll and replace with up to 5 litres premium GM oll 
~;; Chassis lubrication 
,0 t5 point Inspection 
• TOP UP FLUIDS 
i, INCLUDES ENVIRONMENTAL HANDLING CHARGE 
MCEWAN GM 635-4941 
fll not aquipl;ed with platinum tipped spalk plugs. ~LOF Includes up 1o 5 llhes of genuine GM premium ole;' ell 'trOffer vslid o;I mosl gM vehicles. Offer available Io ietall cuslomers only, Applicable laxns exits. 
Pad~clpaUng desists only. OMler may sell for less. Whffa supplies lasl. Offer ends March 31, 2002, See d.tar for details. 
I 
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Over 45,000 Canadians die each year 
from smoking. 
on tobacco. 
L ' . 
45;000 Canadians. That's five times the number of 
people who die from car accidents, murder, suicides 
and alcohol abuse combined. 
What's even more tragic is every tobacco-related 
sickness and death could have been prevented. 
Smoking is Canada's #1 preventable health 
problem. 
Over 45,000 deaths a year 
The Government of Canada is taking strong action 
to address Canada's #1 preventable public health 
problem. Over the next five years, we will inve~ 
$530 million to reduce smoking in Canada. 
Health Canada has a simple, three-part plan: 
• Keep young Canadians from starting 
, Help more smokers quit : ~ 
• Raise awareness of the dangers of ~ ~i ~i~i~i:~!~ 
second-hand smoke ~ 
is unacceptable. It has to stop. : !  i 
• . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  Our plan goes beyond just providing informatior 
It offers real solutions. For real results. And whet 
you smoke or not, you can be part of the solutic 
find out more, cont 
1~ 800 O-Canada (1 800 6; 
TTY/TDD: 1 800 465-2 
www.gosmokefree.ca 
" ' ~ i  ¸  ~;" :  '~ i ; /  
Health 
Canada 
Sant~ 
C~n~rl~ '~ 7" " , "  ' : ' '  
( 
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Docs, nurses could escape 
worst of health service cuts 
DOCTORS AND nurses 
could come out relatively 
unscathed by provincial gov- 
ernment attempts to cut 
health care costs, says 
health services minister 
Colin Hansen. 
But the same can't be 
said for health care support 
workerg employed across the 
province, Hansen added last 
week. 
At the core of the issue 
are changes to public sector Col in  Hansen  
health umon contracts. 
The old contracts contain clauses the current govern- 
ment finds expensive, such as severance provisions, and 
don't allow the contracting out of services such as 
cleaning, cooking and lab work. 
Hansen said the government will look at all options to 
cut costs and live within three years of budget freezes. 
"The bottom line is we have to look at ways of allo- 
cating resources, of delivering effective patient care 
within a fixed envelope," said Hansen. 
"Not everyone can assume they can have a job for 
life." 
Hansen said that every dollar saved can then be put 
into direct patient care. 
The current otal health care budget of $9.5 billion is 
to be frozen over the next three years. 
In effect, that's a cut because of inflation. 
The one area where the provincial government can 
cut costs is in what it pays for labour and that's where 
the majority of changes will occur. 
But doctors and nurses might not be put into the same 
position as support workers, said Hansen. 
"There are recruitment and retention issues and we 
know nurses, for instance, are in short supply. We have 
to be careful not to exacerbate the problem," he said. 
The last s,veral years have seen both doctors and 
nurses putting tremendous pressure on the province, say- 
ing not only that more of them were needed, but that 
they needed to be paid more to keep them in British Co- 
lumbia. 
Registered nurses refused to do all but essential ser- 
vices last year in a contract dispute which began under 
the previous NDP government and ended when the new 
Liberal government legislated a three-year contract. 
And doctors, in particular ones working in rural and 
remote areas, received substantial increases at the be- 
ginning of 2001. 
Those came after they refused to do non-emergency 
work in the fall of 2000. 
The issue of doctor pay isn't over as both the province 
and the doctors are waiting for the results of binding ar- 
bitration. 
The problem and challenge for the province is that 
the arbitration award is to be retroactive to last April 1. 
And that raises the prospect of a massive lump sum 
retroactive payment o doctors in addition to the annual 
fee increase they will get. 
"The dilemma we have is we have no idea of the ret- 
roactive settlement," said Hansen. 
"I 'm in discussions with the finance minister on this 
topic." 
There are suggestions the arbitration award could 
amount o $250 million a year or more. 
Whatever the size of the award, it's money that will 
have to come out of frozen health care budgets, said 
Hansen. 
"The bottom line is that everything we do is a zero 
sum game. To free up money for patient care, it has to 
come from someplace lse." 
Hansen held out some hope that money he expects to 
save by cutting employees within his ministry will be 
added to patient services. 
TERRACE 
SAFEWAY 
Want .  
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Eight seniors hit 
by buspass hike 
to $240 a year 
ABOUT EIGHT local seniors will be affected by provin- 
cial government cuts to a discount bus pass that costs 
$45 a year. 
That represents about one-third of the people using 
the B.C. Bus Pass here, said Jerry Peltier, manager of 
Coastal Bus Lines, the company that operates the Ter- 
race Regional Transit System. 
Instead, those seniors can buy a monthly pass worth 
$20, amounting to $240 over the course of a year, said 
Peltier. 
About 25 riders - a group that includes both seniors 
and people with disabilities - use B.C. Bus Passes to 
ride the transit system on a regular basis, he said. 
In what's become one of the most widely-criticized 
decisions included in the range of civil service cutbacks 
announced Jan. 17, some senior citizens will no longer 
be eligible for B.C. Bus Passes. 
The cutbacks only apply to seniors who receive fed- 
eral guaranteed income support or a federal spouse's al- 
lowance. 
Terrace hasn't been nearly as hard hit as other com- 
munities in B.C. that have a large number of seniors and 
retirees. 
Passes purchased for this year remain in effect until 
Dec. 31. 
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Gov't puts the kibosh 
on dialysis service 
and blames the NDP 
FORGET ABOUT Terrace being the lo- 
cation for a regional kidney dialysis ser- 
vice. 
Although many people, health officials 
included, thought here is money for such 
a project, in reality there isn't, says 
health services minister Colin Hansen. 
of a nurse. 
Local officials and the Terrace Health 
Watch group even had correspondence 
from Prince George officials indicating 
the service would be in place this year. 
An undeveloped section of the second 
floor of Mills Memorial Hospital was tag- 
"My understanding is, and I can't ged as the location for six dialysis unitsl 
speak specifically on Terrace, is that Planning and hopes fo r a seryice here 
generally what's happened is that there 
were capital budgets promised by the pre- 
vious government but they weren't 
funded," Hansen said last week. 
"People may have been told by Vic- 
toria they were approved, but they 
weren't funded," he said, 
Hansen's comments end what had 
been a long-standing priority of the former 
Terrace and Area Health Council and the 
former Northern Interior Regional Health 
Board, both of which have now been ab- 
sorbed into the much larger Northern 
Health Authority. 
A regional dialysis service based in 
Terrace would have been a satellite to 
the main one in Prince George, run by the 
old health board there and now by the 
new regional authority. 
Planning intensified nearly a year ago 
by local and Prince George officials to 
the point that the need for a service here 
was established and cost estimates were 
intensified last Spring but momentum 
stopped in the summer when registered 
nurses, who were part of the project pre- 
parations, stopped all but essential ser- 
vices to push for a new labour contract. 
A renewed effort began last fall but 
appeared to falter when cost estimates in 
the area of $3 million where prepared and 
when all proposed health care projects 
were put under a review. 
Skeena Liberal'MLA Roger Harris late 
last year began focussing on the estima- 
ted $800,000 renovations price tag to 
convert he second floor location at Mills. 
He felt that figure was excessive given 
the floor space involved. 
There's no indication of how or when a 
kidney dialysis service plan will be re- 
vived. Health services minister Hansen 
said that will depend upon the new North- 
ern Health Authority. 
He said the new way of providing 
health care involves giving the money 
prepared, and decision-making powers for capital 
Northwest citizens needing kidney dia- projects to those new authorities instead 
lysis are either faced with moving to of having the provincial government do it. 
Prince George or, if possible, setting up a But how much money the new authorities 
unit in their home under the supervision might get isn't yet known. 
Meet the new boss 
THE NEW person in Boland is one of three 
charge of all facets of new administrators for the 
health care services in northwest health services 
Terrace is Cholly Boland. area. The others are in 
Until late December, Prince Rupert and Smi- 
Boland was the chief ex- thers. In turn, the northwest 
ecutive officer of the Kiti- 
mat Community Health 
Council but it and others 
across the north were then 
dissolved in favour of the 
new Northern Health Au- 
thority. 
Boland is also Cho l ly  Bo land  
responsible for health ser- the Kitimat health council 
vices in Kitimat, Stewart last spring. He's been the 
and Dease Lake with the CEO of an Ontario health 
idea of ~tre.a.~i~j~g~,.~:~ia.ut, h0.fity  worked for that,= 
ministradve'"dUties" fo r  province's health ministry 
quicker and more effective 
decision making, 
Those services inlcude 
hospital-based care, 
commuity care, long term 
care, mental health and 
environmental safety. 
Boland is from Ontario 
and became the CEO of 
and worked for Children's 
Hospital in Ottawa. 
Boland says he was first 
drawn to Kitimat because 
of the construction of its 
new hospital - due to open 
in March - and now looks 
forward to the challenge of 
his new job. 
is one of three regions 
under the new Northern 
Health Authority which is 
based in Prince George. 
Boland and the two 
other people report o Paul 
Brown who is the new 
chief operating officer for 
the northwest region. He 
was formerly the admin- 
istrative head of the old 
Northwest~ Community 
Health Services Society. 
And Dieter Kuntz, who 
was the CEO of the old 
Terrace Area Health 
Council, has now moved 
to Prince George where he 
will be responsible for 
group purchasing of sup- 
plies and services for the 
Northern Health Authority. 
~~ Good Luck Teams! ~ 
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2002 All Native 
Tournament 
Kitsumkalum Tempo Gas Bar 
would like to express their best to 
all competitors at the 2002 All 
Native Basketball Tournament, 
Kitsumkalum Tempo Gas Bar 
Located 3 miles west of Terrace 
on Yellowhead Hwy. 16 
635-001 7 
Annual General Meeting 
of the 
Terrace Publ ic  Library Assoc ia t ion  
will be held at 7 :30 p .m.  on 
Thursday, February 2 I, ZOO2 
in the Willy Schneider Meeting Room 
Elections to the Board of Trustees will take place and 
~nominations for these positions will be accepted from the floor. 
Thank You! 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society would like to thank the 
many people and companies, who took part in our 2001 
Annual Children's Christmas Campaign by volunteering, 
donating funds and or sponsoring children. Without you, 
this event would not have been successful in meeting the 
needs of 397 child.ren. There are many participants we 
are not able to list, and to those we say thank you. 
We wish to thank Zellers and the bargain Shop for their 
many years of support. Santa, we could not have done 
this without you and the following: Roy & Audrey Alaric, 
Amanda Pearce, Tanis Mandzuk, Tony Mandzuk, Phil 
Begg, Norman Read and Janls Sharyk, Val Gauvin, Dave 
Harris, BC Assessments, McAIplne & Co.i 
Lakelse Dental Centre, HRDC, BCGEU, Ruins : 
Board Shop, Caledonia Coilecl 
Speedee Printers, Interior Forest Prod 
Darners & Brodie, Royal Bank, the F 
Avenue Medical Clinic, Parag 
Insurance, Northern Drugs, Dr :. 
Rebecca Counts, Doug Foster and hi= ~( 
social service worker class at NWCC, 
Valleyview Medical Clinic and the 
Best Western Inn. 
May 2002 be a year of 
blessings for you all! 
~,/1~11 r" ~ I u r "  onur  
Saturday, Feb. 2 nd 
IV. 8:00 p.m. 
R.E.M. LE E T H E ATRE 
• Tickets available at Erwin 's  House  Of 
Rne  Jewel lers  in the Skeena Mall 
.~-  
Arena 
Banquet 
KOOm 
For more information, 
phone Tammy at 
"15 -7144 
SCHOOL DISTRICT #82 (COAST MOUNTAINS) 
THE CQNSEIL SCOLAIRE FRANCOPHONE #93 
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 
FOR Ki N DERGARTEN 
(TERRACErrHORNHILL AREA) 
In preparation for the 2002-2003 school year, the School Board is seeking the cooperation of parents in registering 
their child on the following dates. If you have not already done so, pre-registration is requested in order 
to provide the School District Administration the time to plan staffing to meet school needs. 
SCHOOLS ARE OPEN TO TAKE REGISTRATION FOR 
KINDERGARTEN FROM 9'00 A.M. TO 12;00 P.M. AND 1:00 P.M. 
TO 3:00 P.M. BETWEEN FEBRUARY 4, 2002 AND APRIL 12, 2002 
The School District will make every effort, dependent upon available staff, to place students who have registered 
by April 12 in their neighbourhood school. Students registering after April 12 may be placed in any of the 
Terrace/rhornhill schools, dependent upon available staffing. 
To be eligible for entry to School in September, 2002, students must be five years of age on or before 
December 31, 2002. A birth certificate and proof of immunization will be req LJired at the time of registration. 
Students are eligible for a full day Kindergarten program if: 
• they have been identified as having severe special needs 
• they are of First Nations ancestry, or 
• they have significant difficulties speaking or understanding English 
Requests for full day instruction should be made at the time of registration and the school will contact you to confirm this. 
To register for Kindergarten classes, please register your child at your neighbourhood Elementary school, 
Copper Mountain Elementary 
E.T. Kenney Primary 
Klti K'Shan Primary 
Parkslde Primary 
Thornhill Primary 
Uplands Elementary 
Principal, Mr. P. Barren Phone 635-7760 
Principal, Mrs. S. Springer Phone 635-5828 
Principal, Mr. T. MacLean Phone 635-3115 
Principal, Mrs. C. Foster Phone 635-3513 
Principal, Mr. B. Eyjolfson Phone 635-7066 
Principal, Mr. B. Hildebrandt Phone 635-2721 
If you wish information on school boundaries, please contact any of the principals listed above. 
French Immersion Kindergarten and Grade One 
(A student does not have to be of French origin to enrol in French Immersion) 
Registration for French mmersion Kindergarten and Grade One takes place at 
Kltl K'Shan Primary. 
Registration for French Immersion Grade One is for students presently attending Kindergarten in English, 
who would like to begin in the French Immersion Program. 
The Consell scolalre francophone (Francophone Education Authority of B,C. School District #93) 
offers full-time Kindergarten, 
Registration for the Francophone full time Kindergarten will be processed by Kiti K'Shan Primary School, 
phone 635-3115. To qualify for the Francophone Program, in accordance with the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, one of the parents must: 
a) be a Canadian Citizen or landed immigrant of Canada 
b) reside in British Columbia, and have one of the following: 
• French as a first language lea rned and still understood; 
• Primary school instruction in Canada in French (excludes immersion program); 
A child who has rece ved pr mary or secondary school instruction in Canada in French (excludes mmersion); 
A child receiving primary or secondary school instruction In Canada in French (excludes immersion); '~ .......... 
(For more information on the Francophone Program, please contact the 
Jack Cook School at 635.9754 or Johanne Langlois (Principal) at: 1-688-729-8988. 
Health deficit of $25 million 
means massive changes 
THE NEW authority 
responsible for all health 
care north of Quesnel 
could face a deficit as 
high as $25 million when 
its first official budget year 
begins April 1, says its 
chief executive officer. 
And extraordinary mea- 
sures will be needed to 
overcome it, Peter War- 
wick of the Northern 
Health Authority said dur- 
ing a stopover in Terrace 
last week. 
To put the number into 
perspective, $25 million is 
more than the budget of 
the old Terrace and Area 
Health Council which ran 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
and Terraceview Lodge. 
• All told, the new North- 
ern Health Authority has a 
budget of approximately 
$330 million, $270 million 
of which comes directly 
from the provincial gov- 
ernment, said Warwick. 
But because that num- 
ber is now frozen over the 
next three years, the chal- 
lenge will be coping with 
the shortfall, he added. 
Although the former 
smaller health authorities 
were not allowed to carry 
deficits, they tended to be 
covered anyway by the 
provincial government. 
That's no longer to be 
the case as the province is 
taking a "harder edge" to 
deficits, said Warwick. 
As it is, the new author- 
ity is already carrying a $6' 
million deficit inherited 
when it took over smaller 
northern health authorities 
late last year. • 
Warwick has told his 
officials to freeze discre- 
tionary spending as much 
as possible to whittle down 
that amount. 
But cutting items such 
as travel won't be nearly 
enough to overcome that 
figure, meaning it will be 
carried over to the new 
budget year, he continued. 
W.arwick~,djd say that 
his figures are approximate 
and that hard numbers 
won't be  available until 
mid-February when the 
provincial government re- 
leases its budget and tells 
health authorities exactly 
what they will have to 
spend. 
Health services minister 
Colin Hansen has indica- 
ted there could be more 
money available because 
of cuts to his ministry's 
staff numbers but he won't 
have an idea of that num- 
ber until the new budget is 
released. 
A good portion of the 
projected deficit comes 
from wage costs with new 
technology also a con- 
tributing factor, said War- 
wick. 
He holds out some hope 
that combining items such 
as equipment and supplies 
purchases and lab services 
will save some money, 
But overall, as much as 
80 per cent of health care 
costs stem from wages. 
Warwick was reluctant 
to speak about the poss- 
ibility of layoffs, medical 
service reductions, con- 
tracting out or other mea- 
sures. 
The Northern Health 
Authority has approxima- 
tely 6,000 employees ran- 
ging from cleaners, to 
clerks to lab workers to 
nurses. 
"That's speculation," 
said Warwick of what 
could happen in emphasiz- 
ing any planning will have 
to wait until the new bud- 
get numbers are deter- 
mined. 
He was also reluctant to 
speak about changing 
health care labour con- 
tracts to give the authority 
the power to contract out 
services in an attempt o 
CUt COSTS, 
"We operate in the en- 
vironment assigned to us," 
said Warwick. 
"Administration is the 
art of the possible with 
whatever policies exist at 
the time," he said. 
But Warwick did speak 
of what he termed as 
"redesigns" of how health 
care is managed. 
The last three years 
have seen health care bud- 
gets rise by 9, 11 and 13 
Peter Warwick 
per cent respectively but 
arc now frozen, he noted. 
"The status quo is not 
an option," Warwick con- 
tinued. 
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Third rally attacks gov't cuts 
FURY WITH the provincial government spilled out onto 
the streets for the third time in nearly as many days Jan. 
25 when 90 people rallied in front of the Terrace Inn to 
protest Northwest Community College layoffs and the 
legislated teachers' contract. 
The plan, even before the cuts to the college and le- 
gislation affection teachers were announced, was to 
have a counter ally to a$50 a plate Robbie Burns night 
fundraiser sponsored by local Liberals, 
The demonstration went ahead even though local Lib- 
erals had cancelled thei r planned Robbie Burns night, 
citing bad optics o f  its timing as government cutbacks 
pile on top of the region's economic malaise: 
"We just didn't think it was an appropriate time to 
have a get-together when there is so much suffering 
going on in the:northwest," said Liberal organizer' Lad 
McKeown. She said ticket sales weren't afaetor in can- 
celling the evening. 
The cancellation didn't stop critics like government 
union rep Don Philpott, who told the crowd Robbie 
Burns was a Scottish civil servant who would "roll over 
in his grave" i f  he knew his name was connected to the 
party overseeing the massive cuts. 
"They were going to pay $50 a plate to come here 
and eat haggis and besmirch the name of Robbie 
Burns," Philpott said. 
"They couldn't come up with enough Liberals to 
come out and support he dismantling of the social safe- 
ty net," another speaker, Maureen Bostoek, added. 
Tearing up contracts ends a chilling signal out to 
other labour groups and even business and industry that 
might invest in B.C. about the province's reliability, 
Phiipott said. 
"Who can trust them to make a contract now?" he 
asked. "What does that say for anything they might sign 
in the future if they can just rip them up?" 
"If your word is not what you say, who will continue 
to make agreements? Who will trust you?" 
Bostock said locals should consider the idea now tak- 
ing hold in Smithers - recall the local MLA for support- 
ing the cutbacks. 
"They should be taken down one by one through the 
• use of recall, and failing that in the next general .... 
election," she said. 
Philpott denied having any interest in an effort to re- 
call MLA Roger Harris at this time. 
But he said protests will have to get bigger if the gov- 
ernment is to listen. 
Keep jail here open, 
Terrace mayor urges 
TERRACE'S mayor wants the provin- 
cial government to keep the jail here 
open. 
"Money is one thing," Jack Talstra 
said. "Being people sensitive is an- 
other thing. There should be a balance 
between the two." 
Ten jails across the province, in- 
eluding the Terrace Regional Correc- 
tional Centre, will be shut down as 
part of sweeping cutbacks announced 
to B.C.'s civil service and government 
programs. Thirteen jobs will be lost 
when the jail closes. 
Talstra, a lawyer by profession, said 
Terrace's jail was originally set up to 
house younger offenders, and most cur- 
rent inmates are under the age of 30, 
s.erving short sentences. 
"They're not hardened criminals. 
They're usually first-time offenders," 
he said, adding they usually mend 
their ways once they mature. 
The old jail in Prince George will 
be rcol~ened, and along with the newer 
Prince George Correctional Centre, 
will house additional inmates from 
across the province. 
Talstra said that means first-time 
offenders from northwest conimunities 
will end up rubbing shoulders with 
hardened criminals in a jail that's far 
from home. 
"They become more of a number 
than a person and a relative can't visit 
as easily," Talstra said. "It just makes 
it harder." 
Talstra, who also sits On the Kiti- 
mat-Stikine regional district board, 
earned the support of his fellow direc- 
tors in writing a letter urging the gov- 
ernment to reconsider the decision. 
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Losing me and finding me 
H OW many people made some sort of resolution to lose weight this year? It seems to be the most popular New 
Year's goal. 
Magazine companies know it. Almost every 
issue has some skinny, manically cheerful 
model assuring us that we can get 
thin. Pseudo-scientific facts are printed about 
how some latest discovery will miraculously 
help shed all unwanted pounds, without any 
effort, in just 10 days! 
I'm furious with articles that equate losing 
weight with changing who you are. "New 
Year, New You." They may as ~vell just come 
out and say, "You're just a body." "Change 
your body, change who you are." 
And we fall for ifl We believe that some- 
how changing our body weight will change our 
lives and eliminate the stuff of life that 
hurts. We think that shedding pounds will help 
us shed the parts of ourselves that we don't 
like, don't feel comfortable with. 
Consider these statistics from the National 
Eating Disorders Association: Almost half of 
American women are on a diet on any given 
day, as are 1 in 4 men. Half of 9 and 10 year 
old girls feel better about themselves if they 
are on a diet. 
Are you thinking, so what? 
Think about this: 35 per cent of "normal 
dieiers" progress to pathological dieting and of 
thos'e, 1 in 4 will progress to a partial or full 
syndrome ating disorder; the kind that, with- 
out intervention, can kill you. 
In It's Not About Food, Carol Emery Nor- 
mandi and Laurelee Roark say that while the 
-s'yifilit0has are differeni, ttieroots of all eating 
disorders are similar and that most of the 
mindset behind dieting has nothing to do with 
weight at all. It's something less tangible than 
actual weight that's bothering the individual... 
usually a feeling that, as a being, they're un- 
acceptable or out of control. 
At age eight, I had my first binge and vomit 
session. 
The summer after Grade 7 I lived on a box 
of chips and a 2-1itre of diet coke a day. I lost 
forty pounds and started a decade-long war, 
the battle of losing me. 
For eight years I abused myself, equating 
every problem in my life with the number on a 
scale and attributing every success to the 
same thing. 
Now I'm fat. Don't worry. I'm not putting 
myself down. I don't see the word as an insult, 
more like a fact of life, like saying, "I have 
'brown eyes." Strangely, I 'm more at peace 
'with my body than I've ever been. I have been 
every weight, every size and I know that my 
life stays the same, my battles are the same 
and my pleasures are the same. In some ways 
getting big saved me. It made me aware that 
the reflection in the mirror has no bearing at 
all on who I am as a person. 
Despite the added weight, I'm probably 
healthier than when I was a teen. I can bump 
my knee without it turning purple and green 
all the way down my shin. I don't get paralys- 
ing charley horses running the entire .length of 
~my leg, toe to thigh. I don't wake up suddenly 
,in the middla of the night in front of the fridge, 
scarfing down leftovers. 
Still it would be healthy for me to lose 
Some weight. But I will never diet 
t again. Ever. I have good reasons. 
I just don't hate myself enough anymore to 
endure the agony of self-induced starvation. 
I have two wonderful kids who need to 
know that their value has nothing to do with 
'externals. Society won't teach them that. It 
may give the idea lip service but everything 
else in the media will contradict i . They need 
a strong, healthy, kind-to-herself-at,any-weight 
role model, me. 
So what can I do'/I can start to listen to 
myself. I can quit stifling my emotions with 
food, thinking I have no right to them, and 
acknowledge when I'm pissed off, when I'm 
sad, when I'm afraid. I can move because it 
feels good to move, I can stop eating when I'm 
full because I know I will let myself eat again. 
Most of all, when the mirror says, "you're 
worthless." I can remember; the mirror lies. 
Maybe by not waiting till I arrive at some 
magic weight to participate in life, by eating 
when I'm hungry, by refusing to buy into soc- 
iety's beauty ideals, I will someti0ae arrive at 
what, a long time ago, was my body's natural 
weight. But I might not. In either event, I am 
not my body. 
If you are dieting, I hope you will remember 
that you are not a number on a scale. Your 
value is not in your waist size. Be kind to 
yourself lind make sure that it's weight that 
you're trying to lose; not who you are. 
1 Literary 
affair 
NEW CHILDREN'S li- 
brarians Melanie Wllke, 
left, and Jess Dafoe 
clown around with pup- 
pets Hayseed and 
Miggs as they prepared 
for a full house for Na- 
tional Family Literacy 
Day. The Terrace Public 
Library hosted the Jan. 
27 event, held to cele- 
brate family literacy - 
and teach kids more 
about the library by 
sending them on a sca- 
venger hunt that re- 
quired them to look up 
books in the library's 
computers and read 
one book from the li- 
brary shelves as a fami- 
ly. Children who are 
read to several times a 
day do better in Kinder- 
garten than those who 
have only been read to 
a few times a week. 
Dirty feeders poisoning birds 
By JENNIFER LANG 
ART MOONEY says he's never seen anything 
like it. 
Dozens of birds flocking to his backyard 
feeder this winter have been dropping dead. 
Each winter, hundreds of birds flock to his 
feeder, including pine siskins, tiny finch-like 
birds with brown streaks and yellow feathers 
on its tail and wings. 
These canary-sized birds are year-round re- 
sidents in B.C., and they're known for gather- 
ing in large flocks during the winter, particu- 
larly around feeders. 
Mooney was horrified to discover the pine 
siskens "dying like crazy" this year while 
other species remained healthy. The pine sis- 
kens, on the other hand, would get lethargic, 
then aggressive, and finally waste away. 
"It's quite a vicious thing to see," he said. 
So he called the Wildlife Rescue Associa- 
tion of B.C. They told him the likely suspect 
was salmonella poisoning, an invisible foe 
that's killing lots of pine siskins in Vancouver, 
where the mild winter weather there wreaks 
havoc in backyard feeders. 
"Bird droppings get mixed in with the 
seeds," explained spokesman Jason Lesage, 
who said pine siskins are particularly suscept- 
ible to salmonella. 
The only way to combat he contamination 
is to routinely wash feeders with a solution of 
dish soap and !0 per cent bleach to kill the 
bacteria. Allow the feeder to dry before filling 
it up with bird seed again. Lesage also recom- 
mended cleaning the ground below because 
birds often spill seeds. 
"More and more people are putting up bird 
feeders and aren't realizing what they should 
do to take care of them," he said. 
Mooney, meanwhile, wants to get the word 
out in Terrace. "We clean our feeder, but they 
travel from feeder to feeder," he said. 
Mission of .faith 
• Bill Anderson takes the helm in difficult times 
By JENNIFER LANG 
ANGLICAN PRIEST Bill Anderson is in 
for a name change and a promotion this 
Saturday. 
At a pageantry,filled ceremony at a 
cathedral in Prince Rupert, the Terrace 
man will go from "Father Bill" to the 
Right Reverend William Anderson, de- 
fender and upholder of the Anglican faith 
in the Diocese of Caledonia. 
On second thought, make that "Bishop 
Bill." 
Elected in October, Anderson, 51, ad- 
mits campaigning for votes in a bishop 
election is frowned upon. 
"That's considered a definite no-no," 
the former social worker and social ser- 
vices manager grins. 
Curiously, his consecration will take 
place at Prince Rupert's Roman Catholic 
church. "One of the nice things about he 
north is that people learn to work toge- 
ther," he explains helpfully. 
Since bishops from B.C., the Yukon, 
and Alaska are coming to 
Prince Rupert, in addition to 
as many as 400 guests, they 
needed more room. 
His installation ceremony 
follows at St. Andrew's An- 
glican church, home of his 
new office. There, he'll 
knock three times on the door 
to ask the dean if he can gain' 
entry. Once inside, he'll be- 
come enthroned as bishop. 
"That's the technical 
term," he laughs. "I'm sorry -
it sounds o pompous." 
Still, there's no getting 
'around the fact that he'll be 
draped in splendid purple and 
cream garments during for- 
mal ceremonies - and wear 
that cone-shaped hat called a 
mitre. 
That and he'll be responsible for some 
7,000 parishioners and 20 churches, from 
the Queen Charlotte Islands to just out- 
side of Prince George, north to the Peace 
River district, the Nass Valley, Stewart 
and Meziadin. 
"It's a really big deal for me, personal- 
ly," says Anderson, an ordained priest for 
27 years who has performed non-stipen- 
ded (unpaid) priestly duties like wed- 
dings, funerals and communions on week- 
ends and after work for many years. 
People view the election of a new 
bishop, the symbol of church unity and 
hope, as a welcome signal of change. 
"In particular, it's a really hard time 
for the north," he says. "People are really 
struggling." 
He takes the helm during times that 
Bill Anderson 
seem designed to test the faith of even 
the most devout. 
In addition to administrative duties, 
he'll be responsible for upholding church 
doctrine and the canons of the diocese 
among clergy and lay people alike. 
"What does that mean if you've just 
been laid off from Skeena Cell, or you've 
been told 15 years of service doesn't 
mean anything and I'm redundant?" he 
says. "The bishop is supposed to help 
clergy and lay people to apply that faith 
real world situations. That's the tricky 
part." 
He'll have to deal with some hard fi- 
nancial realities, too. The Diocese of Ca- 
ledonia isn't self-sufficient; it relies on fi- 
nancial support from other dioceses. 
The Anglican Church of Canada set 
about reconciliation with people who 
were hurt by the residential school sys- 
tem. 
A lot of the funds supporting dioceses 
are routed through the General Synod, the 
legal entity of the national 
church. Anderson says that 
body could be bankrupt by 
the end of the year. 
The Carlboo diocese de- 
clared bankruptcy last year 
due to rising legal costs re- 
lated to residential school 
lawsuits. 
Little wonder he wants to 
exercise good stewardship 
and sound financial man- ' 
agement. "We do not have 
a lot of money," he shrugs. 
At the same time he wants 
the church to reach out to 
parishioners, a job he 
thinks it's doing well de- 
spite the lack of resources. 
Anderson, who's for years 
performed weddings, fun- 
erals, and communions on evenings and 
weekends, wants to meet with clergy and 
people over the next two years. 
"I want to hear from people about what 
We're doing well at the parish level and 
what we're doing badly," 
He's used to hearing the truth, he ex- 
plains as he describes his wife Marg as 
his "best critic." 
"We've got that kind of a relationship 
that she can be honest with me without 
being hurtful," he says. "You need a mir- 
ror so you can see yourself and get it 
right." 
He'll be enlisting a circle of friends 
and colleagues both in and outside the 
church to help keep him accountable - 
and meet his goals, 
"It's really important, especially if you 
cart get people to tell you early on," 
Around Town 
Potter is passe, but 
Lemony is in 
KIDS WHO love reading are invited to submit 
stories, poetry and even book reviews for a new li- 
brary newsletter called the Junior Journal. 
Eleven-year-old Dylan Powell gives the Fellow- 
ship of the Rings by J.R.R. Tolkien an enthusiastic 
recommendation n issue No. 1 of the Junior Jour- 
nal. 
"This is a heart-breaking book to pour your brain 
all over," he writes, calling the tale of four Hobbits 
and their adventure in Middle Earth "a book of 
amazing, descriptive imagination." 
And move over Harry Potter: new children's li- 
brarians Jess and Melanie say books by Lemony 
Snieket are the next big thing in kid's reading. 
But be prepared - Snicket's The Bad Beginning, 
a story about children who have to go live with 
their horrible, disgusting Uncle, is funny and mys- 
terious, but according to 7-year-old reviewer Laura 
How, is not recommended for people who like 
happy endings. 
Submissions to the Junior Journal, which will be 
published four times a year, can be left at the Ter- 
race Public Library for Jess and Melanie. 
Food bank able to 
share the generous spirit 
PEOPLE RELYING on Terrace's food bank re- 
ceived a little more than usual in January, thanks 
to an outpouring of support from the community. 
"We were a little bit 
f loored," Terrace 
Churches Food Bank 
coordinator Kathy 
Miller said. 
Thanks to the num- 
ber of donations from 
Nov. 1 to Christmas, 
volunteers were able to 
put more "extras" in 
the grocery bags distri- 
buted to people and 
their families this Jan- 
uary. 
There was a little 
more to go around, so 
items like extra pasta 
mixes and noodles 
were added. 
"It was neat to be Kathy Miller 
able to give away a bit 
more than expected," Miller said, recalling she re- 
members thinking, "I'm glad this is a problem I
have." 
She pointed out the donations of money and non- 
perishable food items that come in over the Christ- 
mas season have to sustain the food bank until it 
closes in April. 
"It's supported within the walls of the commun- 
ity," she said. "We've been very fortunate in hav- 
ing people coming by and saying, Td like to make 
a difference.'" 
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BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Six-piece band Renato and Gold- 
city to Feb. 2. Live party music nightly. Ladies night 
Thursday, 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha plays the smooth soulful 
sounds of today's pop and country hits Fridays and 
Saturdays. 
HANKY PANKY'S: The northwest's largest dance 
night club. No cover, Karaoke Sundays and Mondays. 
GEORGE'S PUB: Lo Man Louie Feb. 2. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Friday Night Kar- 
aoke, 8 p.m. Jam sessions featuring a live band 
every Saturday night. 5 p,m. start. Members and bona 
fide guests. New members welcome. 
THEATRE 
You ordered a fiancee from an escort service? 
The Terrace Little Theatre presents its dinner 
theatre production, Norm Foster's Drinking Alone. 
When a man is forced to hire a fiancee to impress his 
father, the laughs abound. Continuing Feb. 1, 2, and 
7-9 at the Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club. 
Doors open 6 p.m., dinner at 7 p.m. Show starts at 8 
p.m. Tickets at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel, Reserved 
seating. 
. Hockey Morn Hockey Dad, presented by the Ter- 
. .  , . . . ° . -  
C A R O L  ZUCCHIATTI and Robin Hollett in a scene from Drinking Alone. 
race Concert Society Saturday, Feb, 2 at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre, at 8 p.m. A funny, poignant love story 
about wo single parents of minor league hockey play- 
ers in Cape Breton. Teddy is a divorced school janitor 
and ex-coach with big dreams for his overweight son. 
Donna is a shy single morn who's an unemployed tea- 
cher, Her introverted son has joined.the house league 
to try to gain confidence. Tickets at Erwin's Jewellers 
in the Skeena Mall. 
VISUAL ARTS 
Art opening for the new show: Comers of Rooms in 
the Forest, an exhibition featuring works by Roberta 
Robson. 7 p.m. Feb. 1 at the Terrace Art Gallery. 
Everyone welcome, show: Show runs from Feb. 1- 
March 3, 
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:'Knights of ColumbdsFz'ee Throw Tourna- 
ment at Veritas School, 4836 Straume Ave, 
Starts at 10 a,m. sharp. Boys and girls aged 
10-14 welcome. Pick up registration forms at 
your school office or contact Germane at 635- 
4649 for more information. 
TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 5 
Terrace Breast Feeding Support Group 
meets in the education room at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, All rooms, moms-to-be and 
babies/children welcome, Starts at 7:30 p,m. 
Call Nancy at 635-5607 for more information, 
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 10 
Valentine Family Picnic Potluck at the Ma- 
sons hall from 3-6 p,m. Admission by donation. 
Bring your whole family, a blanket, eating uten- 
sils and a potluck contribution. Gamesl Prizesl 
Sponsored by the Terrace Breast Feeding Sup- 
port Group. Call Morrigain at 635.4538, 
BOK Counselling and Consulting is performing a
pilot study on a quit smoking program. Volun- 
teers are needed to participate. Eligibility re- 
quirements are: women aged 35 to 40 years of 
age who currently smoke a pack a day or more, 
with no history of depression and have tried to 
quit at least once. Call 615-0211. 
Adult mentors are needed for a new pilot 
project at a local school this year, Volunteers will 
spend one hour a week with a local student dur- 
ing the school day, Call LoGs: 635-4232. 
Youth Opportunities Odd Job Registry ,has 
many people who are looking for odd jobs. Do you 
need casual help? Call 635-3812. 
One Step, a women's drop.In group, Wed- 
nesdays from 1:30.3 p,m. at Ksan House Socie- 
ty, 4724 Lazelle Ave. For information or to ar- 
range childcare subsidy, call 635-2373. 
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 13 
General meeting of the Skeena River Play- 
ers, 7 p,m., 4720A Lazelle Ave. New members 
welcome - bring a fdendl Stay tuned for news 
about our open house.Stop in and contribute to 
our vision statement anytime, We're in the Lazel. 
le Mini Mall beside Canadian 2 for 1 Pizza, Call 
635-8873. 
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 14 
Cancer Support Group for family and friends 
meets at the Stepping Stones Clubhouse at 
3302 Sparks. St. at 7 p.m. The group meets 
every second and fourth Thursday, For info, call 
Craig at 635-0049 or Rose Marie at 635-6985, 
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 21 
Terrace Public Library association meets at 
7:30 p.m, in the Willy Schneider meeting room at 
the library, 
Join the Terrace Community Bandl Adults 
with previous wind or percussion experience 
needed, Rehearsals Tuesdays from 7-9 p.m, at 
the Caledonia band room. Call Wayne: 635-4294 
The Canadian Cancer Society Resource 
Centre, 301-4722 Lakelse Ave,, is open Mon- 
days, Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a.m, to 3 
p.m. For information about emergency aid or the 
Cancer Peer Support programs call 638-8583. 
Attention Caledonia grads of 19821 Our 20- 
year anniversary isquickly approaching, We need 
volunteers to help us organize this event, sche- 
duled for July 26 to 28, 2002. To register or 
volunteer your time, please log onto grad82,com 
Family History Centre (genealogy) is open 
Wednesdays from 7 to 9 p.m, or by appoint. 
ment, At 1744 Kenworth. Call 635-3190. 
Check out the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Come out for,algreat evening. ; ) 
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Tickets available at Erwin's Jewellers 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Erwln's House of 
Fine Jewellery 
in theSkeena Mall 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
February programs at the Terrace Public L!. 
brary: Family Story Evening Feb. 4 from 6:45- 
7:30 p,m. Tickles and Tales (15 months and 
younger) 11:15 a.m, to noon starting Feb, 7. Va- 
lentines Day Crafts Feb. 12 from 3:30-4:30 
p,m,, NID Day activities Feb. 22 from 2-3 p,m,, 
and the Homework Club meets Wednesdays 
from 3-4:30 p,m. on a drop-in basis. Registra. 
tion required but participation is free, Call the 
library at 638-8177, 
Family to Family education course for fa- 
milies of people with psychiatric disabilities. 
Every Wednesday for 12 weeks, starting Feb, 6, 
from 7-9:30 p.m, To register, call Eileen at 635. 
3620. 
New hours, new days, at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre, We will now be 
open Fridays and Saturdays, New. hours of 
operation: Tuesday to Saturday from 9:30 a.m, 
to 4 p,m',, starting Jan, 15, Call 638.0228, 
Rosswood Music Jamboree logo contest, 
Deadline, March 1, 2002 for the sixth annual 
event, Open to all ages, Please submit entries on 
white poster paper no larger than 11 by 17 
inches. Logo contest votcemail: 635.8806. Mail 
to Rosswood Community Association Box 921, 
Rosswood, B.C,, V8G 4R1, 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
FRIDAYS 
ORIGAMI CLUB meets every second and 
fourth Friday at the Ubrary Meeting Room at 7 
p,m, For more Info call Noriko at 638-8529. 
SATURDAYS 
FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE (genealogy) 
at the Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints is open Saturdays from 9-1 p,m. and 
Wednesdays from 7-10 p,m. 
TERRACE SCRABBLE CLUB now meets on 
Saturdays at the Terrace Public Library at 10 
a.m, The club plays national Scrabble Associa- 
tion rules and offers exercises and word lists to 
new members, For info call Walter at 638-0433, 
OPEHIHG 
. . . .  a t  
Sidewalkers 
Drop in For A 
Touch Of Spring! 
Wednesday, February 6' 
Baby's Name: 
Angelica Elizabeth Syndee 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 18, 2002 at 3:50 p.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Slacey Hy'zims &
Reggte Daniels 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Emanuel Luis Lima 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Janua~/20, 2002 at 8:54 p.m. 
Weight: 6lbs. 11 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Luls & Leslie Pedro 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Bradln Carson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 14, 2002 at 9:28 p.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. 3 H oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Beclde Mogg & Karl SutUs 
Baby's Name: 
Timothy William Neal 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 17, 2002 at 3:18 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 9 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Steve & Shannon Webb 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Isaiah Dennis 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 19, 2002 at 12:29 a.m, 
Weight: 7 lbs. 0 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Rebekah Estes & 
Dennis Kumar 
* 
Baby's Name: 
Clifford Dominic Nelson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 21, 2002 at 7:49 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 8 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Valerle Stanley &
Troy Astor 
Northern Drugs' Baby Club and 
~i~i,~newborn will receive their first 
Bear 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B,C, , 
0 
job. 
But a new mentoring group in 
Terrace could help change that for 
women hoping to find someone to 
help show them the way. 
range of different fields. 
They want to show other women 
how they did it. 
Commercial pilot Loft Jacques 
says she became involved because 
she was a teen mother who came to 
her career later in life. 
"I have a desire to give out the 
message that there is hope out there 
for women entering new careers." 
Retail training manager Deanna 
II Hockey 
parents 
IT MIGHT be the perfect 
antidote to all the bad 
news we've had lately. 
It's Hockey Mom Hockey 
Dad,  a comedy about 
two single parents who 
get to know each other 
while hanging out at the 
rink while their kids play 
hockey. Presented by 
the Terrace Concert 
Society, this Two Planks 
and a Passion Theatre 
Company production 
hits the R:E.M. Lee this 
Saturday, at 8 p.m, 
Hockey parents are sure 
to relate to this two-actor 
show. 
Community 
Calendar 
Seniors Tai Chl Club invites 
you to take part in an internal 
martial art and fitness system 
emphasizing harmony, balance, 
suppleness and good health, 
Open to all adults. From 8:45 
to 9:45 a,m, at the Happy Gang 
Centre on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. For info call Marg 
at 638-6364. 
Volunteers needed to help 
seniors, Can you give a couple 
of hours a week on a regular 
basis? Help those who need as- 
sistance to go shopping, keep 
medical appointments ortake 
social outings. You could also 
be a friendly visitor. For more 
information on the Terrace Vo- 
lunteer Bureau's Volunteers 
for Seniors Program, call 638- 
1330. • 
Quitting smoking can be a 
drag, but help Is available. If 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING 
Notlheaal Escapes Heli-Skiing htc. Has applied to 
British Coh, nbia Assets and Lands Corporation 
for use of crown land to develop a heli-skihlg operation 
in the vicittity ofTen'ace, B.C. 
tn opat house is being held for the ptupose of obtaining 
public input regarding the proposal. The prelimitmty 
managentent p!an md real)ping of proposed ski rims 
~ld fli..o_ht lines will be available for viewing at this tinte. 
The q)en house will begin at 3:00pro and a fomml 
presentation will be made by file 
British Coluntbia Assets and L,'mds 
Carl)oration at 8:00pro. 
DATE:  Thursday, Februata/7, 2002 
LOCATION:  Best Western Terrace hm 
T IME:  3:00 pro -  10:00pro 
you're thinking of quitting, call 
Local  women step fo rward  t o  the B,O. Smoker'sHelpline, The Helpline is free, confiden. 
help others  ,th new tial - and no pressure Just • solid information and support 
W c a r e e r s  from trained specialists. Call 
1-877-465.2233. 
IT CAN be hard enough earning a Cormano grew up in Terrace. knowledge. It 's about inspiring The Terrace Emergency % 
living, much less landing your dream "I didn't know there was such a someone and giving them more con- Shelter and Hostel has moved • " ~ ~ ~  ~i i  
0..+.,, ~ ~..::+. . . . .  
~.,. ~.  , .~v  
Called Women As Mentors, or ~~? 
WAM, the group is made up of vo- 
lunteers who are employed in a 
i!ii 
I :  
thing as a career," Cormano recalls. 
"I went to school, got married and 
had children." 
She wants women to know that 
retail can be a career - not just 
something to do until something else 
comes along. 
Environmental geologist Erin 
O'Brien wants to mentor women who 
are interested in working in physical 
sciences or engineering. 
She had just one female professor 
while at university. "It 's been my 
experience that there aren't that 
many female role models out there 
in the sciences," O'Brien says. "We 
need more." 
Nurse Alice Moszczynski says 
mentoring is more than just sharing 
fidence. 
Group founder Melissa Munn, a 
college instructor, says she wishes 
she had access to women like the 
WAM members when she was 
young. 
"I could have saved myself sot 
much aggravation and time," she 
says. 
Women who are interested in 
being mentored must apply. Write to 
mentors@monarch.net or phone Terri 
at 635-8504. While young women 
are the primary target of the project, 
adult women who are re-entering the 
workforce - or who are considering a 
career change - are also welcome. 
WAM is also looking for more 
volunteer mentors to join up. 
to 2812 Hall Street, behind 
Totem Ford, right next door to 
the old place. For info, call 
635-5890. 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium ' since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 1X7 . 
fA Funerol Sen~ Phone 635-2444 •Fax 635.635:216 . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . .  24 hotir j~age 
TERRACE 2002 
 IEW YEAR HOURS 
January I st.April I st 
[(NIIMI-' t  JD@E Ylrt  
+ Thursday,"Februar ,'28, 2002 
Thurs. 8am-6pm " 
ays  8am- .9pm 
'days 8am-6pm KITSUMKALUM 
I . Sundays lOam-5pm 
I I  . k V ,v g l r. ' lk ', ' l :C"J l i  l :l t l " i '-l *l :m w .'~ [ - lD' J  t&  : m 
BAND COUNCIL 
• Notice To Kitsumkalum Band Members 
Community Meetings have been scheduled to deal 
with Minister Nault and proposed changes to the 
Indian Act. 
The meetings will take place at the Kitsumkalum 
Community Hall and all Band Members are 
encourages to attend. 
Meefin 9 Schedule: 
Saturday, February 2nd 9am-4pm Education Session 
Saturday, February 165 9am-4pm Open Discussion 
Saturday, March 2nd 9am-4pm Decision Making 
Saturday, March 165 9am-apm Norlhwest Tribal Trealy 
Please call Chief Diane Collins at 635.6177 
for furlher informallon. 
7 pm at Big Brothers & Sisters Office 
4711 Lazelle Avenue 
Elections of officers will take place, Nominations from the floor will be 
accepted• Proposed changes to the constitution will be considered for 
adoption. Documents are available for viewing at the office. In order to be 
eligible to vote, the annual $5,00 membership fee Is due before the meeting. 
~ For more information, please call 635-4232 j 
...Same Quality Products' 
...Same Great ]Prices: [ 
+i @ L.E.J.,+M,+ 
International 
Trucks Ltd. 
3184 Koroed Drive, Terrace 
(Located at Pe~-Rin Enterprises) T 'ER  R A C E 
Drop BN. . .  Or  Ca l l  Bob  Bauer  a t  
635-9198 
Fax:635-9115 
Seniors and persons with 
disabilities: do you need 
help? For minor home repairs 
and maintenance to shovelling 
snow from your walk, call the 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau at 
638-1330. 
Volunteers needed. REM Lee 
Theatre Alive Society invites 
you to help in the concession at 
intermission during public 
events at the theatre. Contact 
Don McLeod at 635-2964. 
)oars Open 
:6:00 p.m. 
Feb. 1~ ocktails 
7,8 & :30 p.m. 
's BEST BUY 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  OOO] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
(~BC Newspaper (;f0~p 
' l  
'4 
i= 1 S Newspapers 525,455 Combined Circulation 
For more information, 
please contaa: 
J 
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Spirit Riders gunning for gold 
BY SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THEY'VE only been playing together 
as a team for two years, but the Ter- 
race Nisga'a Spirit Riders have a very 
real shot at making it to the finals of 
Feb. 3-9's All Native Basketball Tour- 
nament. 
Last year the Spirit Riders clinched 
second spot at the Prince Rupert tour- 
nament - not bad for a young, deve- 
loping team. 
"They are gelling pretty well this 
year," says coach Kevin Nisyok. 
"They might be a little better than last 
year." 
The locals made a name for them- 
selves during the 2001 season for 
being scrappy and aggressive. 
Though that hasn't changed, Nisyok 
says the women are learning how to 
channel their energy into other parts of 
the game in order to cut down on fouls. 
"They don't realize how aggressive 
they play, that's just the way they 
are," Nisyok says. "I'm drilling into 
them that when we press I don't want 
fouls and they've shown me that they 
can play and control themselves." 
Though the Spirit Riders are only in 
their second year, the women have 
been playing basketball most of their 
lives. 
Three of the players are sisters and 
many of the women have been friends 
and teammates for a long time. 
It's part of the reason they've been 
so successful so soon. This season 
Kevin Nisyok is focussing on develop- 
ing that teamwork to a higher level. 
"I told them, 'for you guys to be 
successful this year, you have to play 
together'," Nisyok says. 
When 
asked  
who is 
playing a 
dominant 
role on 
th i s  
' S  year  
squad,  
the young 
coach  
doesn ' t  
miss a 
beat. 
" I 'd  
prefer the 
who le  
team to 
play the 
dominant Kevin Nisyok 
role," he 
says. 
He says though he has a starting 
"Tm drilling into them 
that when they press I 
don't want fouls and 
they've shown me that 
they can play and control 
themselves." 
line up, the subs this year play an 
equally important role. 
"They just basically do what the 
starting five do, but quicker because 
they're a little more rested and hyped 
to get in there," he says. 
The Spirit Riders' style of ball has 
changed this year as well. 
The team is incorporating less set 
THE Spirit Riders: Back row: Yvonne Stewart, Ruth Robinson, Toni Nisyok. Front row: Loretta Stewart, man- 
ager, Pare Campbell, Amanda Campbell, Diane Shanoss. Missing: Diane Therrien and Yvonne Campbell. 
plays and doing more of what Nisyok 
calls "freestyle" basketball. 
The women are passing more, tak- 
ing quicker, open shots and learning to 
work together to free each other up. 
So far it seems to be working and 
Kevin Nisyok is sure the women will 
do well at next week's tournament. 
"Last year our main goal was to go 
down and establish ourselves," says 
Nisyok about the All Native Tourna- 
ment. "And the next year we'll build 
on that and hopefully take it to the 
next level." 
After last year's econd place finish 
at the prestigious• annual tournament, 
the "next level" could well translate . . . . .  
into a first place finish. 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
FROM BASKETBALL to 
cribbage and swimming to 
hockey, the Northern B.C. 
Winter Games are bound 
to showcase some of the 
best athletes the north has 
to offer. 
Several athletes from 
the Terrace area are taking 
part in a variety of sports. 
Here's a rundown of 
who's making the trip to 
Smithers Feb. 1-3 to repre- 
sent our city. 
Mixed Volleyball 
The Terrace Wolves are 
on the prowl for victory. 
The team is madeup of 
a core group of volleyball 
enthusiasts who've played 
together for a long time. 
"We're really looking 
forward to going," said 
team member Mark Neid. 
"Most of us have been 
playing together for quite a 
few years off and on." 
The team consists of 
those who play in the in- 
ter-city mixed volleyball 
league and they've picked 
up a few extras as well. 
Neid brothers Mark and 
Bruce are sure to be seen 
at the net as setters and 
heavy hitters. 
The team is hoping to 
place near the top of the 
pack in Smithers next 
week-end. 
Peewee Hockey 
The team of 12 and 13 
year old hockey players 
was selected from four 
Peewee house teams here. 
Len Froese, a member 
of the coaching staff,-said 
try-outs were held and 
final cuts were hard to 
make. 
"This year there seems 
to be some really good ta- 
lent in Terrace," he said. 
"The selection process this 
year was really hard." 
Players were chosen 
based on everything from 
skill to the ability to work 
with others, Froese said, 
The team's had a few 
chances to play in tourna- 
ments and games against 
other teams around the 
northwest and it looks like 
competition i  Smithers is 
going to be close. 
"It'll be really good 
hockey in Smithers," 
Froese said. 
Swimming 
The Terrace Bluebacks 
are thrilled to be taking 
part in this year's games. 
The Kitimat-Stikine re- 
gion is limited to 12 spots 
at the games which means 
Terrace could only register 
six swimmers, with the Ki- 
timat Marlins filling in the 
other spots. 
"Everybody wants to 
go," said coach Mike Car- 
lyle. 
The selection process 
came down to which kids 
have the best attendance 
at practices. 
"The Northern B.C. 
Games is very much a re- 
- G.o ng ., to  
the games 
ward meet," Carlyle said. 
"So the kids that are in the 
water the most get to be 
rewarded." 
Carlyle added many 
swimmers on his wait list 
are just as deserving of 
participating. He's hoping 
some extra spots might 
open up allowing more 
Bluebacks to take part. 
"Usually with some- 
thing that much fun the 
kid'll ride the wave and 
have some good perfor- 
mances too," Carlyle said. 
Gymnastics: 
The Terrace Peaks have 
been in training since Au- 
gust getting ready for the 
2002 competitive s ason. 
The winter games are 
the first competition of the 
season for the team. The 
Peaks are sending 10 girls 
and four boys. 
For two of the gymnasts 
Ashley Pelletier, 7, and 
Kayla Brinkac, 8, it's their 
first competitive meet, 
"They are very exci- 
ted," said club spokesper- 
son Lori Schulmeister. "I
THE Terrace Wolves mixed volleyball team are on 
the prowl for top spot in Smithers. 
watched them the other 
day and it's amazing to 
watch, they are just doing 
fantastic." 
Schulmeister said the 
girls should place quite 
well, particularly in the 
floor exercise. 
"It's the-floor routines 
where yo~ really see the 
personality and expres- 
sion,"She said. ....... 
Wrestling: 
The Terrace wrestling 
club is gearing up for some 
extra competition at the 
northern games this week- 
end. 
Usually the club com- 
petes strictly within their 
zone against teams from 
Prince Rupert, Smithers 
and Hazelton. 
Community coach Lak 
Jaswal said the games will 
provide valuable exper- 
ience wrestling against 
teams from Prince George 
and Vanderhoof as well. 
Fifteen wrestlers from 
the Terrace area are sche- 
duled to take part. 
"They've been looking 
forward to it for a while 
now," Jaswal said. 
Masters Basketball 
The Terrace men's 
masters basketball team 
embodies the essence of 
the winter games. 
Playing for love of the 
sport and the spirit of com- 
petition, Terrace's quad is 
hyped to go. 
Having played in sev- 
eral previous winter 
games, the team is fami- 
liar with the competition. 
Team member Andrew 
Ruygrok says it looks like 
Williams Lake will pro- 
vide the stiffest competi- 
tion having won top spot in 
past years. 
But this year's games 
will be bittersweet. 
The team started up six 
years ago when a man 
named Doug McKaydeci- 
ded the group ought ~ to  
form a team. 
"He was the one that 
got us off the couch and 
shooting hoops again," 
says guard Andrew .Ruy- 
grok. 
Doug McKay passed 
away last summer and this 
year his memory will pro- 
vide a little extra inspira- 
tion for the men. 
Badminton: 
Ron Julseth, Andrew 
Blix, Melodic Julseth, 
Karen Resch are heading 
east to Smithers to play 
badminton in the adult 
competition. 
They'll be playing sin- 
gles, doubles and mixed 
competitions. 
Fifteen-year old rookie 
Richard Payjack is also 
joining the team playing in 
the junior division. 
And Terrace's Diane 
Cey is also going to the 
games. She's been picked 
up by the Smithers team 
who were short on players. 
Trap Shooting: 
Danny O'Brien and 
George Munson are taking 
aim at this year's games. 
The two men are repre- 
senting Terrace to deter- 
mine who is the best shot 
as they compete in the 
trap shooting competition 
in Smithers. " 
,!!i 
• :ii 
Cal's girls go to the 
extreme at tourney 
IT CAME DOWN to the wire in the final at the 
Extreme 2 basketball tournament last weekend. 
After two days of play the Caledonia Kermodes 
met the Vanderhoof Viqueens in what turned out to 
be a very close game. 
The Kermodes were up to a challenge facing 
the feisty Viqueens. 
The Vanderhoof squad made a name for them- 
selves early in the tournament by bringing out an 
arsenal of three point shots that hit the basket with 
disturbing regularity. 
The entire final game was a tight, back and 
forth affair that rarely saw either team come out in 
front by more than six points. 
But with less than five minutes remaining the 
Viqueens fouls piled up enough to give the Ker- 
modes a couple bonus shots giving the home town 
team and tournament hosts some insurance. 
As the clock ticked down it was obvious Van- 
derhoof would not be able to defeat he Kermodes. 
Caledonia won this one 62-55, earning the Ex- 
treme 2 tournament ti le. 
Team Blue hedges Red for second spot in standings 
MIDGET HOUSE 
Hockey continued 
with Week 15 ac- 
tion Jan.uary 21, 
with Team Blue 
squaring off  
against Team Red 
in the Monday 
night match-up. 
Most of the 
:meetings between 
these two teams 
this season have 
been high-scoring 
affairs, and this TYLER NOBLE 
one in Week 15 
was no different. 
The only goal of the first period was from 
Blue's Devon Mercer at 4:43. In the second, 
Red tied it up on Kelly Steel's first goal of the 
season, at the 8:29 mark. 
Blue started to pull away in the third. Eric 
Hull scored at 18:28, and Chris Schlenker got 
one at 17:29. Red responded at 15:32 on a 
Tyler Sheasby marker to narrow the gap to 4-3. 
But, Blue pulled away some more with 
goals from Kristian Gough and Eric Hull, at 
14:10 and 12:09. The score was now 6-3. 
Nevertheless, Team Red didn't quit and at 
11:18 it was Hesten Sturko making the score 
6-4. But that's as close as Red would get. 
Eric Eide and Devon Mercer posted a goal 
each for Blue, while Shawn Barg scored for 
Red late in the period, as Team Blue took the 
game 8-5. 
Team Red returned to the ice for a Tuesday 
night match up against Team White. White 
got out on top early, with Dan Matthews pick- 
ing up goals at 11:31 and 9:02 of the first. 
Red got on the board at the 1:31 mark'on a 
goal from Tyler Sheasby. In the second, both 
teams added a goal each to make the score 3- 
Dan Matthews scored to pick up a hat 
trick. Each team added a goal in the late 
stages as White dumped Red 7-3. Team 
White's Tyler Noble picked up a pair of goals 
in the winning cause. 
The Thursday night game saw Blue shutout 
White 4-0. Eric Eide scored twice, with Devon 
Mercer and Chris Schlenker picking up the 
other goals for Team Blue. Team White was 
missing several key players, including Tysen 
Leblond and Ken Eyjolfson. 
With a pair of victories in Week 15, Team 
Blue moved into sole possession of second 
place, trailing Team White by four 
points. Team Red slipped a bit this week, now 
sitting four points behind Blue and eight back 
of White, Each team has 10 games (5 weeks) 
remaining before the playoffs get on March 4. 
Midget House Hockey games go at the Ter- 
race Arena Mondays and Thursdays at 9:15 
p.m. and Tuesdays at 7:45 p.m. 
Team Blue took the lead again at 6:19 on a 
Toby Mitchell marker, but at 1:01, Team Red 
scored, with Jon Sarsiat picking up his 23rd of 
the season. After 2 periods, the score was 2-2, 
2 after two periods. 
The third saw Ken Eyjolfson pick up two 
goals for Team White as well, coming at the 
16:18 and 13:02 marks. Then, with 8:49 to go, 
Z 
Player of the Week: Team White forward 
Dan Matthews with three goals and a 
strong performance against Team Red on Jan~ 
uary 22, ~ ' • 
Over  
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m 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Disp lay ,  Word Classif ied and Classif ied Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and olas~lfled ad~, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastemard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Adyertlser 
(Slanda,d & Advertiser) $1 4.45'(Inc..95 as'r) 
3 weeks  (Standard & Adve~liser) ~26.75*(in¢.,.?s OST) 
"AddiUonal words (over 20) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$12.46 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAYIANNIVERSARWCARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I'  
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $8,12 c.ln 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.56 par column inch 
BARGAIN CORNER ADS Sale Items $50 or less advertised In 
the Terrace standard only. No on account charges, cash only, no 
phone this. $4.67 (+.33GST) 4 weeks (10 words max) 
For regional coverage place your display ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
Classifications! 
ANNO(W~.MENTS 616 CO~ERCIAL 
105 ANNOUNCEMENTS 628 FOR SALE OR RENT 
I I 0 ANNNERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIRIHDAYS 640 MISC. FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MOFIlLE HaM F.5 
Iao COMING EVENTS 640 ROOM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATION 
145 IN MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
150 LEGAL NOTEES 668 TOURIST 
155 OBITUARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 TENDER5 676 WANTED TO RBqT 
165 tHANKS 680 WAREHOUSE5 
PERSONAL REAr ES~4ff 
210 BUSNES5 PERSONALS 705 ACREAGES/LOTS 
230 LOST & FOUND 7t $ COMMERCIAL PROPERW 
240 PERSONALS " 730 FOR SALE BY OWNER 
~Ot4N~.~ 735 HOUSES 
315 AUCTION5 745 MOB~UES 
330 COMPUTERS 755 Ol~q HOUSE 
355 fURNITURE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AUTOhe~/'/~E 
365 MISC. fOR SALE 810 CARS FOR SALE 
380 TIMBER Sl 5 TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 820 VANS FOR SALE 
PETS / FARM REO~EAneNAL 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 854 AIRCRAFT 
425 LIVESTOCK 
435 PI~S 858 ATWS 
862 BOARS / MARINE 
INIX~STRY 866 MOTORCYCLES 
460 EQUIPMENT 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
470 LOGGING/TIMBER 874 RV'S 511-1WHEE I~ 
480 MACHINERY 
878 RV'S MOTORHOMES 
EMPLOYMENT 882 RV RENTALS 
510 BUSINESS 890 ~NOWMOBEES 
OPPORrUN1TIES 
520 CAREERS SERV/CE$ 
530 EDUCATION 910 BUILDING SERVICES 
540 HEU ~ WANTED 912 CARPENTRY 
570TUTORING 914 CHILD CARE 
580 WORK WANTED 920 CONSTRUCTION 
RENTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APARTMENTS 936 JANITORIAL 
608 BASEMENT SUITE 944 MISC. SERVEES 
612 CABINS/COTTAGES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and Io set rates therefore and to delermine page location 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it Is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marllal status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edil. classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to lbe News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box renlal. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advsrtlsements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount pald by the advertiser for onty one Incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only. and that hem shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # ef Insertions Terrace Standard # _Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  .Credit Card No, .Expiry Date 
121 V ISA  (3 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 2 
11 
16  
7 
12  131 14  
5 
10  
15  
14 .45  
17  18  19  26 .75  
14 .71  14 .98  15 .25  15 .52  15 .78  
27 .02  27 .29  27 .55  27 .82  28 .09  
16 .0 ,  = 16 .32  1 6 .59  1 6 .a5  1 7 .12  
2a .36  2a .62  28 .89  29 .16  29 .43  
For  longer ad, , lease use a separate sheet 
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 STA RD 
. ~ ~ '~ !1 "~ A ~ :155OBITUARIES/ i/:" :"; : 2i0 BUSINESS : PERSONALS ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
of The Kalum Horseshoe 
Community Schools Society 
Date: February 6, 2002 
Location: Clarence Michiel 
Elementary School Library 
Time: 7:00 p.m. 
STEPHENS,  Lorne 
~ . passed away on Jan 22 nd 2002 at the age of 74. He will be sadly missed by his wife Elsie, four sons Ken (Bonny), 
Kelvin (Cathi), Craig (Heather), Clair (Marianna), and 
~ daughter Colleen (Terry) Campbell. Nine grandchildren: ~
Tammi, Carla, Scott, Sandra, Lauren, Alexis, Erin, Alden 
& Brooke. One brother Roy (Audrey), sisters Verna 
(Lloyd) Dayman, and Betty (Edwin) Heiphner. 
He lived a full and active life and worked at many 
professions from miner to motel owner. In his 
p retirement, in Chase BC, he enjoyed fishing, 
woodworking, gardening, bargain hunting & 
-7  - 
I 
In Memorium 
Northwest Community 
' College would like to 
re, sp¢ctfully acknowledge the 
' passing of Mrs. Phyllis 
' Teaaaat. Mrs. Teanant was 
the very first employee hired 
, by the College in Terrace 
(then known es the BC 
Vocational School) in 1968. 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Nodhwest for over 
9 veers. Phone 250-635-9592 
FREE CREDIT counselling con- 
solidate debts, one low monthly 
payment, eliminate or reduce 
interest, rebuild your credit rat- 
ing, Credit Counselling Society 
of B.C., Non profit service. 1- 
888-527-8999. 
'[ Hey Curtis!] "*°*"' "=*' o* LO~,  DOWNTOWN area be held at the Chase Legion on Jan 26th at 2 pm. positions in her 25 years at brown ID holder with all ID. Lost 
KITIMAT 50'S - 60's High ~. on January 17/02. Please call 
School Homecoming Reunion. . In lieu of flowers, donations to the Heart and Stroke ~ the College, adjusting her 
June 28-July 1, 2002. Register~ / _~Ha,py  12'hi Foundation'i~,vould~eappreciated. ' ~ changing 250-635-1554 and leave mes- 
a t ,  .adriansstglass@uniserve,-~; ;:~ ~; ~ skills to meet the saqe 
~ ~ ~ ~  ~~~~" needs o f  the institution. ~ LOST LADIES blue wallet on 
comorcal1250-632-7484 , ~ ~. WhenMrs. Tennantrctircdin 1989, shewasamembcrot January 11102. Reward offered. 
laminatesdirect.net B.C.'s best . . . . . . .  thetcampmv/dingscrviccstostudcntsintheCounsel]ing/ Ca11250-638-0623. 
buyl $2.49sq/ft. Lifetime war- 
ranty, glueless, free delivery in Career Resource Centre. Mrs. Ten"ant ouched many lives LOST: BACK pack (green with 
BC. 1-877~562-2828 www.- in her caring and conscientious way and wil l  long be a bit of yellow) up at Shames 
searslaminates.com remembered by those who had the privilege of knowing Mountain. The weekend before 
il~.,.z.~,aa,[.~v,=l,'~Rl~l her. eventh~ls.Chdstmas" C ll 250-635-0550 
i~ihy0uwereinyourm01her's .... :, I LOST: Set of three keys on 
I womb you could hear not 0nly .~)~i~,~1 Ascholarship in memory of Mrs. Ten.ant is being arnmged happy face key ring. Please call 
I y0ur mother's voice and heart- ~ |  by theTen.ant family. Donations can be made at the Royal 250-635-5956. 
I beat, but music, as well. 1ha ~ I Bank in Terrace. 
|womb can b0 a noisy phcu. I LOST: UPLANDS HORSE- 
I T.w'meePro-UhEdueafionAsso¢. I SHOE area. Female Boxer. 
Comes to the name of Brook. 
, , . , , - . vse , ,  NORTHWEST [11  Tan/ whi te2 1/2 years old, 
COMMUNITY C O L I L E G ~  . =, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ........... r'-, Friendly. Greatly missed by 
I ~ ~ : ~ : ,  / Love From Your Family I her love, compass,on, ~t,ence, humor, steadfaslness, and family. Call 250-635-0491. 
taught us so much about life. Her presence will be missed by THREE PIECE wedding ring 
I ~ i l  her family, friends, and acquaintances: Married for 57 years, lost around town. Engraved In- 
. . . . . . . . .  she is survived by her son Rick; daughters Avis and Dawn; side band. Reward offered 
I 'ITISYOURCHOICETOHEAL" their spouses and 11 grandchildren and 11 great grandchil- phone evenln.q 25O-635-OO93. 
I Rellex010gy, Ar0matherepy Massage, Reiki, dren. Services were held January 11, 2002 at the Salvation J' I Therapeutic T0uch, Polarity. Pra~a, Crystal, 
I Shamanic Q- ual~'edPracti0ners Army Chapel in Terrace. We thank everyone for lheir expres- 
I I LAURELL BALLARDMscd. Phd. & sions of love and friendship. Special thanks to Jhe nurses and I HEAL TEm staff of Mills Memorial Hos#al ~(~,~l~mm,mn~,~ and Dr. Hoye; for yc sr caring and sensitivily during Ph)llis recent i l l -  ........................................... Charlie 1 Houlden February 9, 1921 -December 30, 2001 ness. Donations in memory of Gh~,rlie w~,.~ born in I~in.ipeo, 
EVANLY.RAYS 
r01ed best sorvke and most accurate 
psychics in Canada in 1999 +2000 
• Career " ~  
• Relattonsh,ps 
• Spouse habits 
• Picking Loflo #'s 
• ~P in 2000 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99 / . . in .  18÷ 
ii 
Malcolm & Anne Hill 
Phyllis and Blondie Tennont mc~ 
be made to lhe "Phvl,s an 
Blondie Tennant ~emorl( 
Scholarship Fund", c/o 1723 
Sleeping Beauty Lane, Terrace 
B.C., V8G 3Z7 or may be 
dropped off at the Royal Bank, 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace B.C. 
"We love you Nanna" 
Raymond Mayer 
I ~=r,-u.o oO~o0-.e-~u,o'" [ - ~ Born October 30, 1933 
• ~ ar~ Passed away January 8, 2002 ' 
Ken was born in Fox 
~ ;Alberta, tha family movod to McBride, B,C. in 1947. 
Ken moved to Terrace in 
the late 60's when he 
-~ started flying for 
"l"ransprovlncial Airlines. t 
Blondie 
t*mrrie~ o.fter immigr=til~ sepox~.tely from 
:En01=mb. His f~mily moveb to Terrace~ 
1}.G. in ~9~7. "They t~vel le~ to Tdkwc~ I~G. 
by c~r, then by tr~dn to Terrace where 
Hc~rry ~nb Ft~be{ Hou.lben liveb for the I 
re~t of their Ik,~. i 
Af ter  ~erVi~l in the ~n~J~n p=wne3 
l~orce~ buring ~)or[b ~t~r  II, Gh~rlle I 
retu.v'neb to Ten'~ce. He workeb in n 
t~ugmber of occu.p~.tiorJ~ generally re{~xte~ 
to the ~oeoiruJ inbu.~flr3t ~nb =~wmilling, 
for the next two bec=ube.~. He then joineb 
the petbllc service work ing  ~ =t s t=t iov~y 
eru31neer Jn Ten'~me ~.t~ gmlther5 for the 
next two bee.~u~e~ unti l  his retirement 
twenfy yP.~r=S ~u3o. Gh~r(ie'~ grP.~tte:lt 
5ou.rce.~ of joy were his f~.mily, his frlenb5, 
~nb hi~ hor~es, f ie r=i~e~ m=ny p,.ck =rob ~{e hor~e,~ t ~,terk{ey "F=wm 
north of  Terr~e~ the~ re~umeb hi~ youthfu l  interest in braff hor-~e~ when he 
f~.rme~ in H~.e l ton  ~tnb Qu.ick. He cantina.oh to be etct/ve in the |oc=l bro.ft 
hor~e ~cene ~.fter movit~J to "Tdkw~ 13.G. To  the ~m~zeme.t  of  tou.ri-~t~ =tab 
the cbt'~ter1~¢ttJon of hi ,  f~mily, he brave wh~.t tw~.y be the ~t  horde ~.t~ 
w~u:Jon te~m to tr=tve[ f rom H~.~elton to gmlther~ ~i~ the High "P, oab. He lab his 
f i l l  te_~m of br=ft hor~e~ into the ~re~ ~t the gmithers T=tll ~:~dr in August  of  
24301, ~'" 
Gh~rlie'd~ circle of frierJ,~ ~t~b =cqu~int~nc~ w~ V~t .  He w~ ~ noteb 
storyteller, with ~ hu.moro~ ~nec~ote for every oc~=~ion. P to , t  who  knew 
J[ of Terrace 
~eo 2 :: ;,: 
1 
o The wedding will takeplace 
August 10, 2002. ..~ 
He will be fondly 
remembered by his son 
Douglas Mayer, his 
stepson Sam Reimer, his ~ stepdaughters Haidi Wale 
and Lissa Relmer, his 
sister Lexie Eliot, his nephews Donald, 
David, his niece Kathleen and his brother. He 
t 
will be remembered by his many coworkers 
and pilots and by his passengers and friends. 
Appreciation 
The family would like to express their 
heartfelt thanks to Arnold and Ruth Peters, 
Diana Elklns, Chris & Gord Olson, Maria 
him were impre~eb by, his u.n~dsumir~, docinb[e m~nner ~nb hM genuJne 
interest in otheP& 
Ch~rl ie fom3ht ~ coar~eou, s b~Wle with cctncer in hid f i l l  ye.~r& Tru.e to 
his ~tu.ret he co.fo=.~ m~ic=l  pre&icfion.~ =~ ave3 ~n ~cfive (fie up to his 
fh,ml b=tys. He blab ~t his home in Tdkw~,  ~ be wisheb, su.rro-tt~,beb by his 
f=mJly. 
Gh=wlie w~ pre~e~eo~e~ by his p~.rents~ Hm'ry =tt~ ~be~ ~.nb his two  
61"tter~ '~3ori=~ ~nb l~e~gy. 
He is =~UnNNeb y hM brother, Alex~ hi'¢ chilbren, Hcwry, l, Oet~, T3ebbM, 
t~reJg, kel|y, kuxt, ~.t~b F~.rk,  ~nb by ~ ~tJ{[ growing eontlt~lent o f  
gr~nbchilbren~ gre~t -gr~h i [bren~ niece~ =rob nephew& 
gelegle(L~ Wet'e belb in * rgr r~ On g~tMr~l~.y, I~ttl4~ll~ ~ ~tlb in  
Tdkwct  o ,  gunb~ay, |=mMat~, 6tb. In  li=m of  f lowers,  bezuations we~db 6e 
npprsa lateb to tf~e ~anab lan  ~=neer  goeiety, e/o  |emt ]~dng, k ) ightm=n 
gmi t~ 4(;¢$ ~mke~se Avetum,  "Tm~=um, ~.~.  or  to the @fmrity of  yore" 
Taylor and Mr. & Mrs. Brorup for all their help ~w II ~ ebei~. . - / I 
kindness. ~'~"~A I |~  The f==mil~ we,rib like to tbat=k everyone for tbelr klebness a- J j  II 
Thank you ~'~ and to aft wile took the I ~ ~ppoW . espaekally "Dr. I. 'D,t=flelb, 'I)1'. "IF. Oaa i -T~ Cbar l ie  ,~  I 
~ ~  time and came long j ~  I P ]~ ~t=ek. "rke p.oyal G=.abi=n I~eion =-~ tka l~#o.  I .~ie= - + f~ I 
I ~ ; I L~ all i .  T~, .=. ,  =nb ~1~ to 1hr. g~=.~+, lob.  ~ Tm=y J ,  ~ I ~ distances to attend ~i~ ~ ~_~1 I L ~ ~  13m A,b tb. "rakw~ ~.. io,  I~ i - - .  =11 i .  /A  ~ i  I 
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COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Court Bailiff will offer for sale by sealed bid the interest in the 
following Judgment Debtors: Lyle shewchuk (sometimes known as 
Lyte Warren Shewchuk) coba Northwest Siding & Renovations in CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES I 
the1993~°ll°wingKubotag°°dSExcavatorand chattels, purported to be: .... ~ #3-4554 Lazel ~ ~ ~ , ~  I 
1996 Melroe Bolxat and Trailer "~: • ~i:~ Phone 250-635-7649 ~ '~ ' :'~i;~ 
Sold on a "as is" where is basis". Sealed bids will be received at/he REPOSSESSION/BAILIFF SALE 
Court Bailiff's office up to the hour of 12:00 noon, February 11, 2002. 
Sale may be sub act to cancellation without notice, The Court 1997 Chevrolet Astro Van, Cassette, P/S, P/B 
Bailiff reserves the riqht to adjourn the sale without notice and 1996 Dodge Light Duty BR1500, Reg. Cab 4x4 ~ ~ ~ ' ~ , ~  
apply to the Court for [urther direction if the need arises. 1998 Chevrolet Light Duty C/K1500, 4x4, Cassette, P/S, P/B ~ ~ '  ~ '~ 
Terms of Sale: Each bid must be accompanied by a draft or 1998 Chevrolet Malibu 4D Sedan, P/S, P/B, Cassette 
money order for 10% of the bid made payal01e to Caledonia Court 1996 Chev Monte Carlo 2dr, Auto, CD ~) 
Bailiff'Services. The 10% deposit may I~e waived in special circum- 1998 Travelalre Rustler 29' Travel Trailer i Place your special message in the 
stances. The balance of the bld,plus applicable taxes to be paid 1996 Dodge Caravan February 1 3th edition of  the Terrace itandard immediately upon acceptance o~ the bid, failure to do so may result For appointment to view, please contact Roger Smith 
in forfeiture of the deposit. Highest bid not necessarily accepted. 
- - / 
Please contact Ihe undersigned i~ 
For appointment to view contact he undersigned. ONLY ~ ~/ - ( '~  ~::::ii~::~::~:::~:~:~:::~:~i~:~,~:~i~i~:~:~::~: ~ ii: i  ~ :~i~' i : :~iiiiii::::i: i::ii:~:~:, 
c=o. , , cou , ,  n , ,  
R. Smith, 250-635-7649 
i ~,~,,, ~ iii i~i!il~i!~ per col. inch : ~iii~iiii:.i~i~i~:~ ::::~ii~i!~. 
k iiii ill iii!i!iiiiii!i! !iiii';ii!ii!iii ! i II ;ndudes fax II Our sincere thanks to all re,utives and friends who ~ii~iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii~i 
il I joined with us in celebrating our .... ~iil!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 
III Mostly a very special thank you to our wonderful 
II family - who make any gathering feel like a special 
II occasion - this was overwhelming. 
I1 '  Thanks and love to you ALL. 
~k~ Jean & Gordon Dixon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~: "365: : : 
MISCELLANEOUS~ 
FOR SALE!  ::i 
Take notice that Claudia Bunce of Jade City, B.C., 
occupation Business Woman intends to make 
application for a Hectre of land generally situated on 
Trout Line Creek (Cassiar District) and more specifically 
described in (a) below: 
(a) unsuveyed Crown Land in vasinity of Trout Line 
Creek, Cassiar District. 
The purpose for which the land is required is: pleasure. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Comments concerning this. application may be made to LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood Mixed .em,ock. A.- RE ' INVENT YOUR FUTURE. . .  the British Columbia Assets and Land Corporation, der. and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
Skeena Region, P.O. Box 5000, Smifhers, B.C., V0J 250-538-7290 . . .WITH AVON!  
2NO Telephone (250) 847-7356. TaRS FLOORS. Flooring 
Be advised any response to this advertisement will be SALES. Laminate flooring from Do you enjoy meeting people? 
considered part of the public record. For information, $.9g/sqft. Pre-finished Oak 
$2.50sqft. Free delivery, some Do you want to make more money? contact FOI Advisor, British Columbia Assets and Land conditions apply. Variety of fin- 
Corporation, Skeena Region, 847-7352. Bear Country Inn Terminal Express ishes and colours. Phone/fax Would you like to run a home-based 
File No: 6401820 The CtO) o f  Ter race  Bargatn  Store 250-635-074g, Ca, 250-638- business that would allow you 
Dated: January 18, 2002 Claudia Bunce Northe~z Hearing & Carters Jewelers ~t,I. 7074 more time and freedom? 
Signature oF applicant Safety Training Mrs. Vesta Douglas "RECOGNIZED FOR Quality & Avon also offers for the very first time a 
__  Pacific Northern Gas Dr. Dennis Fisher, Commitment" Kitchen Craft 
Tint Hortons Donuts Dr. Rick Tabata & cabinetry, Craftline countertops, new opportunily with network marketing! 
Murphy wallbeds. Competitive 
Canadian Tire Dr. Peter Oktml prices - 10 year warranty pro- 
Mohatvk Terrace Stop N S/sop Mission Hill Wineries duct, free estimates & design, From January 24 to February 1, 2002 
Terrace  Cnr l lng  aub  Mr.  Mike 's  Steakhonses Phon~, 1-800-336-1639. Fax I" JO IN  AVON FREE=. 
Terrace Totem Ford Edle Nahnlak 888-553-2343. Visit website ~ ' Gemma's Bed Bath  & Nor#~coast  Hea l lh  & www.kitchensbc.com. Dea ler  Training, Brochures, Samples Included! Kitchen Boutique Fitness Centre opportunities available through- 
. . . , .  •keen• District . i Images by Kar lene  Nor thern  D. ,gs  out BC Call Today, Toll-Free Terrace Area 
McDonalds Restaurants Shoppers D.,g Mart  1 "866-718-1895 
Hired Equipment Registration i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Re~Max oJ'Terrace Sight & Sound 
Safeway Canada Zellers RETIRING OR closing your | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "= 
The Skeena District of the Ministry of Transportation and store? We will pay top cash dol- 
Highways is creating its lists of registered Equipment for 
Hire for the fiscal year 2002/2003, which begins April 
510BUS!NESS i ~ 
• OPPORTUNIT IES  
. . . • , • . .  
i lar for your inventory.Surplus TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
Herby's John orTodd, phone 1- ity to own and operate a 2002 
800-665-4533 or fax 250-376- Pete with zero down. You must 
1, 2002. 0834 Check us out on website have min. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
www.surplusherbys.com email: APPLIANCE REPAIR business experience, able and willing to 
If you have construction equipment o register, or if your I 
equipment is currently registered and you have acquired 
I new equipment or made changes to your previously registered equipment, please contact he District Office for registration forms. Current address, telephone and 
John@surplusherbys.com for sale. to enquire, please run Canada/USA and possess 
leave message at 250-845- good references. Tom or Andre. 
• ",410. FARM.~ 7425. 800-663-0099 ANNOUNCEMENT/ Survey . : • 
I says: Mystical connections ' EQUIPMENT AUTO MECHANIC thinking of 
Thefamily of Floyd Spiritual Advisors #1 in year " .i :. :...... . • .. self-employment? Fully HOME WORKERS neededlll to 
WCB numbers are also required. Frank wish to extend 2001 $2.99/min. 5am - 1am Pa- Thunderbird Ranch & Farm equipped automotive service assembling products, Mail- 
All  owners o f  dump trucks or bel ly dump trucks must Special Thanks To The cific time. 1-900-677-5872 or 1- equipment. Quality used sales bay, with a hydraulic hoist and Ing/Processing our circulars, 877-478-4410 for Visa/MC/18+ & Iocators. Hauling available, many extras. Location is 7 copy/mailing PC Disk Program. 
Staff At www.mystical-connections.com Dave Crossan 250-567-2607, 6 minutes from downtown. Avail- No experience needed. Free 
provide a current.weigh scale slip. (This is used for the Terraceview Lodge CANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR i km Mapes Road. vanaernoor . . ; . . . . . .  able for rent or lease and utili- • information send . . . . . . .  
purpose of calculating hourly rates.) for the Care and on. 1 '(18yrs+)1-888-913-8122 " B.C." '~"" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ....... ties are includecL,CalL~.5(~;63.5.;,~,Q.S,G.. 117.,,-, 10,57,Steeles.,Ave 
:25 5859 for details. W. Reference: 02, Toronto, On- 
Registration Forms are available at: concern they gave to from $2A0/min. Credit card bill- :4 LIVESTOCK : GOVERNMENT FUNDS,'grants lUriD. M2R 3X1 . . . . . .  
i I Floyd and to Dr. Dewif, Jng. 1-900-870-7647 $3.99/mJn . . . . . .  : 
i I Dr. Phillips and Website:www.discreettalk.com . . . . . .  " & loans information. For all HOUSTON MOTOR Inn Has- 
business & farms. Call 1-800- taurant for lease. 45 seat coffee 
II Dr. Appleton and to the 505-8866 shop, 55 seat licensed dining 
il nursing staff at i i  Mills Memorial Hospital. NET UP to $2800 a month - no room. Premises' under new 
selling. Steady all cash busJ- management. Excellent facility 
i i  We wish to express our hess-secure. $g995 Min. Invest- in scenic Houston, B.C." Phone 
i t  appreciation to the ment. Free into pack. 1-800- ' 1-250-845-7112 or fax 1-250- 
thoughtful friends in . 321-R126 {24hml 845-3580 
II i Terrace for their messages 
i t  oF sympathy in our loss. 
U Aileen Frank & Family ,. 
Skeena District Office 
Ministry of Transportation BLACK AND white pinto filly. 
4825 Keith Avenue DREAMS ARE REAL Discover Eight month old foxtrotter mar- 
Terrace, BC, VSG 1K7 how to link your inner, outer re- gun cross. $1000. Half Arab 
alities. Experience it for your- mare in foal to Amazing Sultan 
Phone: (250) 638-6402 or I (800) 663-9910 self. For free book, ECKAN- $1200. 250-635-5910 
Fax : (250)638-6414 KAR, 1-800-LOVE-GOD. Ask BULLS FOR sale 100 plus. 
for book #F18. www.eckan- Quality yearling Bulls. Hereford 
Registration forms will be sent to all contractors currently kar.or.q Red & Black Angus. Gelbviehs 
and Limousin on test at Lazy B 
registered with the Skeena District. The deadline for rag- Ranch. Please call Charlie. 
istration is March 15, 2002. Registrations received after 250-690-7226 
March 15, 2002 will be recorded on a late registration 
list and consequently may not receive a share of the 
FRANK AMANTE trust fund. If 
you would like to make a dona- 
tion to help with medical ex- 
penses a trust fund has been HAPPY HENS hatchery serving ,=~w. ,,,qgp- 
set up at the Nodhern Savings our BC Farmers and feather 
F available work. ~ . Credit Union. Thank you for fanciers: chicks, turkeys, guin- TERRACE your support, eas, water fowls. Spring 2002 VOLUNTEER Don Ramsay GET BACK on trackll Bad cred- catalogues available. Call '604- Bur (EAU District Highways Manager it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 854-(HENS)4367. Email: hap- " Money? We lendll If you own oyhens@telus.net BRJ:rSH yourown home.you qualify, f- HAY FOR sale. Round bales.  Community Readers  
877-987-1420 www.pioneer- good Bulkley Valley hay. 250- 
LOLUMBIA  west cam Broker/lender fees 847-9895or250-847-2453 
may applyl ~1¢ Writers Program ,: 150  LEGAL i : (NOTICES ;i 
• " :i ' ~ i 
Ministry of i 
RED MULE Belgian X Quarter. 
INTRODUCTIONS ARE you 4 years old. Hobbles, packs, Would you like to learn to read & write? 
single? Visit the newest meet- rides. Has packed out moose, Would you like to upgrade your 
ing place:  www.Dream- cariboo, deer, loads, trailers 
Mates.cam well. $5500. 1-604-856-5587 English & Math Skills? 
After 6:00 pm. Dave. If you are new to Canada, would you like 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Tuesday, February 1 2, to learn to read & write English? 
2002, at the Regional District of Kitlmat-Stikine offices, at 300 - 4545 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC commencing at 7:00 pm to receive representation 32" Hitachi TV with stand GOLDEN RETRIEVER pup- For more information, call Sue at 638-1330 
from all persons who deem their interests to be affected by the proposed bylaw: $300.00, change table, dresser, pies. First shots and dewormed. Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
bedroom dresser, mirror and Both parents can be seen. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine Bylaw No, 37, 1976, household items. 250-635.4529 $350.Raised250-635-1on a farm555 with kids. 
Electoral Area E and Specified Portion of Electoral Area C ROTWEILLER PUPS ready to 
Zoning Bylaw, Amendment  By law No. 488,  2002 i go now, Good temperament. 
$150 each to good homes only. 
I 250.6t5.4756 I  eo, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ................................ 9-4 m i:i In general terms, the purpose of the proposed bylaw is to rezone land described as 
460 EQUIPMENT 
: • . , , 
Portion of District Lot 1718, Range 5, Coast District, Except Plan 8347, from the Low 8HP SMOW blower electric Foodsafe Level 1 $99 
Density Rural (R2) zone to the Rural Resort (RC1) zone. The rezoning is required to start, chains, good condition. Feb I-2 .................... Frl/Sat .......................... 6-10/9-4 
address a proposed golf course, recreation vehicle campground and associated facilities. $350. 250-635-2gg7 COMPLETE PACKAGE 1994 Intra to Scanners $47 
The land subject fo rezoning is located adjacent to Highway 16 West near the rural ALDER FIREWOOD for sale. Western star Detroit 470 Dou- Feb4 ......................... Man ........................... 7-10pro 
community of New Remo as indicated on the sketch. Call Glen at 250-638-0214 ble lockers. 18 speed. 2000 
FLOORING COMPANY needs Anser single leap. 1995 Peer- MS Word 2000 - Level 1 $169 
The public hearing on Zoning Amendment Bylaw No 488, 2002, is to be held by to sell inventory, laminate less pole trailer. 1980 Decap Feb 4-13 ............... Man/Wed ....................... 7-10pro 
Directors Bob Cooper, Lee Watmough and Rich McDaniel as delegates of the Regional $.75sq/ft: oak pre-finlshed belly dump. Phone 250-692- 
District Board A co of the Board resolution making the delegation and a co of the $2.00sqft: birch or maple un-fin- 7989 Transportation of Dangerous Goods $75 Feb 7 ......................... Thur ....... ;,..,.. ............... 9-4 pm ' PY PY Ished $2,00sqff: Cherry un. 
proposed bylaw may be inspected at the office of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, finished $2.995qft: 6" or 8" Cookin' Cajun $80+gst 
300-4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p,m., rustic fir $.80sqff: 5"wide maple Feb 9 .......................... Sat ............................. 12-5 pm 
Monday through Friday, except statutory holidays. $2.ggsqff. oaI,Jmaple floating 
....  ~ 2.ggsqft, tons morel 1-800-631- Airbrakes $199 
1 ..... ", .~ 3342 PAYDAY LOANS & cheque Feb 12-16 ............... Tues-Sot ................ 6:30-10"30/8.4 
f "  
~ ! " '  A rea  ~ ~ ,  FOR SALE snOwbOard and cashing" Turnkey " since 1992' MS Access 2000" LeVel 1 "/ . .1~. " / I./17 i $169 , r ~ subject to  bindings for $150.00, and Exer- Franchise available. 
clse trampoline. Call 250-635- www.checkstatloncanada,com ,,,.% ~ Feb 12-21 .............. Tues/Thur ........................ 7-10pro 
¢ 0550. Please call evenlnqs, or 604-522-7999 . Internet/E-mall $89 
t " / DL - Feb 16 ........................ Sat ........................ .... 9-4pro 
' Replace Your Old, Bor ing  F ix tures  With OFA Level  I $89 ",!) 18 ' ' 
Intro to Northcoast Design $69+gst 
MS Excel 2000 - Level I $169 
DL 1706 Feb 18-27 ............. Man~Wed ....................... 7-10 prn 
~ ~ '  ~""~"'~ ~ \ Woodworking for Beginners $109+gst 
25% OFF  III Feb2~Mar20 .......... Wed .................... 6 :3~9:30pm 
ALL INSTOCK DOME LIGHTS III Watercolors: An lntroductlon $99+gst 
~~/~r .~. / . .  /~ .  Regional District of Feb2,-Mar28 .......... Thur ......................... 7-9:30pm t /F I III German-Level1 $69+gst 
~ /~}{' / /  Phone: (250)615-6100 : @I ]~L~ ' Feb26-Mar21 ...... Tues/Thur .......................... 7-gpm 
1:8o0-663.52o8 /./ ,=. III 
101~4450GREIGAVE.,TERRACE'(2BO) 638"0285 III Ph. 635-6611 FX. 8 433 coMuuNnv coal~l igOWO n @n w¢ ~.l~,~;.C~l 
J 
520 CAREERS: 
ATTENTION: PROFESSIONAL 
driver Training programs 
including long haul and moun- 
tain driver training, Career 
counselling and job placement 
available. Call Harry 1-877-763- 
8040 to start your now career 
today. MJ Bloomfield & Okana- 
.qan University Colle.qe, 
23 YEAR old Edmonton based 
sign company is rapidly ex- 
panding and is currently taking 
applications for experienced 
sign installers, Please fax re- 
sume to Landale Sign & Neon. 
1-780-435-9285 
KUBTOM KOACH RV Centre. 
We have expandedl Employ- 
ment opportunity. RV Techni- 
cians, We urgently need experi- 
enced RV technicians to work in 
our new service centre• Wages 
according to qualifications.Full 
time, attractive benefit package. 
Fax resume to 604-856-2397 
SOS CHILDREN'S village BC 
is expanding, needs fulltime, 
live-in Foster Parents with apti- 
tude for nurturing, minimum 1 
year residential experience, 
with children with behavioral is- 
sues, long term commitment, 
good judgment, sense of hu- 
mourl Extensive screening & in- 
terview. Ministry contract, new 
home, low rent, support, train- 
ing & time off. www.sos-bc.org. 
SOS Children's Village BC 604- 
599-0887 Fax 604-599-0854. 
sos_villaqe @ telus.net 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator, For program or 
student loan information, from 
our CDI College (Abbotsford 
Campus) Call toll free today 1- 
888-229-1555 
NOW HIRING 
[.LI/.t bI,',l a :&t :1 A'] [H # :1:1 :l * l  i t k'i :[.t 
If you are: 
* 100% Customer Satisfaction Minded 
• Energetic 
• Positive Altitude 
• Self Confident and Motivated 
~ xceptional at communicating with people of all ages 
Possess exceptional phone skills 
• Able to work with computers 
• Able to work flexible hours 
• Looking for long term financial success . . . . .  
We offer: 
Industry leading compensation 
Full benefits package 
• On-going in-house training 
Applyto: Box 133 • 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
I 
Executive Director 
Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society 
The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society is seeking to 
film the position of Executive Director, the senior 
representative and service delivery authority for a new 
agency. The Executive Director is responsible for staff,  implementing the 
program, as well as Board', staff  and community development. 
Management, administrative and financial background is necessary. 
Experience in the child protection environment is essential. A good 
understanding of organizational, community and board development is a 
requirement. Experience in knowledge of First nations Child & Family 
Services programs is essent ia l .  Knowledge of Gitxsan culture and language 
is an asset. 
For complete details of the responsibilities and qualifications, please 
contact the GCFS at (250) 842-2258 or fax (250) 842-2481. 
~= 
The deadline for recei pt of applications is 
4:00 Dm, February 15. 2002 
The Workers" Compensation Board of BC is committed to improving our service to 
zoorkers and employers in British Columbia through a results-oriented, service- 
driven, cost-effective and prudent approach to business. 
MANAGERS 
experienced in workplace 
disability &/or claims 
adjudication management 
• Terrace 
"• WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
BOARD g~."~ 
y ou will assume overall responsibility for adjudicating (assessing, elatitling, planning, managing and 
resolving) complex disability claims. Facilitating and 
coordinating the efforts of various individuals and entities, 
you will lead and direct a proactive, collaborative process 
focused on early, safe and durable return to work of 
injured workers. 
Required is an under-graduate degree and 3 years' 
directly-related (senior adjudication and disability 
management) experience or equivalent. 
For further information on our organization 
and these positions, please visit our website: 
www.worksa febc.com/corporate/jobsL 
Salary range: $59,000 - $71,000, plus comprehensive 
benefits are offered. Please forward your r~sum~, citing 
competition #010401, by February 11, 2002, to: Human 
Resources, Workers' Compensation Board of BC, 
PO Box 5350, Vancouver, BC V6B 5L5. Fax: 604.276.3291; 
emaih careers@wcb.bc.ea. 
Please note that only thosc under consideratioa toill be 
contacted. If you are unsuccessful, p ease accept our 
appreciation for your iaterest. The WCB is committed to 
employment equity objectives and invites applications 
from all qualified individuals. 
M263S~ 
Opportunities in our updated Houston Mill 
Innovation, improved efficiencles and advanced practices in forest 
stewardship have contributed to Canfor's position as a leading Canadian 
integrated forest products company. 
Weekend Watchman/ 
First Aid Attendant dr. . ' ."  ~ , 
You will work two 8-hour rotating shifts per weekend, as well as provide 
holiday coverage. You have a valid Level III Unrestricted First Aid certificate, 
and related experience, ideally in an industrial environment• 
Labourers 
A motivated team-player, you have Grade 12 or GED graduation and a valid 
Class 5 driver's Ilcence. A valid lumber grading ticket is preferredl . . . . .  
I.WA Collective Agreement rates and benefits are offered• We thank everyone 
for their interest In Cantor; however only those selected for an Interview ill be 
contacted. Please forward a rrsumr, citing lob title, by February 15, 2002 to: 
Canadian Forest Pra 
Houston 
Human Resources Coordinator 
PO Box 158 
Houston, BC V0J 1Z0 
Fax: 250-845-5296 
E-mall: bhosklns@mall.confor, ca 
, 
W W W C a:  
Discovery i ls 
is looking for morn d 
educators to sell educating 
products. Low start up cosls. For 
free into. package, call 
Kalrlna !-888-238-8697 
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Paid to Shop?! 
As a major retailer, we ore seeking individu:ds to 
help us maintain high quulity sta,durds. We are 
currently seeking Service Evnluators. 
Wage $9.50/hour +kilometers 
Interest You? Read On ..... 
Do you  ... 
• Have the lnternet in yotlr lion]e? 
• Have a reliable vehicle? 
• Have an eye for detail? 
Can you  .... 
• Be llexible with your hours and duys'? 
• Commit to an average of 3 to 8 hours pet' week? 
• Be methodical und org0nized? 
IF YES... 
Please fax resume ,'rod letter of interest, prior to 
February O2. 2002 
in confidence to: 
Toll Free 1-888-622-8199 
Automotive Equipment Sales 
Representative/Field Repairs 
Working in our Northern BC territory, ou ,.viii be responsible for
assisting our Dealers and sales force in the sales of Automotive 
Equipment through product demonstration and trainiog. As the 
successful candidate, you possess an automotive background and 
experience s lling diagnostic and automotive equipment. Preference 
will be given to licenced technicians. Excellent communication skills are 
a must, while sales experience is an asset. Yon are a self-motivated 
individual ble to function i  a fast-paced nvironment. A valid driver's 
licence and use era vehicle are required, 
Interested applicants hould forward their esumes, in confidence, 
to: Tony Archer, #3o4B 9775188th Street, Surrey, BC V4N 3N2 
E-maih larcher@telus.net 
Notice of Employment Opportunity 
First Nations Chiefs' Health Comrniflee 
Vision Rehabilitation Specialist 
The First Nations Summit Chiefs' Heahh Committee (CHC) is 
seeking an individual for a research project in Prince George, 
B.C. The Vision Specialist will be responsible for the provision of 
- prescreening procedures/low vision assessments and instruction, 
performing selected eye exdnis using, tonometer anddlgital 
imaging phofograp i'aining on equipment will be pro ed. 
The Vision Specio aill also teach rehabilitation sk to 
communities, health professionals and volunteers 
Subject to continued funding, this project could extend beyond 
March 31,2003. 
Qualifications: 
Candidates must have 3-4 years experience in the heahh care 
field. A diploma in Nursing or health care would be an asset. 
Knowledge of diabetes care and screening procedures as well as 
First Nations health issues is required. Cqndidates must have 
effective communication skills, be able to establish and maintain 
co-operative working relationships, and work independently. 
Computer competency and a good understanding of office 
administration pa s also required. Must be able to travel to 
Northern B.C. First Nations communities approximately 2-3 
weeks per month. 
Application Deadline: 4:00 p,m. Friday, February 15, 2002 
Interested candidates should submit a complete resume and 
covering letter with three work-related references to: 
Shaunee Pointe 
Executive Director 
First Nallons Chiefs' Heals Commiltee 
708 - 100 Park Royal South 
West Vancouver, B.C. V7T 1A2 ' 
Phone: (604) 913-2080 Fax: (604) 913-2081 
www.fnchc.ca 
The Nisga'a \;alley Hcahh Board, located in North 
\Vest B.C., requires the sen'ices of a Home Care Nurse 
to work in the NaBs Valley. The successful candidate 
will be based in the community of New Aiyansh. 
A background in Home or Community Nursing with 
some experience in emergency nursing is required. 
RNABC memberslii p essential, BCNU contract in 
effect. Aboriginal applicants encouraged to apply. 
Contact: Ms, Lori Toneatta, DireCtor of Nursing= 
Box #234 
New Aiyansl!, B,C, : 
V0J 1A0 i 
Telephone: (250) 633-5000 
1-888.233-2212 
Fax: (250) 633.2512 
Applications will be accepted until February 18, 2002. 
Iluckleberry Mines Ltd. is a 21,000 TPD open pit copper 
molybdenmn mine located 120 km south of Houston in west 
central British Columbia. Operations commenced in October 
1997. Huckleberry Mhzes is operated by hnperial Metals 
Corporation of Vancouver. B C. We are currently recruiting the 
followhlg position to johl our operathlg team: 
E lect r i c ian  
Reporting to the Electrical Supervisor, this position is 
responsible for the installation, commissioning, repair and 
maintenance of all electrical apparatus in a 21,000 tonne per 
day modern copper and molybdenum ine. You must be able 
to perform in a team oriented environment of ekctrical and 
instrumentation peers. 
The successful candidate must possess a journeyman's trade 
qualification and have minimum of five years experience in 
an industrial environment. Instrumentation and PCL 
expenence would be considered an asset as would experience 
on open pit electrical equipment, eg: P&H Shovels and B&E 
Drills. Good interpersonal nd commumcation skills are a 
must and programming experience wouldbean asset. ' ' 
Huckleberry Mines is a remote mine where its emplpye~s e 
m a camp environment onthe r days of work. The Electncmn 
position works a 4 x 3 schedule (4 days in, 3 days out) or 4 x 
4 schedule (4 days in. 4 days off). While at the mine site all 
meals and accommodations are provided free of charge to 
employees. Transportation is provided from Houston. 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. offers a competitive salary and a full 
range of benefits including medical, life, disability income 
and RRSP savings plan. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in Huckleberry Mines 
Ltd., but only those selected for an interview will be 
contacted. 
Qualified applicants can submit heir esumes in 
confidence to: 
Human Resources Department 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. 
PO Box 3000, Houston, BC V0J 1Z0 
Fax: (604) 517-4701 
Emaih HR@HuckleberryMines.com 
CUSTOMS INSPECTOR INSPECTEUR/INSPECTRICE DES DOUANES 
; capable de protrger les frontlEres 
• i du Canada? 
Are you up to the task of protecting Canada's Au tours des prochains lOiS, I'Agence des douanes'et'du 
borders? revenu du Camda (ADRC) aura besom de doter d~ pastes 
O~,er the coming months, the Canada Custon|s and 
Revenue Agency (CCRA) will need individuals to flll 
Customs Inspector positions in some of the Yukon 
Territory and Northern BC Ports. 
Are you outgoing, motivated and career-minded? Doyou 
thrive on physical and mental dlallenges? Do you want to 
work in a dynamic environment? Are you a person who 
enjoys working with the public? Do you have exceptional 
communication skills? If you answered, "YesI" to all these 
questions, Canada Customs is looking for you. 
For details on hot,, to apply for this exciting 
career opportutff O,visit CCRA's wehsite at: 
www.ccra.adrc.gc.ca/career$/ or you can 
call the toll free m,nber at 1-800-571.71~0 
by February 5, 2002. 
d'tnspecteur/d'tnspectrice des douanes dam certalns ports 
du Yukon et du Nard de la Colomble.Britannique. 
Dynamisme, motivation et ambition, voil~ trois qualttds 
qui vous drfinissent bien? Aimez.vous relever des drfis 
physiques et intelleetuels? Drstrez-vous travailler dans un 
milieu dynamique? Avez-vous le sens du service it la 
clientele? Vos capacit~s de communiquer soht-elles 
exceptlonnelles? Si vous avez rrpondu •Ouit ~ it toutes ces 
questions, rAgence des douanes et du revenu du Canada 
ddsire vous reneontreL 
Pour savolr comment prdsenter votre 
eandidature pour ce poste passiomm~lt, veutUez 
consulter le site Web de I'ADRC, ~ l'adresse :: 
http://www.ccra-adrc.gc.ca/careers/n|enu~htn|~ 
ou composer le numdro sans frals i.800.571.71~0 d'ici 
le 5 fdvrler 2002. 
Canada Customs Agence des douanes' 
and Bevenue Agency et du revenu du Canada -. 
. . . .  :>  - : ~ 
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Registrations No w Accepted 
Experiential skill development inprofessional counselling prepares 
the graduate to offer services addressing a wide range of issues 
inclu;:lin 9 loss and grief, conflid resolution, addiction childhood 
experiences affecting adult life, and others. An integrated model is 
usL~l incorporating all therapeutic approaches in our campus and 
corresponaence programs. 
Open Learning Agency academic redit for selected courses. 
To request a course catalogue, call: 1-800.665-7044 
Or go to www, counselortralnlng.com '~ 
Counsellor Train=ng Institute 
1581 Kulspal Crescent Terrace, B.C. V8G 4P5 .n~..c 
Horthern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Leve! 1 
Tues., Feb. 12 Sat., Feb. 16 Tues., March 5 ....... $85 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
• 644MOBILE  : 
: :  HOMES: : :: 
: S , : : i ,  : Wed., March 6 ...................................................... $85 
WCB OFA Level 3 CAREYBOGART, Instructor 
Feb. 18-March ! March 18-28 (Including Sat. 23)..5659 
Adult  Care c/w Level I 
March 4 (Monday) ........................................................... S95 
WHMIS  -- Anytime via compuler ................................. $50 
RRACE 
UNTEER 
AU 
Community Readers & Writers Program 
WINTER 2002 
TUTOR TRAINING 
When: Wednesday evenings for 8 weeks 
February 6, 13, 20, 27 
March 6, 13, 20, 27 
6:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Where: Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
For more information, call Sue at 638-1330 
' : 580WORK : 
• : •WANTED : 
": 656 SHARED ~ 
: ACCOM,.... ! :." 
• : • . . . .  
2- first, second or third year 
sprinkler/plumber/pipefitter ap- 
prentice needed for temporary 
fit employment. Starting Febru- 
ary 1/02. Fax resume to 250- 
245-3557 asap. 
A Better Lifel Earn on-line 
income $2000 - $5000/month. 
walkwithsuccess.com 
A-1 Red Rose Escort Agency 
now interviewing, females of all 
nationalities. Must be 19 yrs+. 
Excellent and immediate Seam- 
ings$. Ucenced agency. 250- 
563-5601 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work from home on line. $1500 
p/t- $5000 f/t per month. 
www.3211ifeisgood.com or 1- 
888-234-4397. 
: . : . . . 
; 604 , ,  
APARTMENTSI.": 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work from home online. $ 2000 
p/t - $ 5000 fit / month, 
www.boomtowealth.com or 1- 
866-200-0558. 
676 WANTED TO 
; ••RENT i : 
AUTOMOTIVE JOURNEYMAN 
Mechanic required by Kicking 
Horse Ford in Golden. B.C.Ford 
experience preferred, salary 
commiserate with experience 
will be considered. Apply with 
resume to kicklnghorseford 
@cablerocket.com or fax 250- 
344-2181 Golden 
CASUALS REQUIRED ; Home 
Supped Workers. Caring de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide Certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. 
There is also weekend employ- 
ment available. Vehicle re- 
quired. Apply at Terrace Home 
Supped Services, 4720 Hau- 
gland, Terrace, B.C. 250-638- 
4013 
715COMMERCiAL 
PROPERTY 
COASTAL BUS LINES -Ter- 
race needs school bus drivers 
on a casual on call base. Mini- 
mum requirements are: Class 2 
with air, clean driver's abstract 
and the ability to pass a criminal 
records check. Applications can 
be picked up at 4904 Hwy 16 
West, Terrace. 
EARN UP to $1000, $3000 or 
more monthly part time or full 
time. Make different product at 
home. No experience needed. 
Send SASE to Tango Design, 
Suite 170-207 Bank Street 
EXT:553. Ottawa, Ontario K2P 
2N2 
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN 
needs live-in housekeeper/care- 
giver, N/d, n/s, drivers license 
necessary, likes to travel, Tele- 
phone 250-642-5206 
640 MISC;  FOR . 
" . ,  RENT: . : " .  
EXPERIENCED SERVICE ad- 
visor required by domestic auto 
dealership. Successful can- 
didate must have excellent 
sales skills and proven custom- 
er service record. ADP comput- 
er experience an asset. Excel- 
lent wage and benefit package. 
Send resume to: Service Man- 
ager al Box "J" c/o Quesnel 
Cariboo Observer, 188 Carson 
Ave. Quesnel B.C, V2J 2A8 
KIDNEY DIALYSIS position 
(hemodialysls) In patient's 
home. R,N. Permanent pad- 
time. 15hr/wk. Mon-Wed.Fd. 
5hr/day, Momlnge, afternoons 
cr evenings) $25/hr, Training 
available, for mor info Phone 
250-635-4089 
LIVE IN manager, For 22 unit 
motel. Experienced preferred, 
but willing to train, Fax resume 
to 250-635-7227. Or reply to file 
# 132 c/o Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton, Terrace B.C. 
V8G-5R2. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for re- 
search study. A local agency is 
accepting applications from vol- 
unteers for a pilot study on a 
quit smoking program. B.O.K. 
Counselling & Consulting in 
Terrace is sponsoring the con- 
trol group research study. The 
control group profile is: women, 
age 30 to 50 years old. pack or 
more a day smoker, willing to 
use a nicotine patch. So if you 
fit this profile and would like to 
quit smoking you can reach the 
study co-ordinator at 250-615- 
0211 to apply or for more Infor- 
mation. 
WAITRESS, BARMAIDS, 
cooks required for well estab- 
lished restaurants in Alberta. 
Hardworking and upbeat an as- 
set. Excellent advancement op- 
portunities and wages. Please 
call Chef Michael. 780-778- 
8600 
NISSAN Auf(~M-O'I:IVE parts 
person - Karnloops-Required 
Immediately an experienced 
parts person. Dealership experi- 
ence a must, Nissan experience 
preferred. Our rapid growth 
since opening 1 year ago has 
provided this opportunity to join 
a leader In the Kamloops Auto 
Mall. Please Fax resume to 
250-377-3225 Attn: George 
Evans, River City Nissan. "Dri- 
ven to Exceed Your Expecta- 
tions"250-377.3800 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE im. 
mediatelyl Fort St. John, B.C, 
Journeyman sheet metal work- 
er. Journeyman natual gas 
service technician. Journeyman 
Plumber, Apprentice plumb- 
er/gas Journeyman positions 
$20/hr. Fax resume 250-785- 
9973 Call 250.785-7887 
THE PARKSVILLE QUALICUM 
BEACH NEWS has an Imme- 
dlate opening for a sports re- 
porter. The Parksville Qualicum 
Beach News, a twice weekly 
product published Tuesdays as 
the News and Fridays as the 
News Weekender, Is an award 
winning community newspaper 
with a service area of 50,000 
and a circulation of 16,000. 
Sports and recreation are a big 
deal here, with a Junior B hock- 
ey club and a Premier League 
baseball team as well as grow- 
Ing and provincially competitive 
football programs. There are 
two high schools with full sports 
programs, and numerous com- 
munity sports, ranging from golf 
to lacrosse to soccer to moun- 
tain biking to figure skating to 
lawn bowling, hiking, fishing 
and swimming. The successful 
applicant would be part of a five 
person newsroom, composed of 
an editor and four reporters. 
This individual would be re- 
sponsible for full co-ordination 
of two sports sections, Including 
story development, photogra- 
phy as well as some design. 
Accurate, concise writing and 
strong photography skills are 
essential, as Is knowledge of 
CP Style. Further, applicants 
should have an intimate knowl- 
edge of sports and sports re- 
porting In a community setting. 
Familiarity with Quark, Photo- 
shop and an eye for design are 
valuable assets. A reliable vehi- 
cle and your own camera are 
required Apply, In writing, with 
cover letter and clippings, to: 
Jeff Vlrooe, Editor Parksvllle 
Quallcum Beach News, Box 
1180, Parksvllle, BC vgP 2H2. 
Fax 250-248.4655, edit 
,@ Pqb,vlnewsRroup,com. 
HELI-SKIIN~ Lodge needs 
housekeepers, front desk and 
serving staff. Fax resumes to 
604-881-8330 Attention Carrie. 
Questions Call 604-681-8530 
M.G. LUND Trucking in Kam- 
loops is looking for experienced 
super train driver. Excellent. 
compensation package, Fax re. 
same and abstract to 250-828. 
1490. Inquiries toll free. 1-800. 
760-1420 
MANAGER WANTED for apart. 
ment building. Experience re. 
quired. Call 250.635.6428 or 
250-635-5136. 
2 BEDROOM ground level 
apartment. F/S, laundry facili- 
ties, no pets or parties. Ref re- 
quired. Available Immediately 
Damage deposit, $500/mo in- 
cludes hot water. 250-635- 
1126 
3 BEDROOM apartment, 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
dishwasher, walking distance 
from downtown. References, 
$330 security deposit required. 
No pets. Non-smokers pro. 
ferred. Available February 
1 st/02. $660/mo; 250-635-5954 
BRIGHT SUNNY 2 bedroom 
WANTED TWO team pla~,el;s apartment for rent. New kitchen 
full time dental hygienist & CDA with dishwasher and lots of cab- 
for expanding, upbeat, highly inet space. Plenty of storage, 
productive dental practice; Ben. 
efit package available. Send re- 
same to DR. J.R. Boss Inc., 
Box 310, Burns Lake, B,C. JOJ 
1 E0 "Come qrow with us" 
WORKING MOTHER looking 
for pleasant responsible person 
to babysit my 8 £ear old son in 
my home. Monday and Wed- 
nesday. 6-10pro. Must have 
own transportation and good 
references, day call only 250- 
615-0266 
WOULD AN extra S500-$1500 
help out this month? Achieve 
from home. 1-800-432-6359 
www.achievefromhome.com 
WILL TUTOR math, physics, 
and engineering for grades 11 
and 12 and postsecondary. 
$15/hr. Call Sid 250-635-2695 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
250-638-8526. 
HOME IMPROVEMENTS Ex- 
perienced Carpenter available 
for concrete framing and siding 
etc. General contracting and 
building maintenance. For more 
into call home- 250-638-8210 
Cell- 250-638-2805 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint fall and winter interior esi- 
dential and commercial paint- 
Available immediately, ref req, 
$600/mo 250-635-3333 days, 
250-635-1417 eveninqs 
FOR RENT A new 2 bedroom 
apadment suite. 2 floors, very 
clean & quiet area. Comes with 
fridge, stove, washer & dryer. 
No pets pleasell Available Im- 
mediately. Phone 250-635-4571 
FOR RENT in Thornhill, one 
bedJ'oom furnished apadment, 
single occupancy only. Refer- 
ences required. No pets. $360 
+ $160 security deposit. Ph.: 
250-635-2065. 
Furnished one bedroom 
apartment in Thornhill. $380/m0 
+ DD $190. Utilities not 
included. No pets. Call 250- 
635-6851 
LARGE THREE bedroom suite 
in duplex. Private entrances, 
large yard, downtown, $650- 
me. Deposit required. No pets. 
Available Dec 15th. 250-638- 
0790 for appointment o view. 
Sorry no pets. 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
a quiet, clean four plex. Near 
hospital and bus mutes. Onsite 
caretakers, 5 appliances, ng 
fireplace, mini storage, No pets 
please, Call Betty 250-635- 
6248 
NEWER QUIET, adult oriented, 
2 bedroom apartment on top 
floor, Close to downtown. Front 
and back porch, with open 
views.Fridge/stove,washer.d ry- 
er, dishwasher. Non-smoking. 
References required. Available 
March 1st. $675/mo Phone 
250-635-6150 evenings or wee- 
kends 
ing. 10% paint discount from ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
supplier. Seniors 15% labour bench. Non-smoker. 4 appllanc- 
discount. Professional quality es, references. $450/mo. Call 
work. Reasonable rates, Free' 250-638-0822 
estimates. References avail- 
able. Call Karl 250-615-0199 
Problem With Dirt? 
We can help 
Home, Office, or Job-sile 
Floors and Windows tool 
For all your cleaning needs call 
 3J-aT : 
Bonded end fnsur~ 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please. 250-615-5441 
1 BEDROOM in-law suite. 
Quiet non-smoker, no pets, ref- 
erences and damage deposit 
required, $425/mo. All utilities 
included. (Includes washer and 
dryer). 250-635-1355 
1 AND 2 bedroom apartments 
available immediately. On site 
management. 250-635-5136 or 
250-635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM basement suite, 
clean and bright. All utilities in- 
cluded. No smoking/pets. Avail- 
able Immediately. $400/mo. Call 
250-638-1341 
1,2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd, On 
site management. Ref reqd, 
250-635-6428 or 250-638-0015 
or 250-615-0345 
2 BEDROOM apartment in 
Thornhill, $350/mo. 1 bedroom 
apartment in Thornhill, 
$325/mo. References required. 
250-638-0438 
2 BEDROOM apartment in tri- 
plex. Quiet nelghbourhood. On. 
site manager. $476/mo. $200 
rid. Plus extras. No pets please. 
Available immediately. Phone 
250.635-3492 or 250-635-3915 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
$500.00 month. 
One block from swimming pc~. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.00 month, in~ludes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
1 BEDROOM suite In new 
home In Thornhiti. F/s, w/d. cov- 
ered parking, ground entrance 
on quite street near golf course, 
utilities Included. No pets. N/s 
$525 plus damage deposit. 
Available February 1st, Phone 
250 635.5413 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 
one bedroom basement suite. 
F/s, utilities included, DD and 
ref req, $500/mo. Call after 6pm 
or weekends. 250-638-8010 
FOR RENT: large one bedroom 
basement suite close to town 
and all amenities. $450/mo in. 
cludes utilities, Available imme- 
dlately call 250-635-6611 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
its in horseshoe area. Available 
Feb, 1/02. No smoking, no pets. 
Near all Facilities. Call 250-635- 
1103. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished, for 
single person. No smoking or 
parties. $450/month. Utilities in- 
cluded. Also a 3bedroom suite 
in Terrace $650/month with 
utilities included. 250-635-5992 
SWEET SUITE for rent. Unfur- 
nished except for fridge and 
stove. One bedroom quiet 
street. Suitable for independent 
individual. Call Terri at 250-635- 
5081. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in good condition. $550/mo 
includes all utilities. Available 
immediately. Call 250-638-8544 
or 250-615-7734 
TWO BEDROOM ground level 
suite. Private driveway and en- 
trance. Close to schools and 
hospital. No pets, no smoking. 
$550/mo. Call 250-638-1028. 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
with basement. Walking dis- 
tance to downtown. No pets, 
and references required. Rent 
to own or rent. call 250- 638- 
7140 after 4:30 p.m. or 250- 
632-5918. 
TWO BEDROOM apadment. 
8O0sq ft, upgraded with balco- 
ny. No pets. For rent to own or 
rent $500/mo. References re- 
quired. 250-635-0662 
1 BEDROOM upper suite in 
TERRACE MANOR, Rent free the Horseshoe. Good condition, 
for Febuary. 3 bdrm townhouse, heat and hydro included.' Good 
close to downtown and schools references needed. $450/mo. 
at 4520 Scott Ave. Fridge & Call 250-638-8639. 
stove included. Washer & dryer  
hookups call 250-635-49~]0 14X70 -. • TRAILER. 
,Washer/tin/or, fl:'idge/stove Io- 
Two bedroom apartment. Close 
to town. Hot water included. No 
pets $500 plus damage deposit. 
Call 250-638-0404 
TWO BEDROOM economy 
apartment on Braun's Island, 
$400. Pets welcome. Call 250- 
635-9102. 
APARTM ENTS-TERRACE| 
NI~,NLy RENOVATED 2 Bedroom Aptsl 
$500 per month I 
• Free hot waterlrecreatfon I 
, Close to school and hospital I 
• Secudly entrance I 
• New [ridge and deep freeze I 
Call collect (250) 877-6773 I 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
cated 10 min from downtown, 
off of Dover Rd. $620/mo, dd 
$310.250-635-8224 
2 BEDROOM bungalow. F/s. 
Natual gas fireplace in Pine 
Park. Very clean. Phone 250- 
635-9418 
2 BEDROOM condo. F/s, w/d, 
one block to town. 250-638- 
0046 or 250-635-4852 
2 BEDROOM double wide on 
large lot at 4651 Beaver. 
Fridge/Stove, washer/dryer. 
$500.00 per month. Good 
references, Call 250-638-8639, 
2 BEDROOM home on pdvats 
lot. On Bench. F/s, w/d. Call 
250-635-0020. 
2 BEDROOM house for rent 
nodh of Terrace. Fddge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Damage deposit 
and references required. 
$500/mo. 250-635.2898 or 250- 
638-1212 
3 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- 
hill, F/s, carpets throughout. 
Across from schools, $575/mo. 
250-638-1702 
3 BEDROOM main floor of 
home. Newly renovated In ex- 
cellent condition, No smoking 
and no pets. Available now. 
5035 Medeek, Damage deposit 
required, Please contact 250- 
635-8885 or 250-624-6275 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 baths, up- 
per suite, in Horseshoe. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer, uUll- 
ties Included. No dogs. 
$775/mo. 250-638-8639 
3 BEDROOM, 2 bathrooms. 
1780 sq It ranch style house on 
1/2 acre. Washer/dryer, 
fddge/stove, dishwasher Includ- 
ed. Available Feb 1/02. 
$825/mo, . References and 
damage deposit required. 250- 
635.3992, 
4 BEDROOM house, 3 baths, 
double garage on bench in 
Thornhlll, $900/mo plus deposit. 
Available February 1102. Call 
collect 250-769-4360 
4 Bedroom lower unit of duplex 
in Terrace. N/G heat, W/D in- 
cluded, No padles, no smoking. 
Written references and deposit 
req. Phone 250-798-9554, 
5 BEDROOM house, 4 baths, 
good famly or In-law home. Car- 
port and large lot available im- 
mediately, References required, 
12 month lease minimum. 
$1100/me Call 250-615-2777 
1 BEDROOM basement suite in 
4plex. Fridge/stove, washer/dry- 
er, no pets, parties or smoking. 
Available immediately. Close to 
downtown, Available Feb 1st. 
250-635-9684 
1 BEDROOM basement suite. 
No pets. Non-smokers. Refer- 
ences required, Close to hospi- 
tal. Phone 250 635-2896 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
available Feb 1st. Newly reno- 
vated. Close to town, non- 
smoker, no pets: 250.635-3616 
CLEAN 3 bedroom trailer in 
Thornhitl. FrJdge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer, ng heat. $550/mo. + 
sec deposit. No pets, smoking 
or padies. Ref req. 250-635- 
2946 
Cooks delight in this oak and 
tile kitchen with loads of cup- 
boards and counter tops, 2 very 
large bedrooms, each with 12 
feet of closet, 1 1/2 baths, office 
area, 3 appliances plus wash- 
er/dryer hookup, full crawlspace 
for storage, quiet, well main- 
tained, 4 year old townhouse, 
efficient to heat, inside house- 
cat welcome. $750/mo. Ask 
about our rental incentive. 250. 
638-0661 
COUNTRY LIVING, Clean two 
bedroom duplex 10 minutes 
from town. Just renovated 
fddge/stove, washer/dryer hook 
ups. $450/mo. Call 250-635- 
9266. 
EXECUTIVE HOME on bench, 
4 bedrooms, 3 appliances, full 
basement w/rec room. Fenced 
yard, carped, hot tub, available 
Apdl 1/02. N/s, $850/mo. Call 
250-635-5376. 
FOR RENT imrnedlately. Small 
2 bedroom bungalow @ 
Lakelse Lake. $600/mo, 5 ap- 
pliances, od required and refer- 
ences. Pay your own utilities. 
Call 250.635-7519 and leave 
message for appointment to 
view. 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 
bath condo. Near schools and 
downtown. Paved parking. 
Fenced yard on quiet street. 
Gas fireplace. 4 appliances. No 
pets, Damage deposit and ref- 
erences required. Call (250)- 
635-3766. 
ONE BEDROOM house for 
rent. Close to school and town. 
Big yard. $400/mo, 250-635- 
1921 or 250-635-9069 
ONE BEDROOM house. 
$400/mo. Pets allowed. Smok- 
ing OK. 250-635-3409 or 250- 
635-5981 . . . .  
RENT TO own, 1997 mobile in 
Thornhill, 2 bdrm one bath, 
move in dght awayl Call 250- 
638-1182. 
SMALL 2 bdrm duplex in 
Thornhill, for 1-2 people, f/s. 
No pets. $375.mo references 
required. 250-638-7727 
SMALL HOUSE for rent 
suitable for one. Close to 
downtown, bus stops in front, 
private lot. References and 
damage deposit required. Call 
250-635-3951. 
SMALL HOUSE suitable for 1-2 
people. 40 Kmyer Road.No par- 
ties, Fddge/stove, washer/dryer 
hook-ups. Natural gas or elec- 
tric heat. Call 250-798-2552. 
TAKING APPLICATIONS= 
Available Immediately in south- 
side Terrace. Newer 2 bedroom 
duplex. Fddge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer, shed. Looking for 
clean, quiet, • responsible per- 
son(s) only. No pets, padies, 
smoking. References required. 
Rent $700. DD $350, Call 250- 
635-2769 
THREE BEDROOM side by 
side duplex. Fddge and stove, 
washer and dryer, no pets, 
working person, $850/mo plus 
damage deposit, Available Feb 
1st. 250.638-1094 
TWO BEDROOM duplex on 
Paquette St, in Thornhill. 
$525/mo. Phone 250-638-1702 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, Clean 
and bdght. Fddge and stove, 
washer/dryer, 2 bedroom town- 
house In 4plax. Clean, qulet. 
Fddge/stova. No pets referenc- 
es required, Call 250-635-3796. 
TWO BEDROOM log house, 
pdvate entrance, parking for 
two. $610/mo, fddge and stove 
Included. No pets. Downtown 
location. To view 250-638-0790 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
and Evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 e-mall kinsmen@osg,net. 
Bartendlng Services Available. 
2 AND 3 bedroom mobile 
homes. Newly renovated and in 
very clean condition. Available 
immediately. 250-638-1885 
2 BEDROOM trailer on a pal- 
vate lot in Thornhill, $450/mo. 
2/3 bedroom trailer in town, 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
$500/mo. References required. 
250-638-0438 
Available Feb 1st. Three bed- 
room double wide trailer, N/g 
heat, and hot water, 
fridge/stove. Fenced yard. 
Carport/shol~ in Copper River 
Estates. Asking $625/mo. After 
5 pro. 250-635-2513. 
LOOKING FOR a mature, non- 
smoking employed person to 
share house with owner. Close 
to all amenities. $400/mo in- 
cludin.q utilities. 250-635-9106 
ROOMMATE WANTED. Close 
to downtown. Please call 250- 
635-1793 ASAP 
FIND B&B's online. Visit 
www.mondaytourism.com. All E 
&B's in BC and Alberta listed 
geographically. For information 
on advertising, send an email to 
tourism @ monday.com 
SKI SUN peaks BC (45 rain 
from Kamloops) Top of the 
Mountain Accomodation. Fully 
equipped 1,2,3.& 4 bdrm con- 
dos & chalets, hot tubs, saunas 
& jacuzzis. Ski in/out or 10 rain 
max (walking) to lifts. Kids 12 & 
under ski free with adult full 
price ticket. Stay 6 nights and 
get 1st night freel Some restric- 
tions apply. Lift packages avail- 
able. 1-800-585-8834. www.to- 
pofthemountain.ca, email: sun- 
peaks@direct.ca 
SKI SUN peaks mso,rt~B .C V s t 
our webslte at: www.sunpeaks- 
reservations.com or call Sun 
Peaks Online at 1-888-578- 
8369. Hotels, condos & chalets. 
Ski in/out, hot tubs. Great Ac- 
commodation, Great. rates. 
Great Service 
STARRESORT.INT. WF: buy & 
sell timeshares, www.starre- 
sort.net. 1-800-985-4395 
HOUSE ON acreage suitable 
for horse. 20 km from Terrace. 
To begin mid March. Call 1- 
604-205-9114 or email at colin- 
merz @hotmail.com. 
INDUSTRIAL LOT. One acre in 
Houston. Industrial site. 
$25,000. Phone: 1-250-845- 
2139 or 1-250-845-8606 
REVENUE PROPERTY FOR 
SALE. One house with 5 small 
bedrooms and 6 one bedroom 
bungalows. Excellent location in 
Thornhlll. $255,000. obo. Seri- 
ous Inquiries only. Phone 250- 
635-2319 
1400SQ FF Rancher with wood 
and gas heat. Fenced yard with 
large deck and shed. 4608 
Davis Avenue, close to city 
centre. Very clean. Was 
$110,000. Reduced to $89,000. 
Phone 250-635-4162 
CUTE & COZY Two bedroom 
home at 4608 Scott Ave, Com- 
pletely updated. Living room & 
bedrooms have wood floors. 
Backyard is fenced, complete 
with storage shed. Perfect for a 
first time buyer. $79,000. 250- 
638-7688 or www3.telus.net/ 
lanes/house 
FOR SALE: ,Contractors spe- 
cial, 4 bedroom home, with at- 
tached 6 bay shop on 2.7 acres 
in city limits. Very private, natur- 
al gas and wood heat. Asking 
$160,000. Call after 6:00pro. 
250-638-8541 
PRIME M1 Llgtlt Industrial loca- 
tion with development potential. 
Ideal for home based business. 
Large family or Investment 
property. 5031 Keith Ave. 1,1 
acre lot, treed and fenced, very 
private. 1 1/2 storey full base- 
ment house. 1880 sqft main 
floor, and 670sqff upper floor, 5 
bedrooms, office, 2 baths, huge 
living morn, wood and gas fur- 
naces, 900sqft heated shop. for 
appointment 250-635-1713 seri- 
ous Incluldes only. 
THREE BEDROOM home on 
2.5 acres (mostly treed) In 
Kleanza, 1 112 baths, 3/4 base-. 
ment, Ng/wood heat, many re- 
cent renovations, carport, work- 
shop, garden• shed, and'green 
house. $145,000, 250-035.8147 
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cent-   ' 89°  R CE SNOWMOBILES 
I ,i< ll lli e d dY...B, ea.r.. , " "  al HRYSmi .... FOR SALE:  property with build- ~ ings and fruit trees at 2815 S, 
Sparks St. Asking $35,000, LICENSED DAYCARE 
PhonB250-685-5534 ~ ~  ~ ~  / ' SPECIAL IsTSw&et~ '. FULLY  FENCED 1400 sqfi, 
mobile w/addition on 1/3 acre, I ~ D r y ~  
I SERVICES LTD.  
Copper River Estates. 3-4 bed- I IN  C L E A N I N G  
rooms. 1 1/2 baths, dining 
room, family room; 5 applianc- | , , ~  
as. Insulated heated ga- ' "~:~~'~'  Call Lynda638-0939 I .BOILE.S~~";~";~'CATCHBASIN&SUMPPITS rage/workshop. Separate car- ,=AIR DUCTS SEPTiC FIELD FLUSHING 
port, ho'rseshoe pit, gardsns I .FIREPLACES .REST. GREASE TRAPS 
greenhouse, storage sheds and I -ATtiC INSULATION REMOVAL .ELECTRIC SNAKE 
roon for RV parking, $92,000, I -AIR CONOITIONING SYSTEMS .FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
250-638-1707 I .PAINT BOOTHS -VACUUM EXCAVATION 
THREE BEDROOM house for 1980 CHEV 1 ton with 2 yard I 
sale on 'bench, asking gravel box. 350 engine, 4spd  I I ~ V - a c u - - ~ m  ~ ~ i  1 
$138,000, Ca11250-638-8444, ME-AN POPP INS PracUcally _. lu.,, S T O C K  
CHRYSLER 
with heavy hitch and trailer 
1973 MOBILE  trailer. 4 bad- 
rooms, fenced yard, covered 
carport, F/s, w.w. carpets. In 
Skeena Valley Trailer Court, 
$28,000 or  $3000.00 down 
and take over  payments. 250- 
546-8377 or 250-635-5897 ask 
for Marion 
914 CHIL l i  CARE,  
1981 14X70 Manco 3 bedroom, '  
recent renovations, good condi- 
ti0n. Located in a quiet trailer 
court in town. Asking $22,000. 
Possible f inancing available. 
250-638-1396 or 250-615-8281 
1997 NEON with 90,000 kms, 
Excellent condition $7500 obo, 
250-635-7152 
2001 ESCAPE XLT  (SUV) 4X4 
loaded, 15,000km. Priced for 
quick sale. $19,900. Call Leon 
at 250-692-3375 
810 CARS FOR 
 SALE " 
sa]/.s. NO? 
IB  we say 
Yes! 
-IFORD 
• All Credit Applications Accepted. 
• Easy, Fast and Confidential 
• No Hassles ,~11~.: 
or Embarrassment "~ ;~: ] i~  
• YES to poor credit ~ ,~1~ 
or no credit. ~ '~:4~'~.~ ~ .8-9ll .CRr DIT : , 
"Must have job: ~ I  
you work you drivel . ~  
/1 . . . .  
brake. $4800. 250-635-5964 
1999 CHEV Tahoe LS/LT, 4X4, 
5.7L, Automatic, white, with 
leather. Stainless/white, visor 
trim. New brakes, tires & tune 
up. $23.000. 250-546-3046days 
or 250-545-3520 eves 
JUST KIDDIN Preschool has 
openings for the 2002 pre- 
school semester with our comp- 
etitve prices and large indoor 
playground, We guarantee end- 
less adventures in learning and 
fun for your child. We also offer 
drop-ins. For more info please 
call Just Kiddin at 250-638- 
1383 
LIVE-IN NANNY,  knowledge of 
African culture required, 
children - three, one, newborn. 
Salary negotiable. Please reply 
to Terrace Standard, File #1'29, 
3210 Clinton Street,, Terrace, 
B.C,, V8G 5R2. 
Looking for TM 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
'and is funded by the Ministry of S0cia] 
eveI0pment and Economic Secud~,/ 
2002 Honda Odyssey EX 
NOW $34,995 
2000 GMC K1500 
NOW $25,995 
2000 Honda Civic Hatch 
$16,995 
1997 Volks Jetta 
$15,995 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext Cab 
w/Plow 
$16,995 
1994 Chev Cavalier 
$5,995 
2000 Honda Civic SE " " 1993 Buick Century Cust0m 
................... $17,495 ............. ~ $10;995 .,-,:,.~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "" 1~2 I~iazda" I~X:] P'recedia 
1999 Volks Golf Wolfslmrg was se.995 NOW $6,995 
$19,995 1992 Toyota Camry 
1999 Pontiac Transport Montana $10,995 
$23,995 1992 Toyota 4 Runner 
1999 Honda Civic $13,995 
$15,995 1991 Ford E-Cab XLT 
$8,995 
1999 Honda CRV 1990 Ford Econoline 
$19,995 Can Am Cruiser 
1998 Neon $9,995 
$13,995 1990 GMC Jimmy 
N0W $8,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton Silverado 
WAS $27,995 NOW $25,9~ 1990 Vo lks  Je t ta  
$6,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 1989 Ford Aerostar 
WAS $24,995 NOW $PP,995 $4,995 
1997 Honda Civic [ ]  1984 Toyota LE Van 
$15,995 $1,995 
GMi .  i:. ¸  
Terrace_ >-IHonda 
4s38 Hwy 16 w ~/~'  (250)538-8171 
D# 9662 ~ n-800-665-1990 
wv~v.bchonda.com 
, ,  T I ~ I I . T 
TRULY ,,.~. 'o,:~o~, /%,  W.~Y. ~, ,~.  li srl,li ,,,* ~' ."  
ltllp, eollnilnli i l ,  l~f N~r l i l l .C ld -d4o lmlx  Power. Room. Comfort. ,,.~i~,~,,~,~rc. 
dolto~Ot~hlll~td~ohn.Slt~l Strcagth. Arid stylo. .~.,,~,,~.l.~.~ ,, 
A[[.Hm for 20021 " "  
(R.V delivers dm#y ¢ofs of everyth]n~ you want. ~ 
MORE power f om H0nda's inteflignnl nRine design 
with t~O fesp0nsM I.VTECr' hofsnpower., 
MOREoargo sp~ce.. MORE easeof rear access . 
wilh the all.in,0ne swinllnslailgate., - P'"~'P" J 
MORE kllometers per litre,. I~OR~ dramatic exteriorstylln~-, +,p,,. ,, m,~. , .  
MOREvemttlity with a lar~er lifl.oul Picd¢ table-, ~,~-':~ - ,~ ,-,~ ~ 
MOREluxuq. MORE innovation, 
2002 CR.V-as astoundlnl anayn[ luxun/, ~om[o~t and cor~en]nn¢e 'TH~ / ~ ~ ~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~ 
Ieatures~orwor~daychallen,sadwRkendadventures, " :  'TO '. ilili 
IottOs U|O: lOOZ CR.V.Init Inotodq Sirloin and fuel ~ '~S -. 
TakeaCR.VTestDdve. " ~. .;~!<<.:>-o:! ~: : 
It c0ds n0thlns. 
tt prw~ ewqthl~,. ~ o ~  
rn 101110ji.r lle.i Klll~ till f~l i ,1 L It, z$ frill 
IMPORTS 
... • :,:.,~'~ 
I 
iI= 
IU %N : "%il ': , 
"/'erra c e._))--} H o n d a 
4831] Hwy 16  W I "~"  (250)638-11171 
w use= ~ n-eoo-ea9-t ass 
a ii fil i i i l l i l l l llll lilllilii ILi 111 eli t i l l  i Ill I-l~il lira lu tL um n ~m~m i i.m ~11 m~ I i  ~o0 ilurllcl n ~1 
.ell I1,~ 
Perfect, wonderful, friendly 
caregivers, companions, nan- 
nies for elders and children. 
Bigger savings. Long-term rela- 
tionship. F f r  live-in only. For 
more Info 1-604-986-6268 pop- 
pins@telus,net 
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE will 
house sit. Non smoker, has no 
pets, prefers longer stay, Avail- 
able up to a year. Call 250-635- 
2981 and leave messa.cle. 
PROFESSIONAL SEWING - 
Dresses, jackets, etc, Mending, 
alterations. Call Debble. 250- 
635-8266 
SEAPORT L IMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Doily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all paints in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
• Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
i:]lrl .l I:  ,  cISELY RIr . jl: 
Auo.on,r,oes m,e ,n o.o ,,rect,o....uP, I1:  MaVIN  tlY 
TAKING CONSIGNMENTS NOW. i i ~ "  ~ . . . . . . .  
• EsL'lte Sales •Store Surplus °Moving S~ .... i [ ~  i.,' "' Yoi.ii M0ving Professionals Since 1997 
• D;unagedGoods •FumJlure :SeasotialClearOu,ts I I  i!llt  Truck&New3~&28ftTrai/e[satYoufSemice! 
°/~rdques •Tools Discontinued STOCK I I ~ .~ • Across town or the country 
,Repossessions •EqMpment ,Etc. I I L~.  • Will assist or load for you 
LEr US REMOVE THE HASSLES 0F SELUHG YOUR MERCHANDISE i I ~ '~ J~. . . . .  • Reasonable Rates 
P,, r2 o, I:1 ~ 1-866.615-0002 
~'t l~ff  • ~ • ~ , t, • 7 .~.~'~" .~ I if  ~1 1 ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT 
~Fax.  (250) 635~ • ,~  . . . .  ~ ":~i~::~:' ': I I t : :615.0002c ,,,638-6969 
[ANS P IANOS 
Norrhwezr since 1980 
Piano Tuning 
Complete Rebuirding 
Regulating & Sales 
Pi £e'~#~ ' "' ~10 ,lfl/ler - ~ctltuc/an 
Jos~ Coosemans 
(230) 635-9275 
S.W.H.  
Masonry  & Const ruct ion  
RREPL4CES CHIMNEYS, BRICK, STONE, STUCCO, PAINTINO 
, DRYWALL, RENOVATIONS, CARPENTR~ CERAMICS 
O PH/FAX Horly 638-1095 
3254 Kofoed Dr., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3P7 
2002 Mountain 
Max 700 
Demo i
' , 8 ,99s .oo l  
1988 Yamalm 
Exdier 
'1,995.OO 
2002 Kod iak  
Ultramatic 4x4 /: 
1998 RMK 
600 
*5 ,200 .00  
-.:. : : : .  ::.:z.:...:_ ._..=:::.:.- : ,::::: :7 
iO0t I
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ;:[]= [ i :i~]ii:i:)~] h [::!i ~][:i i (: :: !:: ?];]:i:]: 
1991 CaR 600 
F2 Street Bike 
s, 9?$ .00  
494!!Gre!g AVe;: 
Ph:i1635i2909 : 
,,, ,,, =,,o,k Clas  e lte il  li'szng J '="'==""" J o=ll thk  = Reach 2 .3  mi l l i on  BC & Yukon readers  fo r  $309 l~04)~,~ 
...or 11 min ion  t'oe.dc='= nation,.~dd,= for  $1411 id"~dbeds~be,m~m-t', ltynm.m 
I 
TRUCKS ANNOUNCEMENTS 
BRITISH? WORKED THERE? 
Your pension rights? "Frozen" 
pensioner? Fight "freezlng'l 
Join nonprofit Canadian 
Alliance British Pensioners: 
mall $15 to CABP, PO Eox 
2224, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
3W2. FREE call 
1-800-760-6633. E.mall: 
maya @ brentwood.bc,ca. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
A'I"3ENTIONI ARE you serious 
about establishing or re. 
establishing your credit this 
year? We offer clean ate 
model cars and trucks st the 
best rates available. No 
embarrassment, No hassles, 
Just honest straight forward 
deals to help you drive your 
way to good credll, 0 down 
plans available, Faclory and 
~ank rates available. We 
finance your future not your 
past1 Frso delivery anywhere in 
BC or Alberta, Call now for your 
free oonfldenllal conaultallon. 
Call Chris or Sarb 1-888.637• 
0467.7 days/wk t24 hre a day. 
DIE'eEL TRUCKS. Improve 
power, economy, chips, kits for 
Dodge, Ford, Chev. Up to 
100HP 160 Ibs torque extra el 
rear wheels, Unbelievable 
responsiveness, DSG 1.800- 
667-6S79. 
BUSINESS FOR SALE 
STORE FRONT BUSINESS 
Seohell, B,C. Sales and 
contracts for service and minos 
of sewage treatment, water 
filtration, hot tubs, pools, 
pumps, Gross 4O0K ask 175K, 
(604) 885-8895, 
we fermeNter @uniaerve.com 
ESTABL ISHED 
CONVENIENCE STORE 
dlreony on the Alaska Highway, 
Furl Nelson. B.C. $75,000 for 
fixlures, equipment & inventory, 
For further Information fax 
name and phone number to 
(250) 774-2456. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
ZESTO'S OVEN BAKED Subs 
& Canfornis Style Wraps are 
looking for motlvaled 
tranohlsess. Join this dynamlo 
and fast growing Canadian 
Company, 1.888.922.2294, 
www,zeslos,com. 
CONTRACTS NOW 
AVAILABLE for Ihe 2002 
season to grow Echlnacoa end 
Seabuckthorn, Guaranteed 
prices, For more tnfo call Get 
Real Natural Home & Body 
Produola, 780•499-7111 or 
1-780-997-4376, 
ATTENTION INVENTORS - 
We have all Ihe solutions you 
needl FREE InlormaUon. CALL 
TOLL-FREE 1-088.877-2836. 
24 hrs. 
ATTENTION= Morns, New 
Canadians & Olhere, Work at 
home. $ Unlimited Income 
Potential. CALL NOW TOLL. 
FREE 1.800-585-0451 
www,uwln2.net 
WATER TESTING - Looking for 
distributors in YOUR area, 
Tremendous oppodunlty In this 
exploding industry, $ Fantcetlo 
earning potential $, For more 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES EDUCATION 
MOST IMPORTANT COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
DISTRIBUTORSHIP Oflsred In INSTITUTE, Earn Your 
BrlUsh Columbia, 20K Professional Certificate. Work 
Investment with a potenUst in an agency or private 
return of Six Figures+++ practice. On campus or 
Annually. $500 Bnuon Market. distance learning. ReglslraUona 
Read meters, collect money. Now Aooapled, Catalogue 
Turnkey, no competiUon. 1 . 80  0 - 0 6 5 - 7 0 4 4 . 
1-800.823-6684. www,counselort aMinq.com 
EMPLOYMENT 
LOOKING FOR OPPORTUNITIE8 
DISTRIBUTORS for H.G.H~ COMMERCIAL PLUMBER 
and oral vnamln spray. REQUIRED for work in 
Excellent remuneration, well. Northern Alboda. Must be sell- 
advertised, proven health and monvated, Resume required. 
medical results, great Contact TerP/at 760.518-7039. 
profitability relurn, ex¢spllonal Fax resume to 780.624.2190. 
sales volume, 1-868.444-4660, 
LICENSED AND APPRENTICE 
CAREERTRAINING mechanics required for New 
BE AN INTERIOR Holland Ag dealershlo In North 
DECORATOR wIIh our unique Central Alberta, Expadence 
home.study course, Call for wilh New Holland is an asset 
your Free brochure. 1-800-267- but not a requisite, Training will 
1829, Sheffield School of beprovlded. Dutleawnllncluda 
Interior Design, 1364- 38 fleldservlce as well as fn.house 
McArthur Ave,, OUaws ON K1L work, PIoasa direct inquiries 
5R2, end resumes to Harry Dykslra, 
Try-Star Farm Equipment Lid,, 
FREE 128 page 'Career Box478. Mayerthorpe, AB, 
Opportunities' guide, Earn TOE 1N0. 780-786-2648 (fax); 
morell Get promotedlt Train at t~star@felusplenel,net (email). 
home for a Psyrai$a.New VERY AGGRESSIVE Dodge 
Career-Top Paying Job, Call dueler In Alberta requires a 
Granton Institute at 1.800.351. front end wheel alignment 
1971 for freegulde, mechanic. Call Jim 780-542- 
COMING EVENTS 4488 or sand resume to: Box 
6840, Drayton Valley, AB, TTA 
1B2, FRANCHISE & BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES SHOW. 
Vancouver - Feb. 16 & 17 - 
Plaza of Nallona. Would you 
like to own your own business? 
Wait no longed Talk directly 
with sucoeasful business 
owners on how to get started. 
Discover a variety of proven 
franchises and business 
opportunities, from retail to 
home.based, wllh Investments 
ranging from $500 to $500,000. 
Attend free seminars by 
industry experts. Find the 
business that's right Ior your 
Hours: Sat, & Sun, 11am Io 
5pro. FOr Exhibitor or Attendee 
Into: 1.880-891.4889, 
www.naeonafavent,com 
FIRST TIMESHARE AUGTION 
OF 2002, ERA Slromen - Since 
1979 • REALTORS® Auction 
being held February 2, 2002. 
Woddwido Selectioh - Free Into 
• Call Nowl Buyers I Sellers: 
1 - 800.2  75 .  8 "~ 39  
www,tlmoshar~llnk.com 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train to be 
an Apartment/Condominium 
Manager. Many jobst Job 
placement assistance. All- 
Areas. Government Registered 
Program, Information/brochure 
(604) 681-5458, 1.800.665- 
8339~ www.nntLca. 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER,,. wdle for money end 
pleasure with our unique home. 
study oouree, You got 
Individual tuition from 
professional writers on all 
aspects of wdllng - romances; 
short stories, radio end TV 
scdpla, edlclee and ohlldren'e 
stories. Send today for our Free 
Book, 1.800-207-182g. " 
InformaUon, CALL NOW loll. www,qualltyofoourle,oom. 
free 1-868-850-8428 Ext, 8, Quelll~/of Course, Ottawa, ON, 
VERY AGGRESSIVE DODGE 
dealer in Alberta requires a 
safesman/selee manager. Call 
Jim at 780-542.4488 or sen• 
resume to: Box 5840, Drayton 
Valley t AB t T7A 1S2, 
THE MARKETPLACE at 
BrooKs, located in Brooks 
Albeda, invites applications for 
the position of BAKERY 
'MANAGER. The auooaeeful 
candidate will be responsible 
for baking, rotall department 
operaUone, merohandislng. 
staff supervision & customer 
service. Applicants hould have 
industry experience, strong 
leadership & Interpersonal 
skills, Graduanon from a 
commercial baking program is 
preferred, Brooks ia a 
community of 11,500 & Is 
Iocaled 165 km aoutheaal of 
Calgary along the 
TransCanada Highway. The 
Markelplase at Brooks l0 pad of 
the Co.operative Retailing 
System (CRS) in Western 
Canada, With over 300 retail 
co.ops & approximately 3 
binlon dollars in annual sales, 
we offer excellent oppodunltles 
Ior Increasing levels c~f 
responsibility, personal growth 
& challenge, In addition, we 
offer a competitive salary & 
superior benefits package, 
Please send s detailed resume, 
Including salary expectations, 
Io: Human Resources Officer, 
Federated Co.operatives 
Limiled, PO Box 2599, 2826 
lOth Ave N,E,, Calgary, AB, 
T2P 2P4, Fax: 403-831-2206, 
We thank all applicants for their 
Interest, however, only those 
candidates seleoted for an 
Intewlew will be conlaetod, 
FINANCIAL CERVICES 
mydabtaotullon.aom Debt 
8olu one On line, Aniline? 
FOR SALE MISC. 
GREATEST COMPUTER 
Special In Canadal No 
down payment. $31./monIhl 
900 MHz compuler, 17" 
monitor. No paymenla until 
2003. AIso taptops, Dealers 
wanted, 1-888.855-5527. 
Apply online o,a,c.. 
www.lbucksday,com 
HELP WANTED 
DOG LOVERSI Enjoy e haallhy 
& profitable oareer as a 
professional dog trainer. Gov't 
accredited program, Student 
loans, Aa seen on TV (Today 
Show), 1-800-961-6616 
www.wonderdogs.bc.ca. 
LIVE & WORK in paradise. 
Massage Therapist & 
Esthellctan w/massaging skills 
year round Salt Springs laid 
Spa Resort. Awesome 
opportunity for right person 
Guaranteed year round salary, 
profit sharing, commissions & 
tips. Sleff accommodation 
available. Please call James 
250-537-4111. 
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN 
REQUIRED Ior busy 7-bay 
shop. Must be aertlfled with 
previous shop experience. 
Competitive remuneration 
package for qualified team 
player. Resume to: Canadian 
Tire 2724 Beverley Street. 
Duncan, VgL 5C7. AUention: 
Service Manager. Fax: (250) 
748-3794. 
LOANS 
PAYDAY LOANSI BAD Cradil? 
No Credit? No Problem. Borrow 
up Io $1000 unlll payday. Have 
a Job? Get a loan Guarantsedl 
1 hour Approval. 1.SO0.3- 
PAYDAY 24 hrs/7 days. 
www.prldlrect.oom. 
MACHINERY 
RETIRING - EVERYTHING 
MUST gel 2 Bantam C366 
excavators, q/c, 2 bkts; Terex 
8240 crawler Iraotor; Leroy 
Dump 600; 1978 Champlon 
grader, powerahlft, good liras, 
All offers considered, 
604,483,3815, 
PAY TELEPHONE SERV. 
EXPERT PSYCHICS,,,Try Us 
Flmtl Your Future Revealed by 
Your Personal Psychic. Sincere 
& Genuine Readings. Call 24 
hours, 1.900.581-2100 
$2,95/m[n, 18+ 
SERVICES 
CRIMINAL RECORD? 
Canadian pardon seals record. 
U,S. waiver permits legal 
Amerloen enlry. Why risk 
employment, licensing, Iravel, 
arrest, deporlatlon, property 
conflscaUon? Canadian- U,S. 
Immigration specialists. 1-800- : 
347-2640, 
STEEL BUILDINClg 
STEEL BUILDINGS, 
CLEARANCE BALEI 
Manufaoturer direct, Beat next 
pr ice.  Increase, 25x40 
"o DOWN O.A.C." Guaranteed 
cradil apprevnla. Trucks, 4x4'e, 
crew cabs, diesels, aport 
utilities, cars & vans, Rape's, 
broken leases, heavy duty 
equipment, Take over 
payments. Free delivery. Call 
Lawrence Slccla BO's largest 
finance broker. 1-800.993. 
3679. Vancouver 604-327- 
6377, 
SELL YOUR VEHICLEI Reach 
2,3 million readers around the 
province with one call, 
Intrigued? Ask this newspaper 
about Network Classifieds. Or 
call toll.free 1-568-669.9222, 
classifieds O bccommunitynows.com 
CREDIT KINGS. WINTER 
clearance, Working person's 
cnrllruck lot, Self.employed? 
Proof of income a problem? No 
down payment? Previous 
rapoosasslon, benkruploy, or 
broken relationship? Turned 
down by banks and duelers? 
We ann helpl We lend our 
money from 4.9 on used 
vehicles, 0.8 on new GMa, 
Fords, end Dodges. We are 
simply the best st what we do 
in the Auto Finance and 
~,!~.~ment business. Don't ba 
discouraged anymore. Rebuild 
your credit today, Call Glenn or 
David 24 hre, 7 days/wk, 1.800. 
850.4829, www.aredlt. 
king,onto. 
VACATION 8FOTS 
TIMEsHARE RESALES. 
Worldwide Selection, ERA 
8TROMAN Since 1979, CALL 
$7,200,00, 30x40 $8,900.00. HOWl Buyers cell 1.800.613. 
30x50 $IO,308.00, 38x60. 
$13,200,00, 40x60 $17,300,00, 7987, Sellers call 1.800-201. 
Many others, Pioneer t.8OO. 
868-5422, Since 1990, 0084, www.tlmsaharallnk,com. 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLn, 5959 
www.terraceautomall.com 
2001 Dodge Quad Cab 
4x4, VS, Auto, Air, Cruise, "flit 
$29,995 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $1 8,995 
2000 Jeep TJ Spud 
6 cyl,, 5 Spd, Hardtop & Softtop, 
0nly 15,000 km. 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
'98 Dodge Neon 
4 cyL, Auto, Air & More 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'98 Dodge Ram 
1500 0uad Cab 
4x4, Laramie SLT, V8, Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows, Power 
Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $25,995 
'98 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
4 Or., 4x4, 6 Cyl., Air 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
NC, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'96 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Auto, 4 Dr., 4x4, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Looks 
Was $21,999 
NOW ONLY $1 9,995 
'96 Dodge Caravan ES 
v6, Auto, Dual Sliding Doors, 
Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks, Tinted Glass 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'94 Chrysler Intrepid ES 
ve, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows, Power Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $1 0,995 
.i 
'99 Ford F150 XLT 
4x4, XCab, VS, Auto, 4 Door, NC, 
Power Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $26,995 • : 
i , 
'97 Ford F250 Xcab 
Diesel, 4x4, Auto, Air, Cruise, :. 
Tilt, Windows/Locks & More 
$24,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
4x4, V8, Auto, 4x4, A/C 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
'96 ReD Cab Ford XL 
4x4, 6 Cyl., Auto, Cruise, Tilt, 
NC, AM/FM Cassette 
NOW ONLY $1 2,995 
'98 Ford Crown Victoda 
4 Dr., V8, Auto, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $1 4,995 
'93 FordEscort wagon ~ . 
Automatic ,~ . . . . . . . . .  
$5,995 
2000 G~P~t-~l~,ab 
4x4, ' e, Ti,t 
2000 Pontiac GL Pdx 
All', Tilt, Cruise, Windows, Locks, 
CC, Keyless & More 
$20,995 
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
NC, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise. 
Pwr, Windows/Locks and More 
$18,995 
'98 Chev Sonoma 
XCab, 4x4,AIr Conditioning, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, AM/FM, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'95 Chevrolet Cavalier 
4 CyI., Auto 
NOW ONLY $7,495 
'95 Pontiac Grand AM 
Air, I~Nr. Windows/Locks, Tilt, 
Cruise, Cassette & More 
NOW ONLY $1 0,995 
'91 Chevrolet Cavalier 
4 cyl., Auto, Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $5,995 
2000 Toyota Corolla 
Auto, Air Conditioning, 
CD & More 
NOW ONLY $16,995 
98 Rav 4 
4 Door, 4x4, Tilt, 5 Spd, 
AM/FM, Cassette & CD 
NOW ONLY $1 8,995 
'97 Ray 4 
4 Door, Tilt, 5 Spd., 
AM/FM, Cassette & CD 
Was $17,0SS 
Now ONLY $16,995 
'97 Mazda Pick-up 
4x4,X-Cab, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
Pwr, Wlndow.,'#Locks 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
1996 Subaru Outback 
NC, Tilt, Cruise, Pwr. 
~ndows/Locks, AM/FM Cassette 
$19,995 
'94 Toyota Camry LE 
4 door, Auto, Air & More 
Was 116,995 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 5959 
www.terraceautomall.oom 
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Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638.8432, or 
you can e-mail us at 
standard@kermode.net 
Jan. 31 
[] Terrace Boys Club 
Basketball team takes 
on Ketchikan Alaska. 
7:30 p.m. Caledonia Se- 
nior Secondary School, 
Feb. 1-3 
[] Northern B.C, Winter 
Games in Smithers, 
Feb. 1 
[] 10 p.m. Inland Ken- 
worth Bantam Reps take 
on Smithers at the Ter- 
race arena. 
Feb. 1 
[] 8 p,m. Terrace Pee- 
wee Reps host Kitimat at 
the Terrace Arena. 
Feb. 1 
[] Terrace Boys Club 
Basketball team takes 
on Vanderhoof, 7:30 
p.m. Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School. 
Feb. 2 
[] 10 a.m. Terrace Pee- 
wee Reps host Kitimat at 
the Terrace Arena. 
Feb. 2 
[] Terrace Boys Club 
Basketball team takes 
o~ Vanderhoof, 1 p.m, 
Caledonia Senior Sec- 
ondary School. 
Feb. 2 
[] 12 p.m. Inland Ken- 
worth Bantam Reps take 
on Smithers at the Ter- 
race arena, 
Feb. 3 
[] Shames Mountain Ski 
Club's vertical challenge, 
Feb, 3 
[] Forestry Day at Onion 
Lake ski trails, 11 a.m. - 
3p.m. 
Feb. 3-9 
[] All Native Basketball 
Tournament in Prince 
Rupert. Call Conrad 
Lewis 250-627-8997 for 
information. 
Scoreboard 
Minor Hockey 
Midget House League Standings 
GP GF GA W L T PTS 
Team White 30 119 108 14 10 6 34 
Team Blue 30 117 122 13 13 4 30 
Team Red 30 131 135 11 15 4 26 
Goal Scoring Leaders 
Tysen Leblond White 35 
Jon Sarsiat Red 23 
Ken Eyjolfson White 21 
Sean Mahoney Red 20 
Devon Mercer Blue 19 
Figure Skating 
Jan, 11-13 Regional Competition 
Jr. Bronze Skills 
Hayley Lessard 1st place 
Jr. Sliver Skills 
Jamie Penner 1st place 
Sr. Sliver Skills 
Heather Hanna 2nd place 
Kelsey Minhinnick 4th place 
Gold Skills 
Shelbey Stach 4th place 
Jr. Bronze Ladles Free Skate 12-Under 
damie Penner 1st place 
Kelsey Minhinnick 2nd place 
Janet Lewis 3rd place 
Jr. Bronze Ladles Free Skate Over 12 
Shelby Stach 2nd place 
Jeanne Homeniuk 4th place 
Pre.Novice Ladles 
Heather Hanna 9th place 
Pre-Preliminary Ladles 
Llndsay Scharf 4th place 
Rayven Alger 5th place 
Ashley Thandi 6th place 
Preliminary Ladles 
Kelsey Wilcox 2nd place 
Halsy Lessard 6th place 
Jacqueline Leniuk 7th place 
Samantha Nyce 8th place 
Juvenile Ladles 
Stephanie Leong 4th 
Intro Interpretive -Various Flights 
Jamle Penner 1st place 
Kelsey Wilcox 4th place 
Jeanne Homeniuk 5th place 
Heather Hanna 1st place 
Stephanie Leong 7th place 
Bronze Interpretive 
Shelbey Stach 2nd 
Kelsey Minhinnick 4th place 
Feb. 9 
[] BC Senior Games re- 
gular monthly meeting. 
1:30 p,m. at the Happy 
Gang Centre, Cal Bud 
at 635-9505 for info. 
Feb. 10 
[] 25th annual Snowara- 
ma. Pledge sheets avail- 
able at dealerships or 
phone Bonnie at 635- 
5930. 
Feb. 14 
[] Valentine's Day 
sweetheart special at 
Shames Mountain: lift 
tickets are two for one, 
Feb. 16 
[] Chocolate Chase 
cross country ski race at 
Onion Lake. 2.5 and 5 
km races. 1 p.m. 
Feb. 17 
[] Shames Mountain 
hosts the 9th annual 
Dummy Downhill. 
Feb. 21-24 
[] B.C, Winter Games in 
Williams Lake, 
• o~C 1 - Ioc /ce j . , . .  
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THANK YOU! 
The Terrace Minor Hockey Association would like to take 
this opportunity to thank the many businesses and Indi- 
viduals that have sponsored our teams, our bus, our 
tournaments and our association In any and all ways. 
Without you, our association would not be as strong as It 
Is today. 
In the Initiation Division our sponsors are: Acadia 
Northwest Mechanical, SpeeDee Prlnters, McAIplne & 
Co. and the Legion, In the Novlce Dlvlslon the sponsors 
are: Nechako North Coast. Ikon, Elks, Long's Leering 
and Dr. R, Holtom. Sponsors In the Atom Division are: 
All West Trading, Lazelle Mini Storage, Mr. Mike's Grill, 
Kinsmen and Columbia Auto Haus. The Pee Wee's are 
being sponsored by: Ken's Trucking, Skeena Sawmills, 
Farwest Fuels, Rotary and the Pee Wee Reps by: River 
Industries. Our Bantam Peps are being sponsored by 
Inland Kenworth while the house teams are being spon- 
sored by: CitlFInanclal, All Seasons, Investor's Group and 
Remax, Finally Dediluke Landsurveylng sponsors our 
Midget/Juvenile teams and Terrace Totem Ford sponsors 
the Midget Peps. A big thank you for your contdbutlons 
to Terrace Minor Hockey this year. 
TERRACE 
MINOR 
BASEBALL 
ASSOC,AT,ON 
TERRACE ARENA 
BANQUET ROOM 
Friday, February 1 & 8 
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Saturday, February 2 & 9 
)( I  For more ilnformo..tion , i~___~ 
carl Norma at  635  ! 5 ! I ~ ( 
HOUSE OF COMMONS 
Andy Burton 
Member of parliament 
for SEeena 
Constituency office 
4654 Lazelle Ave, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6 
Phone: (250) 635-1601 
Fax: (250] 635-64109 
Toll Free: 1-800-661-2208 
Website 
.... T~i~ii!i!ii;iii:!:!: ~:: 
PROOF OF AGE IS REQUIRED 
• :+iiiiiii!ii: Care Car~s Not Acceptabb 
!Apm 
il/i 
i+m 
:,........ 
.......,. 
Successful operation of this club requires parent VOLUNTEERS 
:181:!:!: 
I l+MI//J/i01ii ! 
Februar 
Ski Club 
,Challenge S 
Support the club, 
Februar~ 
Cardboard B 
3:45  p.m. on Pandl 
Of February Sweetheart • 2 for I tiff t i ckets  
- . • 
February 17th 
9th Annual 
Dummy Downhill 
4:00 p.m, on Pandhandler ~ 
Build a dummy on skis or board, max 75 Ibs.,';~ 
rain 4 feet all, no IQ higher than zero allo~"~.: 
PRIZES! LOTS OF LAUGHSI ~ 
~ : ]  , ( :  , I 
Sandman 
(250) 635-9151, Toll Free 1-800-SANDMAN 
4828 Highway 16 West, Terrace 
~ D  N " • - : . q : j  • , • . ,.~. ationalCarRenta/+ 
(250) 635-6855,  (250) 635-7369 After Hours 
Toll-Free 1-800-227-7368 
~,  ~.~ +~i;~'.,<.++@+C.~+P+~+ " 
I 
~:i+ + @+.++++, + , 
~..,  L~ ,~,~,+~, 
~<s&::S , 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
for 36 months1 + 
~~,+++~+++~ • 
HRZDR PROTEGE 5 
cash purchase from lease from 
per month148 months 
• Front wheel drive •Reor disc brakes with Anti-lock Broke 
System (ABS) • 130 hp., 2.0L DOHC engine • AH/FH/CO stereo system 
,16" olloy wheels *Tachometer ° Cruise control •Reor wiper 
HRZDR PROTEGE LX 
cash purchase from lease from 
permonth148 months 
• I?ront wheel drive • +630 hp., 2,0L OOHC engine 
• Class-leading Interior roam • fiH/FH/CO stereo system 
o Driver and front passenger airbag s o Keyless entry •Tilt steeri 
b'+ . 
ROAD$10E £ssiStANCl PRooRAM Asko~uitheHozda~oceoPmlndpromi~dondodoneve~n~,azd. ~ m m I r ~  
THORNHILL IRZDRe 3040 HW~4}6 Ee Phone 250-635-7286 
GRADURTES GET RN ADDITIONAL $750 OFF PURCHASE+OR LEASE, '. 
Offers avodohle an rHodlpurchases/leoses onportictpotln 9 vehicles from January 3. 2002 fat o mlted time only Lease and flnooco O.A.(. far quohfiud customers only. 11.9% floauc* 
IORfl DUAT+ ~" r • offer ova+Table on all 2002 maldo vehicles except Tribute, finance example for $tO,O00 ot 1.9% APR 36 months at $20S 9• pet moath C O O is $29S 44 far o total of tO 
*Holdo $ 2OS 64 I PROG~II~I" I i~ J  I~'.mnallmosoRo~a,0ffersovodoble an,etoiHeosesanly, teosesorehasedon48manths, 0thorleoseterms ova able. tatolhaseabl*gotlo;+: ~002P;ate ~lX(mode OD4~S2AA00' 
Isttl,90?,whlchlnclu~es$250secur]tydeposlt anddownpaymentof$2,tOO(mcludesrrelghtonijpot of$O9$).2OO2ProteudS(maddoOSTSSZflFtO01 i +,1 9L~ .,kL.I.]~ I,+,4 *~^~ 
S tCUtlIy oepas,t, a ,  . . . .  poy.ment of !L200 (!ncludes fie,9ht and POE of t89S). 20,OOO km per y . . . . .  leo9e restrictions apply; odd,tional e{Ik+m opphes+ U . . . . . .  InsuSron~e'+ii's~";ncl'~hu°re~:~,'~'~ 
cnwg++ ellro ueo e ITIoy Sell/leas /or ess Olle S conno be combined See our dealer for details Illustrated models o . . . . . . .  ' ' • Y . re for cef . . . . . . . .  ly and actual models may nat be . . . .  t l y 'o ; ' s [o~:  
: : :  : i: ::¸ :!:¸ ¸¸~  ¸ ~ I  '¸::¸¸ H:/: :!:  : , : : : , ,-~ i,¸ ¸¸~ ,`,~,+~:,;: ~:  : , ,  7: :!: . . : :  :::::. " " :4 : :  ~ ::: k~F . ~4 : I I : 1 4 + ~ ~ O ~ S  : . . . .  " q : k . . +'146; 
.+ . . .  L . . . . .  ' .  • . , .+ . . : ' . .  + . '  - .  . " !: ' . : :  . : '  Q"  ;. '+ ' . ' '~ j . ' :+ .  
' • : . . . : . . , . " , . .  : : :Y '  : - : : '  . ' ,~" :+ ' . :  +a  +`:+ . .  ~: , .  . .  . . . .  : .. '  + - ,  . . ' : + +: . : .  .+/ : : :  • + 
, ++.  :+:+:::: ,+ : 3.026 mghw y 16 Eo,,t,'r,.,-°c+: +:+• + + ++ 
• 800  559;7288: : :  ::::i 0 :;I:::::::+:::::I~DiR:.#704+i : ::; ::+:!:+ : : : i :  635:7286 
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